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ABSTRACT
MTHOBELI PHILLIP GUMA: The Politics of uMoya: Variation in the Interpretation and
Management of Diarrheal Illnesses among Mothers, Professional Nurses and Indigenous
Health Practitioners in Khayelitsha-South Africa.
(Under the direction of Professors Judith Farquhar and Robert Daniels)

This study deals with the social interpretation of childhood diarrhea among the Xhosa
speaking people of the Western Cape in South Africa. It highlights how in the Western Cape
political consciousness and moralist discourses strongly influence relationships between different
health care systems and the production of continuing conflicts around problems of health care
delivery.

It is argued that if meaningful relationships could be found between socially based

health-seeking strategies and biomedical classifications of enteric and other diseases of women
and children, they could facilitate the provision of more equitable, effective and widely acceptable
health care.
Furthermore,

it compares the etiological explanations of childhood illness signs and

symptoms of mothers and health practitioners of two kinds, i.e., professional nurses trained in
biomedicine and indigenous African health practitioners (IHPs).

The comparison focuses

particularly on the interpretation of stool quality and associated symptoms. For stool quality the
study refers to the color and texture of children's feces that mothers and health practitioners
identify and associate with distinctive conditions of affliction. The study found these descriptive
categories do not exhaust the variety of interpretations known to Nguni people in the area. There
is variation, even ambiguity, in the interpretation of commonly understood illness categories and
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with respect to diarrheal illnesses, knowledge
professional

nurses.

remains contested

between

mothers

and

Moreover, the availability of a wide range of therapeutic options m

Khayelitsha diversifies the mother's causal explanations. It was found this diversity in causality
and management of illnesses is manifested in the quality of children's stools, "green" feces in
particular. Here too, different hues are not separable from the media in which they appear. Their
interpretations

draw on senses of value, ideas, social histories, different forms of power,

systematic knowledge, and a great variety of other forms of significance that are embedded in the
concrete domains of everyday life. In addition to the notion of isuntu,(that is humaneness) the
study more importantly reveals that among Nguni of the Western Cape a tripartite relationship
of umoya,(vital

force) inyongo,(gallbladder)

and ithongo (ancetral dream) is the dynamic

philosophical component that describes Nguni experiences of health and illness.
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the Transkei or Ciskei.
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Amadtozi - semen or ancestors (in Zulu).
Amagqira - (sing, iqgira), diviner/so
Amaholo, male migrant compounds.
Amakhehle

or amaxhego, male elders or senior citizens.

Amakhelekazi

or amaxhegwazana,

female elderly or senior citizens.

Amamfengu,

emigrant Nguni grouping.

Amaphupha,

dreams.

Amatheketheke,

mucoid stools.

Amaxhwele, Indigenous health practitioner who intergrates medicinal herbs, modern
Pharmacological material, animal substances, and minerals as materia medica.
Dlamini, clan name (male); Madlamini, (female).
Dosini, clan name of the Mpondomise society.
Elamawethu,

that belongs to every lIineage group-public (dreams).

Elezihlwele, that belongs to kin-private (dreams).
Guguletu, Langa Nyanga, African residental areas.
Ibhokwe yamasi, ritual of incorporation, a goat offering for a bride to handle milk
Products from the affinal household livestock.
Ichanti, a river python understood to embody ancestral forces.
Id/iso, poisoned stomach.
Ifufunyana, mental illness associated with sorcery.
Igoduka, a person who holds allegiance to a rural home.
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Ikhaya yimpilo yomntu-that is, a home is a security for the welfare and well-being.
/mbe/eko, a ritual of incorporation and of mother-child bonding.
/mbiza, herbal mixture (that is prepared by cooking), a purgative or tonic.
/mpi/o yomntu isebantwini, the person's health rests with society.
/mpi/o ent/e enempume/e/o, health and prosperity.
/mpundu/u, a bird familiar force associated with witchcraft and society.
/nkund/a, center courtyard.
Int/ah/a, prosperity, good fortune, suitability or suitable partnership, lovableness.
/nt/ombe, indigenous healers' ritual and séance gathering.
/nyongo, literary means "the center," as the core of a tree; gallbladder.
/p/eyiti, illness category associated with childhood.
/ratsha/a/a, skin rash or scabies.
/sand/a esibi, a person with a distressful hand
/simnyama, is a diagnostic category associated with misfortune, bad luck, and failure to
achieve.
/sithinzi, shadow.
Ithongo, ancestral dream experience among healers, a philosophy associated with
healing,
Aesthics in self-presentation, and moral validity.
/thuthu, dust.
/yeza /akwantu, African medicine as opposed to Westem medicine.
/ziwe, foreign-acquired
Khaya/ethemba,

ancestral forces.

African residential area in Worcester.

Masth/a/isane, common law union
Pi/ani, get well..
Ubuh/anti (benkomo), enclosing fence, cattle kraal.
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Ubuhlaza, quality of greenness, blueness (in color); fawness (in food); rudeness (in
human character).
Ubumhtophe and ubulawu, whiteness (in color); diviner (human qualities).
Udli Ngqondo, a person who leads his life by using every last part of his brain.
Ugqira (wesilungu), a biomedical practioner or doctor trained in Westem medicine.
Ugqira womoya, a healer who specialises in the management of childhood colic
conditions.
Ukuba nombilni, to experience palpitation.
Ukuba umfazi ufike kuthakathwa naye uzakuthakatha,
that embraces with craft, she will also become one.

if a woman is wedded to a family

Ukubhubha, to die.
Ukudliswa inyongo, ritual of incorporation, to introduce a newley wed to the customary
rituals of the lineage or affinal kin
Ukugula, illness, illness associated with a call to a healer's role.
Ukuhanjwa, to be irritated.
Ukukhothwa, to be licked.
Ukunuka, to smell (pleasant or bad).
Ukuqunjelwa,

indigestion.

Ukuthwa/a, to procure a power' of a familiar force or healing qualities.
Ukuxilonga, to diagnose, divination.
Ukwelama, muteness.
Ukwenda, to move away and leave with the husband's people, to travel a long distance.
Umamlambo, half snake and half human familiar force asssociated with prosperity
(mermaid) and childhood illness category.
Umbono, vision.
Umeqo, poisoned leg.
Umfino, greens or wild vegetables.
Umlaza, pollution.
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Umoya, refers to a natural and vital force; includes wind, air, spirit.
Umoya wamaBhulu, force of the Boers-Afrikaaner
Umoya wokunyanga,
Umoya wezinyanya,

hegemony.

healing power.
vital force of the ancestors.

Umphefumlo,

breath, life force.

Umqgwaliso,

skin blemishes, misfortune.

Uthuthu, ashes.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
This study deals with the social interpretation of childhood diarrhea among the Xhosa
speaking people of the Western Cape in South Africa. It highlights how in the Western Cape
political consciousness and moralist discourses strongly influence relationships between
different health care systems and the production of continuing conflicts around problems of
health care delivery. It is argued that if meaningful relationships could be found between
socially based health-seeking strategies and biomedical classifications of enteric and other
diseases of women and children, they could facilitate the provision of more equitable, effective
and widely acceptable health care.
This study was inspired by several aspects of my life; these include a nurturing family
environment, formal education, political activism, and healing experience in Zimbabwe and
South Africa. I grew up in a social setting that epitomized a microcosm of a broader political
experience that many African families in the townships of the Western Cape were going
through during the 1950s and 60s. Although as African people we were subjected to
institutionalized racism, there was differentiation in how individuals and families responded to
the state of affairs that prevailed in the area. This was particularly reflected in education and
religion. Here, family responses were characterized by ambivalence since the type of
knowledge we picked up from school and other public channels was inconsistent with the
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African ways of socialization. While at school and in church, as children, we were taught how
to become loyal British subjects; at home the subject matter was related to obedience to
African social values. Outside our homes we were loyal to "Roman Catholic," "Anglican,"
"Dutch Reform," and "Wesleyan Methodist" church schools, whereas in our homes and
neighborhoods were members of unified family and neighborhood social organizations.

Here,

-,

too, neighbors would commiserate with the sorrows and misfortune of others.
In addition to education, social hierarchies in the community were modeled along
church affiliation, since Catholics regarded themselves as superior in status to Protestants, and
within the Protestant ranks, independent African Churches, particularly Zionists, were
perceived to be of a lower rank than the historically European churches. Membership in a
church was accompanied by comforts and discomforts, for while conversion to the church
qualified one to the status of being "civilized," uncritical loyalty to its doctrines often sowed
confusion and antagonism between converts and their relatives, and between families and their
neighbors. Seemingly individual differences resulted in family and congregational conflicts,
separating individuals from their families and communities because of differences in faith.
The South African government policies of divide and rule continued to reinforce this
kind of prejudice among Africans. The declaration of the Bantu Education Act of 1952 led to
the appropriation of church schools by the State. In Langa, the transformation of the church
schools to primary and high primary divisions led to unprecedented conflicts among church
people in the community. Some people felt this would lower the standard of education, and
others felt it would improve subsidies. Wesleyans blamed Anglicans for "selling out" to the
government authorities by lowering the Wesleyan school to the lower primary level while the
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Anglican and Dutch Reformed church schools were made higher primaries. A lower primary
school had First to Fourth grades and a higher primary contained Fifth to Seventh grades. I
was in Fourth grade in an Anglican school and our cohort group was transferred to the
Wesleyan Methodist lower primary school. I recall when some parents from our
neighborhood refused us entry to the school, because of our church affiliation. They were
Methodists and we were from the Anglican school. Consequently, our primary school cohort
spent the rest of 1960 oscillating between open fields and civic halls with our Anglican
teachers. Later I could equate our struggle for education to other African peoples' struggles
for self-determination waged elsewhere in Africa against European political domination. The
most deleterious effects of this domination was the systematic way in which African societies
were alienated from themselves by language, religion, education and by a variety of other
techniques of control, from radio to movies.
The 1960s were characterized by an upsurge in cultural and political transformations in
our neighborhoods, and our families engaged us in these operations in different ways. We
were encouraged early to participate in music, sports, drama, arts and crafts. This had a
tremendous impact in promoting our self esteem, especially considering the oppressive
political environment in which we were growing up. Through these activities we were
introduced to the African diaspora in the Americas. It was from the political discussions,
however, held by my brothers and other people from the neighborhood, where I picked up the
term "propaganda."

It was from the local African Nationalist Congress Women's League

where I learned about the atrocities inflicted by the State on African people in the potato
growing farms of the Orange Free State. It was from my brothers that I developed a critical
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stance in life, particularly the ability to analyze. During my primary school years we were
bombarded with movies that depicted African people as ignorant or irrational. Presentations
such as Tarzan (the Noble Savage), King Solomon's Mines, and a wide variety of media
images in which black people were portrayed as "happy go lucky" tricksters or minstrels
influenced how we perceived ourselves in relation to Europeans.

On one occasion I was

reprimanded by my elder brother for calling African actors in a movie "Kaffirs. " Although we
were four years apart and he fifteen years old at the time, he was well informed about
liberation struggles against colonialism in Africa. He informed me about events in Africa,
including how young Belgian soldiers hunted African people the Belgian Congo for a prize.
To prove their loyalty to the Belgian monarchy, after killing their victims, the soldiers would
make a spectacle with human organs cleaved from the bodies of African women and men.
These social experiences and narratives had a profound influence on how I was to perceive the
world. While they were a radical awakening, they cultivated my interest in African history,
and my curiosity in discovering the relationship between reality and political representations.
In 1965 our mother died of brain hemorrhage; six months before two elder brothers
who were incarcerated in Robben Island for sabotage against the South African regime were
released. On their return from Robben Island they went to Zambia to join the armed wing of
the Pan Africanist Congress; one later died in Mozambique, and the other in Zimbabwe. Our
primary school years were not only intellectually challenging, but also transformed us by
charging us with responsibility and accountability in the liberation struggle. At the time I was
not aware I would later wage the liberation struggle from a different angle.
Our parents were known in the neighborhood to be conservative because they
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cherished African cultural traditions despite their conversion to Christianity and three decades
of living in urban areas. My father's family was well known to the Anglican missionary who
came to Cape Town from St. Cuthbert's Mission in the Transkei, because three of my father's
brothers were educated in mission schools. These brothers later became priests in the
Anglican church, a tradition in which we were also brought up. However my father refused to
sacrifice his African traditions in order to be the obedient servant of the church. The local
priest once threatened to excommunicate him for initiating his sons to adulthood during St.
Martin's Lent. Iwill not delve into how he responded to this threat except mentioning that the
old man left a legacy of being the sponsor ofHlubi1 male initiation rituals. Similarly, our
father's adept knowledge of indigenous herbal medicines was acknowledged widely, and his

IHlubi is a lineage group that traces its origin from a progenitor known as Bhungane.
Historically, amaHlubi are part of abaNguni who migrated from Zululand during the 17th. century
and settled in what is now known as the Eastern Cape. This area includes the HerscheIl District,
East Griqualand, and the Ciskei. After leaving Zululand they continued with their cultural rituals,
and adapted these as the situation demanded. Because of its conservativism, in the Western Cape,
Hlubi male initiation rituals to adulthood are identified with that of Sotho speaking people.
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reputation in helping children with discomforts still prevails in our community. Interestingly,
his kinsman appreciated our father's impeccable and principled intellectual pragmatism, and
this recognition gained him a nickname among his peers of "Udli Ngqondo" (that is. a person
who leads his life by using every last part of his brain).
Beside the intellectual discussions in which people from all walks of life came to share,
our home was a transit point for African people who came to the Western Cape "illegally"
Before our father was retired in 1960, he worked for the City Council as a janitor and later a
"tea boy" for the city administrators for more than thirty years. Through his contacts he helped
people with residence permits who otherwise would not have qualified under the Urban Areas
Act of 1945. Eventually he was arrested with his co-workers, who were clerks in the City
Council administration offices in Langa and was charged with obstructing the course of law.
After spending eighteen months in custody without trial, the State released them all. Perhaps
one of the most significant contributions our father is known for is the establishment in 1949,
together with his brother-in-law, of a burial association for the destitute among their home
people. Presently, the association has over a thousand registered members.
Our parents did not go far at school, though they came from progressive social
backgrounds.

My father studied up to Eighth Grade, while our mother was a dressmaker,

trained in St. Cuthbert's Anglican Mission school in the Transkei. They never regarded their
level of formal education as a limitation to our development, for they never refrained from
exposing us to a variety of dynamic experiences. In addition to taking care of household
responsibilities, our mother saw to it that we participated. in church and other community
activities such as in youth organizations and local Boys Scouts. It was most gratifying for me
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and my younger brother when together with our mother we visited the Aquarium, the
Museum of Natural History, and the Jan van Rebeeck historical castle in Cape Town City.
Observing some of the elites in our neighborhood dismissing people who could not
communicate in English, she would encourage us never to feel deprived nor to look down
upon people because they could not communicate in that language, for "even if we become
affluent we will never be English people." Our next door neighbor was a professional nurse
who was married to a university graduate teacher; she worked in the local community
hospital. Although by age younger than my parents, she looked down upon them partly
because they were "traditional" people. Once she offered soup to my young brother and me.
When we took it home our mother discovered it was spoiled. She returned the soup to the
neighbor with appreciation adding, "we already had soup today." Paradoxically, the nurse
interpreted our mother's action to her colleagues in the neighborhood negatively, and failed to
explain the circumstances surrounding my mother's action. She portrayed her as a person who
did not appreciate hospitality from a neighbor. Nonetheless, our parents prepared us for the
intellectual challenges to come later in our lives. I was in Eighth grade and my young brother
Sixth grade when our mother died; I was fifteen and he was eleven years old at that time. We
were without my older brothers and my father was retired. His income could not meet all our
family and school requirements.

Thus my young brother and I had to assume the financial

responsibility for our education until we finished high school. It was clear to me by this time
that my education had to be directed toward social concerns, rather than laboratory studies. I
experienced a relentless urgency to acquire a profession that would arm me with skills to
improve the social conditions of our people; I planned to train as a social worker when I
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completed high school.
My initiation to adulthood in 1969 was as decisive as my high school years in drawing
my attention to the significance of cultural practices in social transformation.

Not only was

the experience challenging, but it was also instructive; I was systematically made aware of the
relationship between idealism and reality. Here, too, through song, recitals, and other forms
of teaching I became aware of the richness of indigenous African techniques of imparting
knowledge.

In such contexts theory is not separated from practice. While oral narratives are

the means of politicizing initiates, I found experience to be the basis upon which knowledge is
built. It is through this experience that many young men discover they have very limited
knowledge about themselves and the African society, partly because their expectations are
negated by what they now experience in the wider society. They discover also that formal
school education does not prepare them for becoming an adult in an African society, since at
school the significance of indigenous African techniques of imparting knowledge are not
recognized.

During initiation the instruction in oral history through music is not only

informative, but singing encourages them to appreciate also the therapeutic qualities embodied
in African ritual music. The lyric in songs and poetry of praise makes them courageous, so
they can withstand the harsh conditions to which they are exposed during their initiation to
adulthood and when they return home. The systematic knowledge they acquire during this
period, while plumbing the depths of their African heritage, involves practices through which
they come to know the complexity of African systems of social organization and thought,
know them in ways that are more meaningful than what they were taught at school.
My high school and initiation to adulthood followed the banning of extra-
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parliamentary opposition by the South African State. Beside the silencing of political
organizations, the Nationalist Party regime continued with its oppressive machinery, ruining
marriages, separating communities, restricting education, promoting discrimination in the
national health services, and impoverishing African people; these actions raised unprecedented
national and international opposition to the regime's legitimacy. For economic and political
reasons the State balkanized the country into cultural enclaves that were rationalized on
seemingly different African languages. Racialism and cultural differentiation were
fundamental pillars for political economic, and social domination of the African majority by
the white minority. Like our families, we resisted this political domination in a variety of
ways, as students and as activists in the community. By the time we left high school our
cohort had forged educational and sporting links with Colored schools, launched a scholarship
fund for primary and high school students, initiated a drama and music society that produced
nationally and internationally recognized artists, established a student publication, and
organized a community based youth movement informed by African principles of social
organization.
These activities were sparked by our readings (e.g., African and European history) and
encouraged by the successes of armed struggles waged against imperialistic or fascist regimes
in Africa and elsewhere in the world. I left high school well informed about liberation
movements and leadership styles from Africa to the Middle East, from Latin America to
China. The secret service of the South African State continued to harass our family by
confiscating all documentation of our family history. Our mail was intercepted regularly; our
traveling was restricted; and whenever one of our family members got employed the
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appointment would be canceled once the management learned about his background.

Instead

of being tormented, we became bold and continued with what the State called "subversive"
activities. Until my detention in 1979 under Section 26 of the Anti-terrorism Act, I had
traveled to many African countries without a South African passport.

My detention in 1979 followed a prolonged period of political activism, both as a
member of the South African Students Organization (SASO) and a Western Cape based youth
movement.

I joined SASO while a student at the University of Fort Hare in Alice. Student

organization activity in this university had a legacy of producing African intellectuals who
later assumed leadership roles in national liberation movements. I came to the university when
the black consciousness movement was prominent in the country. There were a number of
reasons that contributed to making Alice the intellectual Mecca of African scholars and
political activism, especially during the early seventies. In addition to the historical Lovedale
institution and its press, Fort Hare, and the Federal and Interdenominational Theological
Seminaries in the same area enriched our intellectual development by bringing together
students and academics with a variety of political experiences from different parts of the
country (see also, Jaffe 1985:107). As students we exchanged ideas and visions with founders
and protagonists of the black consciousness movement in South Africa. The Eastern Cape
region became the testing ground for the realization of our ideas. As student activists our
concern was to free our societies from Western intellectual and political subordination by
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promoting unity and self reliance among black cornmunities/. This was achieved through
literacy, health, religion, economic, and cultural programs. We observed that the most
devastating effect of political domination in South Africa was the systematic way in which
black people were alienated from themselves and their culture. To emancipate ourselves from
the shackles of self effacing practices, we sought answers in the writings of Frantz Fanon,
Julius Nyerere, Kwame Nkrumah and other political philosophers from Africa and the African
diaspora. In addition to these I gobbled up information about African forms of social
organization from anthropological and sociological accounts. Herskovitz, Isaac Schapera,
Monica Wilson, Talcott Parsons, Piaget were main sources to which I compared our cultural
experiences. Although these sources were informative, they represented the primitivist
tradition in which indigenous systems of thought were perceived as reacting to European
conquest; they proceeded to deny the vibrancy embodied in indigenous cultural practices by
couching these within the ethnographic present. Ten years later I came across readings by
African social analysts such as Talal Asad, Magubane, Samir Amin and European
presentations by Malinowski, Radcliffe-Brown, Karl Marx, Meillasoux, Levi-Strauss, Max
Weber, Foucault, and others while registered as a student at the University of Cape Town.
These presentations galvanized my critical perspective in anthropology.
It should be noted that at Fort Hare while SASO was fighting against the South
2"Black" referred to the oppressed people of South Africa.
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African political system of segregation, a significant number of our lecturers were white
Afrikaaners who had difficulty expressing themselves in English, which was the medium of
instruction at the university. Moreover, these lecturers did not conceal their political agenda
in the university, namely, the promotion of separate development among the nascent black
intellectuals.

In Humanities and the Social Sciences we were taught to become gobemouches

of Afrikaaner cultural theories that emphasized the virtues of belonging to a Xhosa homeland
rather than to perceive ourselves in broader South African terms. To ourselves, this
government propaganda was negated by the effects of its policies that were unfolding in
Dimbaza and in other resettlement areas located within a twenty five mile radius of the
university center. In the resettlement areas, poverty, kwashiorkor, and inertia were
inextricably tied in a realistic way to the very idea of "belonging" to a homeland. As students
we developed a pragmatic way to transform our academic environment and demystify the
lilliputian image by which black people were portrayed and were conditioned to accept as their
social position in the South African society. This conscious decision led to house arrests,
banning orders, and expulsion of a significant number of the student body throughout black
campuses in the country. As a result my student activity was mummified for the next ten
years during which I was involved in community-based activities. During this period I
travelled widely, visiting rural and urban communities within South Africa and in neighboring
African States. I was able to appreciate the economic disparity in South Africa between rural
and urban communities by my travels to the rural areas of the Transkei, Ciskei, Natal,
Northern and Eastern Transvaal, Northern Cape, Orange Free State, and Namaqualand.

In

addition, my travels to Lesotho, Botswana, Swaziland, and Zimbabwe drew my attention to
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the necessity of integrating cultural practices in ideologies of liberation. After these travels I
began to compare Black South Africans to those of the neighboring African states, and at this
point in my life I realized that our personalities, as Amilear Cabral had aptly observed, had
been harmonized partly with the economic and cultural values of Western societies.
The particular character of the Zimbabwe liberation struggle, which I had the
opportunity to witness while training as a healer during its later stages (1978 and 1980),
provided some insights into the virtues of intergrating religious ideologies in political activity.
I noted also the dynamic nature of Zimbabwe's nationalist leadership; economic and social
relations seemed to have had a direct influence on how national health care programs were
conceptualized.

It was within this context that I came to realize that the practical provision of

health care is both politically and ideologically shaped. These experiences, as I was to
discover later, dovetail with the Gramscian notion of hegemony and the centrality of culture in
studying dynamic social processes, especially when we consider Gramscian's treatise on the
politico-social role of organic intellectuals in specific historical contexts. My socialization in
South Africa reveals that people's ideas about themselves and what they do are inextricably
tied to material forces. This leads us to focus on what this study intends to achieve.

Study Focus
The research focus is on the following issues:
1.

The relationship between popular disease etiologies and biomedical classifications of
enteric and other diseases of women and children. If meaningful relationships
could be found, they could facilitate the provision of more equitable, effective and
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widely acceptable health care.

2.

The nature of indigenous therapies: concepts, disease descriptions, beliefs and health
seeking practices, as well as the clinical use of medicinal herbs in women's and
children's illnesses.

3.

Relationships between patterns of illness and disease and wider economic and
political changes in South Africa, the Western Cape in particular.

4.

Culturally based health-seeking strategies and the relationship oflongstanding

health

practices to immunization, nutrition, and prevention.

5.

The participation and role of indigenous health practitioners. in maternal and child
health, with emphasis on the possibility of coordinating indigenous preventive care
with Western medical practices of immunization, both conceptually and practically.

Contemporary African health care experiences epitomize the cultural onslaught of
hegemonic "Western" scientific and medical assumptions.

At a social practice level,

hegemonic colonial principles can often be quickly extrapolated into social reality by those
who are ideologically and materially dominated. This colonial "social reality" is compounded
when, in a post-colonial context, western intellectual hegemony persists and reproduces itself
without being consciously recognized by participants. Even if the problem is recognized,
reformers find themselves caught up in a dilemma when they feel they must apply the health
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care solutions of western industrialized countries in spite of the fact that these health care
solutions are intrinsically tied to capitalist and nationalist contexts. Using an historical analysis
dimension, this study demonstrates how the naturalization of western ideas of interpreting and
managing illness fits in an African context. The study focused on the interpretation of
childhood diarrheal illnesses as an example in which this relationship is manifested. There is a
problem in emphasizing the dichotomy between what is called "western " notions of power
and what might be referred to as "African" concepts of power, without taking into account the
historical processes that placed these presumably discrete categories into a dialectical and
embodied relationship. Part of my task in this study was to analyze this contested boundary
and contextualize it within ongoing debates about how medical practice in South Africa
should develop in the future, debates among indigenous health practitioners, professional
nurses, the people, church leaders, particular interest groups, and others. Therefore, the
results of my observations are divided into three parts: Part One describes the social and
political context of health in the Western Cape and Khayelitsha; Part Two discusses the
philosophies that inform the understanding and experiencing of illness and health by Nguni
people; Part Three looks at the healing context in Khayelitsha; Part Four discusses how power
relations are contested on the bodies of children; I end the discussion by highlighting the
implications of alternative healing strategies for public health.

Methodology
This field study was conducted for seventeen months, from November 1991 to May
1993. This period coincided with the political settlement negotiations that were conducted in
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Johannesburg by South African political organizations.

There was tremendous activity by

people in the townships in anticipation of full participation in the political affairs of the
country. In the Western Cape there were social tensions between people and the police,
between civic organizations and local authorities, and between commuters and public
transport service providers. There was internecine conflict between taxi owners and their
functionaries that was affecting transport, health, and commercial delivery services in
Khayelitsha. Military and police presence in armored vehicles was a constant reminder of the
volatile situation engulfing African residential areas. Local civic organizations were very
sensitive to any kind of research conducted in their specific areas. Consequently, any research
project had to receive approval for conducting the research from the local civic organization
and its substructures, what researchers call "local stake holders." With the help of a local nongovernmental organization administrator this process took two months to accomplish. In
spite of this approval, I was always concerned about my safety in light of incessant social
conflicts present then. Some areas in Khayelitsha were declared "no entry zones"; motorists in
these areas were either robbed or their vehicles hijacked.
I had been away from South Africa for more than five years when I returned for the
research and I found tremendous change in the social landscape. There were people
panhandling and soliciting motorists for food along the streets and at street comers. I soon
realized the difficult plight of African people in poverty. Bread and food delivery vans were
robbed regularly as they entered the townships; this prevented delivery of basic services by the
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commercial sector to these areas. Harare", where most of this research was conducted is in
the center of Khayelitsha; one has to pass through many four way stops and traffic lights
before reaching the area. Driving a vehicle through this area was risky, partly because of the
likelihood of encountering taxi owners in conflict; these conflicts would often affect
passengers or passing motorists or pedestrians.
Despite these problems, however, I developed rapport with many people and
organizations in the area. I collected data through participant observation, structured and
open-ended interviews, and collection and interpretation of family and patient life histories.
These methods were supplemented by attitude surveys, census data, epidemiological statistics,
and archival material from oral and documented historical accounts. In some instances in
which I wanted to find out about different responses to the same question from the same
group of people, the focus group approach was employed. I found this approach effective
when interviewing healers and community health workers, especially to verify some of the
information I had gathered from individual responses. Equally important, for the ethnographic
record, I took photographs and recorded as many vignettes as possible. I traveled extensively
between Khayelitsha and the African townships of Crossroads, Guguletu, Langa, and Nyanga
interviewing individuals or families, observing health practitioners, attending indigenous health
practitioners' seance gatherings, and attending health promotion meetings with health
3A

neighborhood named after the capital of independent Zimbabwe, Harare.
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inspectors, professional nurses, and indigenous health practitioners.
I interviewed 782 people; this number includes professional nurses, indigenous health
practitioners, mothers, families, environmental health inspectors, local authority
administrators, non-governmental organization employees, civic leaders, traders, pre-school
teachers, religious leaders, and community health workers. I applied multiple methods to
gather the necessary information from households and individuals. Some of the key areas of
questioning related to age, standard of education, employment-occupation,

religious

affiliation, economic standing, number of people in the household and illness episode (see
Appendices A, F and G). Questioning also involved health practices and decision making
processes, the choice of treatment methods, beliefs and ideas about the use or non-utilization
of a health system and reasons related to these choices. Some problems arose mainly in
scheduling interviews due to the absence of most adults from homes during the day.
Consequently, most of the day was spent either interviewing professional nurses or observing
non-governmental organization programs, while interviews in the residential areas were
conducted outside working hours.
The uniformity of housing structures in Harare, and the associated organized
infrastructure of tarred roads and sanitary services, made systematic sampling possible.
Harare had 816, three-room households with an average of five people per household.

This

number excluded the people who lived or lodged in prefabricated structures in the backyards.
I was able to gather systematic data from 130 households, about 20% of the total number of
households in the area. A unique feature which I observed in Harare, in contrast to
Crossroads, was that one could interview two to three households and find no experience of
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illness episodes for the past three months, whereas in Crossroads almost every household I
interviewed had an illness episode to relate. This differentiation in the frequency of illness
episodes between the two communities was ascribed, among other things, to poor sanitary
conditions which were acute in Crossroads as compared to Harare. These poor conditions
were coupled with a high concentration of population on a small piece of land.
Although house numbers in Khayelitsha were provided in the medical history records,
a methodology of random sampling could not be developed based on them, partly because the
people changed addresses frequently. This was understandable considering the legacy of pass
laws in the Western Cape whereby, to avoid being traced through hospital records and
arrested, people provided fictitious names or addresses to health authorities.

Another reason

was poverty whereby a parent, to secure a meal for the sick child through hospital care, would
leave an address where she could not be found and would often collect the child when her
economic situation had improved. Consequently, I collected case studies from those in
attendance at the Mobile Clinic in Harare which was held three times a week and at other
related health centers. It was through these observations I picked up the different ways
diarrhea illnesses were interpreted by professional nurses and mothers. Whenever I found it to
be of special interest, I asked to interview the mother and introduced the questionnaire during
subsequent interviews in her home. This method had a snowball effect and was very
productive; by referral I gathered 15 more vignettes of illness episodes stemming from the
initial five informal interviews I had at the Clinic Center. Furthermore, I came to know a
variety of people and places that I would not have visited without an introduction from
someone local. I am extremely grateful to them for the many acts of trust extended to me in
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the midst of great social uncertainty.
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CHAPTERll

PEOPLE OF KHA YELITSHA: ABANGUNI IN THE WESTERN CAPE

The people I am writing about in this ethnographic study are the Xhosa speaking
people, who linguistically and culturally are associated with the Nguni and Khoi-San people.
Linguistically, Nguni is part of the great Bantu-speaking branch of the Niger-Congo Family of
African languages distributed throughout central and southern Africa (Greenberg, 1963) The
South African branch of Bantu-speaking people is divided into several groupings, with Nguni
and Sotho comprising the two main language groups. Included in the Nguni cluster are the
Xhosa, Zulu, Swati and Ndebele; in the Sotho grouping South Sotho, Tswana, Pedi and
Lobedu are probably the best known. Tsonga and Venda are also part of the Bantu-language
groupings in South Africa. Although successive colonial governments in South Africa have
tended to identify these language groups as discrete and distinct cultural entities, as
epitomized in the Nationalist government's Separate Development policies, they share.
identifiable cultural characteristics as found in Nguni and Sotho languages (West, 1976).
These similarities manifest the protracted history of social intercourse and inter-infusion of
cultural practices that is a mainstay of southern African societies. For example, the integration
of clicks in the Nguni language is a testimony to the historical relationship between Bantuspeakers and Khoi-San people. The development of the Xhosa language
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exemplifies this relationship. It is also striking to observe that Basotho, in the songs they
teach to male initiates, acknowledge the wisdom ofKhoi-San people (that is, Baroa, in Sesoto
and aBathwa in Xhosa) as progenitors of male initiation practices (circumcision).

Similar

cultural influences are found in seance rituals and in the way ancestral forces manifest
themselves among Xhosa speaking diviners (cf Katz, 1982).
The fluid nature of this interrelatedness has implications for the definition of social
identities as discrete cultural categories, particularly those contained within the Apartheid
regime. In this state ideology, variation in languages were taken as reified cultural categories;
differences in language, for a variety of political reasons, are perceived as bounded ethnic
entities. The association of cultural identities with political repression limited the possible
forms of social identification, resulting in untold social hardships. In South Africa today,
people assume only one of many deserete identities as the situation demands. It is known in
the African townships, for example, that Xhosa or Zulu speakers with Afrikaans last names
such as "Olifant" and "Grootboom" are probably translations of the Xhosa clan names of
"Ndlovu" (i.e. elephant) and "Mthimkulu" (i.e. Big Tree), respectively. People have, for
historical, polical and economic reasons, claimed an Afrikaans identity, particularly in the
Cape Province. Notable in these relationships is a remarkable history of cultural integration,
not only in the use of names and languages, but also in the way in which social reality is
perceived by the various groups.

Khayelitsha (New Home) is a Blackl residential area in the western Cape region in

Black is applied throughout to include so-called Coloreds, Asians, and indigenous

1
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South Africa. It was established in 1984 and planned by the then Nationalist government as a
satellite township to resettle Africans' from existing African townships of Lang a, Nyanga,
Guguletu, and those living in the corrugated iron settlements of Crossroads and KTC (Kakaza
Trading Company).'

Khayelitsha is located 35 km to the southeast of the center of Cape

Town. The Indian Ocean flanks the township on the eastern side with the N2 Highway on the
west (see Plate I-Map). While Swarklip road separates the sprawling township from
Mitchells Plain (a Colored township) on the south, bordering the northern side are the Cape
Corps military training camp and Macassar." Khayelitsha's population is estimated at 300,000.
It has grown from galvanized iron structures to a variety of publicly and privately built brick
housing. Presently, Khayelitsha is a sprawling conglomeration of permanent structures and
self-built shacks occupying several "site and service'" areas. Khayelitsha as a whole covers
approximately 3200 hectares. The township is a high density area divided into five distinct
sections viz., Site and service areas B & C; Town 2A & B (also site and service areas);
Khayelitsha Sub-economic or "core" houses; and the middle class areas ofEkupumleni and

Africans, unless otherwise specified. The notion of "Black" as a category means the oppressed
people of South Africa.
2 African is used throughout to refer to indigenous African people as differentiated from
people of European descent.

3This shanty area is identified by the name of a trading store that is a landmark-Kakaza
Trading Company.

"These two are Colored people residential areas. Khayelitsha also has a place name called
Makasa, because of its proximity to the Macassar area.
5These are 90 square meter plots, with an outside flush toilet and a tap shared by two
dwellings.
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Emakhaya residential areas. Harare, where much of the fieldwork was done, is a community
in Site 2A.

Core houses include homes built of brick, having two rooms, and a bathroom

with a flush toilet and running water provided by the city. Originally the two-room core
house constructions lacked electricity, but since 1991 installations have been done by private
companies to households that could afford the expense. Houses without electricity rely on
gas as a source of energy for cooking and kerosene or candles for lighting; this is especially
common for those who live in corrugated iron housing. Since 1990 the State introduced the
"pay per credit card" electrification scheme, in which the use of electricity is commensurate
with the amount of power units purchased beforehand.

The History of Khayelitsha
The history of African people in Khayelitsha, like elsewhere in South Africa, is
characterized by varying degrees of poverty, high unemployment, ideological conflicts,
struggles for health and well-being, and by a remarkable persistance in seeking selfdetermination and prosperity. When the South African State established Khayelitsha in 1984,
it was meant to be a model "city" to which residents from the existing African townships of
Langa, Nyanga, Guguletu and those of shanty areas of Crossroads and KTC would be moved
(cf Evans, 1985). In addition, the government plan was to provide site and service areas for
"illegal" Africans in which they could build their own housing, and "core" house areas for
"lega'" residents. The State-declared plans met opposition from a variety of groups, including
residents of the existing African townships. Eventually, the government altered its initial
plans, allowing residents from these townships to move to Khayelitsha voluntarily. For those
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in the established "squatter" areas, ideological differences had already resulted in deadly
conflicts, scores of people moved to seek refuge in Khayelitsha. Between 1985 and 1986
people in the Squatter settlements of Crossroads, KTC, and Nyanga experienced an
unprecedented rise in bitter battles for land space and followers. Within two months, more
than 126,000 people moved to the Khayelitsha area later known as "Green Point," a
euphemism for the green canvas tents provided by the state for temporary accommodation.
Therefore, while for some persons Khayelitsha was considered a "haven," for the South
African state it epitomized the realization and success of its separate development initiatives.
It was meant as a "good will" gesture, removing African people from the crowded and squalid
living conditions to which they had been exposed in the informal settlement areas. Eight years
later, as this study shows, contradictions between the State's sanitary idealism and its
oppressive separatism remain a thorny issue for the people of Khayelitsha.
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Environmental Conditions in Khayelitsha
Khayelitsha is renowned for its turbulent storms, dust, and uncompromisingly cold
nights. The physical location of the township, less than half a mile away from the ocean,
combined with the notable snow white sandy soil, exposes the area to unpredictable
environmental conditions. Due to the lack of grass covering in most of the areas, sand dunes
form part of the landscape whenever strong winds blow from the sea. Families complain
bitterly about the uncontrollable sand that penetrates the doors. Sand seeps through the
windows and ventilators, affecting household cleanliness.
An aerial view ofKhayelitsha reveals a place that is a hodgepodge of residential
houses made of corrugated iron, township plastic, sand bags, timber and cement blocks. The
people in this study lived mainly in the shack areas and are subjected to environmental
hardships and adverse public health conditions. Although in some of these neighborhoods
public utilities are available, overcrowding and the necessary sharing of limited sewage and
water facilities negate attempts to maintain a healthy environment, particularly in areas in
which the "bucket" disposal system must be relied upon. Informants in Harare, for example,
said that, in "Green Point" ten households shared a single toilet and water facility, and the
collection of human waste and garbage was irregular. Consequently, heaps oflitter piled up in
dunes along the streets. Although in places such as Crossroads people were active in keeping
their environment sanitary, they could not control the dumping of industrial waste in their
neighborhoods.

Similarly, in Khayelitsha, industrial toxic waste from nearby manufacturing

and building industries surrounds the township, leading one resident to comment that "we
breathe and eat death in Khayelitsha."

On the other hand, lack of job opportunities has
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resulted in these industrial waste dumps being seen by some residents as resources with which
to eke out a living. Entering Khayelitsha by road one encounters scores of people lined along
the N2 Highway and road entrances to the township awaiting temporary employment.
Whenever I passed through this area, I witnessed women, men, and young people scavenging
the dumping sites, salvaging usable household items, including food and goods such as bricks,
foam rubber, and other synthetic materials for domestic use and sale. For many, scavenging
offers an alternative for survival in contrast to what they disparagingly regard as the idleness
displayed by job seekers along every major road in metropolitan Cape Town. The dumping of
industrial waste in Khayelitsha and neighboring informal settlements (shack areas) has also
become a health hazard to families and their children. Mothers and health professionals
complain of skin diseases among children such as scalp sepsis, and septic sores, especially
during the wet winter months. Health professionals interviewed find the high incidence of
respiratory tract infections, worms, and gastrointestinal ailments among children to result from
the degraded sanitary conditions in their environment.
The contradiction between sanitary idealism and oppressive separatism distinguishes
the establishment of African residential areas from those of other racial groups in the Western
Cape. Residential housing in the townships of Guguletu and Langa is located in area
formerly used by the Western Cape Development Board (WCDB) authorities as landfill.
There may be municipal regulations to control the disposal of waste, but it seems, for a variety
of reasons, that industrial waste disposal is more likely to be done in African residential areas
than in other groups' areas. The "middle class" residential areas in Langa and Guguletu
epitomize this "environmental segregation" by restricting residence through Group Areas
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Legislation (1950). This legislation required many who could afford to live outside Langa, for
example, to remain in Langa, a township that although nominally middle-class provides mostly
a low standard of housing. As in Khayelitsha, an industrial waste-polluted creek flows along
this area of Lang a known as "Settlers Way." In Khayelitsha, the Eerste River forms insectinfested swamps along the northern edges of the township. At first, families in Khayelitsha
thought the Eerste river would be useful in supplying fresh water, particularly for their young
men during male initiation rites. When six initiates who drank the water experienced
unrelenting dysentery, parents discovered it was unhealthy. Bordering Khayelitsha on the
eastern side, between the Indian Ocean and the residential area, is a sewage treatment plant.
Winds from the Indian Ocean carry pollutants from this plant, which, when combined with the
gas and minerals emanating from nearby dumps engulfs the township at night and sometimes
throughout the day.

Environmental Health and Separatism
The relationship between public health concerns and the separation of African
residential areas from those of other racial groups in the Western Cape has, since the 1800s,
been a component of municipality and South African state segregation policy (Shuia Marks
and Andersson, in Feierman and Janzen 1992). This experience has led many historians to
characterize the establishment of African residential areas, particularly in the Western Cape, as
"sanitary segregation."

Until recently, successive South African governments have refused to

acknowledge that public health conditions in the black residential areas and in the mines have
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a direct relationship with the prevailing economic and political conditions in the country (cf.
Packard, 1991).
In Khayelitsha stretches of overcrowded corrugated iron and plastic housing structures
sandwich the "middle class" areas. In addition they mushroom in every available space in the
townships and suburban areas, for example, Camps Bay, Noordhoek and Milnerton.

The

growth of shanty towns in peri-urban areas has become part of the landscape in the major
cities of South Africa. For example, along "Settlers Way" near the DF Malan International
Airport, clusters of corrugated iron structures line both sides of the highway for about three
miles before reaching the airport. These clusters are identified by exotic place names such as
"Barcelona," "Chicago," "Europe,"etc.

The prevailing social conditions in these areas are

manifestations of the cycle of poverty emanating from land dispossession, racism, migrant
labor, influx control regulations, and the long-standing assumption that Africans are
sojourners to the urban areas. These assumptions and social practices are partly responsible
for the irregularity in urban development patterns in the western Cape region and elsewhere in
the country.
Unlike in Langa, where "single" male workers were the first people to be settled in the
1920s, the priority in Khayelitsha was to house families, and 'single' parent-headed
households.

The emphasis was on legally employed heads of household including women,

particularly in core houses. Here, the State's plan was to provide a 99-year leasehold to those
who qualified. Therefore, employers were encouraged through legislation and other social
changes to obtain permanent housing for their domestic workers.

The 99-year leases for

Africans in the western Cape accompanied the scrapping of the Colored and White labor
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preferential regulations in 1984. Subsequently this led to the relaxation of influx control laws
throughout the country, except in the independent "nation" states (Homelands), in 1985.
Women (and their children) had been the most persecuted under the influx control laws,
particularly in the western Cape where, besides being treated as "illegaIs," they were forcefully
expelled to the rural areas. Out of 16,696 men and women arrested for pass law offenses in
1983 sixty-one per cent of charges laid were against women (Martin West, 1984:2). Fatima
Meer holds that
While there were jobs in the "European" areas, there was no housing and the policy of
tolerating only migrantworkers but not their families, was particularly intense in the
Western Cape. This affected the women in particular, unless legally employed, they
were treated as illegals and endorsed out.(1989:69)

Women who came to Cape Town from rural and other areas outside the Western Cape seeking
employment, or to join their husbands or next of kin, on arriving in the area were confronted with a lega
dilemma. In addition to avoiding arrests by the police and administration board inspectors, they had to
contend with living conditions in migrant worker compounds.

With husbands and children, each often h

share room space with more than three other individuals. "It is demoralizing," one informant who now I
in Khayelitsha explained, "to observe your children growing up in a social environment in which sexual
indulgence and drunkenness is the order of the day." The informant spoke further about the problem of
concubinage between young men and women prevailing in the migrant quarters (Mamphela, 1993). Thi:
situation is partly encouraged by imposed government restrictions on the allocation of housing, especiall
persons disqualified under the Pass laws and Influx Control regulations.
People are cognizant of the social and family disruptions emanating from the migrant
labor system and they understand how living conditions in the "hostels" result in the spread of
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infectious diseases between adults and children, tuberculosis in particular. Recent accounts of
the life of women and children in the migrant labor compounds attest to the deplorable and
unhealthy conditions they are exposed to when they arrive in Cape Town. Indeed, the Influx
Control laws in the Western Cape were functionally related to the nationalist government
policy of apartheid, which has for more than four decades explicitly and implicitly subjected
the African people of South Africa to political and social insecurity and uncertainty about their
future and that of their children.
From the 1950s, even those women who were "legal" or bona fide in Cape Town had
limited housing opportunities, and their upward economic mobility was partly constrained by
social and education restrictions. Except as married couples, before 1984, women and men
were barred from renting municipal housing. Consequently, young women and men who were
born in Cape Town lived with their parents even in adulthood. In many households in Langa
and Guguletu and Nyanga townships, two to three generations would share the same home.
Furthermore, this situation was compounded by the lack of new family housing, the last
having been built in 1972. The resulting overcrowding compelled families to build informal
structures in their backyards for their mature children. Unlike their single male counterparts
who could apply for accommodation in the 'bachelor' residential areas known as "Zones," and
Langa flats, single women with their children were disqualified from applying for a house
before 1984. The establishment of Khayelitsha in 1984 offered single women and female
headed households the opportunity to own or rent a house of their own. I should add that the
aftermath of male gender preference in both employment and housing allocation was the
development of a particular kind of gender relations in which access to housing determined
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power relations between African men and women and in the society at large. In addition,
since the 1960s "owning a reference" book or a "Pass book" resulted in a complex web of
social distinctions between what people refer to as "oPasi lakhe" and those who are without
legal endorsement.

Furthermore, it gave rise to a class of women known as onondatshaza,

who are notable among the hostel dwellers for exchanging sexual favors and other services for
accomodation with male partners in hostels.
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The Relaxation of Influx Control and House Ownership by Women
Accompanying the relaxation of influx control laws in 1985 was a notable rise in the
number of unmarried (single) female or male headed households.

This trend is associated with

the migration of people from rural areas and elsewhere in South Africa to the western Cape in
search of employment opportunities, and for a variety of other reasons, such as health or to be
with next of kin. Since a marriage certificate and "legality" are no longer prerequisites in
obtaining a house or a site to build a shack, there are various means and ways by which
individuals and families can acquire a dwelling or a site in Khayelitsha. In addition to going
through the Administration Board, as represented by the Lingelethu town council, one can
"purchase" a house from someone who is moving out. A fee of about RI000 ($325) is
offered for the transfer of "ownership."

Since the Council legally owns the building site, the

transaction must receive their approval before the house exchanges hands. Informants
maintain that some people rent several houses in different names and then sublet these to
different people at varying rates. In Town 2 (See Plate 1), the area of my research, there was
a rent boycott underway, and more than 90% of the people interviewed had last paid their rent
to the Administration Board in 1991. In addition, client-patron relationships exist between
South African government functionaries in the council and their supporters in the shanty areas.
The latter tend to receive priority among those applying for sites. These and other conditions
had to a certain extent liberalized access to housing in the shanty areas of Khayelitsha, despite
the shortcomings embodied in the Lingelethu council housing distribution system. In addition
to households owned by married couples, a considerable number of single parent and female-
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headed households, as well as those containing adults in loose alliances, have had the
opportunity to obtain a house.

House Ownership and Gender Relations
More than fifty per cent of the households in Harare community are single parent and
female-headed households. Women controling space and physical structures invariably has
transformed gender based power relations that were systematically promoted by the state
through its machinery. In Khayelitsha single women could better control their social life
without being entirely subordinated to their male partners. An informant who is a political
activist in the Pan Africanist Congress (PAC) maintains that owning a house has freed her
from her "traditional women's role" of being "nice" to her male partner against her will.
Because her political activities engage her until late at night sometimes, the partner has
learned to cook for himself

"If he does not want to join me but expects me to be a

housewife, he can rather go and seek other women," she said. Their changing gender role
expectations raise some questions about household composition as experienced in
Khayelitsha. It seems that by owning a house in Khayelitsha, women can control the fruits of
their labor.
Women were in the vanguard of the struggle for home ownership in the Western
Cape. It is to their credit that Crossroads and other "Squatter" settlements in the Western
Cape were legalized by the State, in spite of the intimidation women and their families
experienced at the hands of the police and the SA military. According to one commentator
"....there were many deaths, injuries, and detentions ... [in Crossroads and other settlements].
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The women bravely stood ground before their huts [sic], against the bulldozers, caspers, and
riot police with their tear gas and rubber bullets. In ....Crossroads ....the shacks sprang up as
quickly as they were leveled" (David Werner, 1988:9-10). I observed that for women, young
women in particular, owning a dwelling in Khayelitsha is both a form of security and a
political statement, as illustrated in the following experience.
A 48 year old man, who is managing a furniture retail company, was
forced out from the house he jointly owned with his female partner.
According to him, when they bought the house, they agreed that it
should be written in her name, with the mortgage monthly payments to
be shared equally. Before buying the house they lived together in the
KTC "Squatter" settlement area for three years where they
supplemented their income by selling softgoods. Eventually, they
accumulated enough profit for down-payment toward a house in the
"middle class" area in Khayelitsha. Family problems emerged when
they moved to Khayelitsha. His partner invited four children from her
relatives in the Ciskei to come and live with them. After a period of six
months their parents came to join them. "Meanwhile," he said, "we
were maintaining their children from food to school uniform. This
additional responsibility made it difficult for us to break even,
particularly myself who was bearing most of the responsibility. After a
period of six months without income, I suggested to my partner to
offer them capital and join the informal business sector so they can earn
a living. She refused, maintaining that it is her responsibility to
maintain them and she cannot force them to do work they are not
accustomed to. Eventually, I could not bear the added responsibility
and I informed my partner of my intentions to leave. I departed,
without asking for a penny in return for the financial investment I made
in the house. "

I heard similar stories told by divorced women about how they had to exchange
residency with other families because of the intransigence of the ex-husband who refused to
leave the house because it was written in his name.
Madlamini (Mrs. X Claname) was thirty-five years of age when she got
married to Dosini. Although Madlamini is a resident of Cape Town,
where she completed her high school education, Dosini is ten years her
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senior, and came to Cape Town from the Transkei twenty years before
they got married. They have three children, one from her previous
marriage and two who are Dosini's. Dosini is employed by a Stevedore
Company in Cape Town harbor where he earns R150 ($50) per week
and up to R250 ($85) with overtime. Madlamini works as a
charwoman, doing odd jobs such as ironing and house maintenance for
two different white families, three times a week. She earns R45 ($15)
per four hours a day. During the first five years of their marriage,
Madlamini maintains they used to combine their income to meet
household responsibilities. At that time, Dosini did not drink alcohol or
smoke tobacco, except in ritual ceremonies where he also drank
sorghum beer with participants.
However, about five years ago Dosini requested more money to spend
with his friends after work, in addition to his weekly allowance. This
was followed by a demand to send money to relatives in the Transkei.
"Meanwhile," Madlamini stated, "every December month holiday we
visited our relatives in the rural areas together. In addition, we
contributed whenever bereavement befell one of our families. "
Nonetheless, Dosini eventually refused to combine their earnings,
instead he left the wife with R20 ($6.50) per week toward food.
Worse still according to Madlamini, "was his demand for food with
meat or "fatty things" when he returned home drunk at night. With the
R20 he gave us I could only afford dry samp [hominy com] and
paraffin [kerosine] for a few days.
I shared my frustration with some of the women in our "money saving association. "
They advised me to cook a delicious meal for myself and the children during the day
before Dosini returns from work, and to prepare the dry samp for him to eat. I did this
and it worked. He complains of the "dry" food he receives everyday. I suggested he
buy the groceries himself He refused, claiming that it was my responsibility to buy
groceries. When I failed to meet his demands, Dosini started to abuse me in front of
our children, something he has never done before no matter how deep was the
misunderstanding. I soon learned from other women that, before returning to their
homes, some men visit barbecue stands nearby railway stations or bus terminals to buy
roasted meat for themselves. They no longer bother if you give them "dry samp" for
supper, and so on.
Nonetheless, I filed a divorce, and Dosini was required to vacate the house, but he
refused. Fearing for my life and that of my children, I decided to exchange the house
with another family. We arranged that we would transfer to this house during the day,
before he returns from work. We had an old car in the previous house standing in the
yard. We put all Dosini's belongings inside the car and left with the children. Later,
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we learned from the family that he got the shock of his life when he found new tenants
in the house, and us gone.

I found in these and many other anecdotes that people are aware that house ownership in Khaye
embodies power in gender relations and has important implications for family well-being and organizati.
For the people ofKhayelitsha, a household is seen as a prerequisite for survival, for security, and for ins
the health of family members, a condition regularly referred to as "the well-being of a person is in a horr
(ikhaya yimpilo yomntu-that is, a home is a security for the welfare and well-being of the person).

Household Composition
In addition to the legal administrative constraints mantioned above, household composition in
Khayelitsha reflects the individual's exposure to alternative values and lifestyles; changes in socio-econo
status; urbanization; and the occupational status of the head of the household. The wide variety of type:
households largely fall into the following classes:
a.

Monogamous family household with mother, father, and their
children.

b.

Extended family household. This include parents, children (theirs
and relatives'), grandchildren, fathers or mothers, e.g. brothers and sisters.

c.

Relatives living together brothers and sisters.

d.

"Home people" (abakhaya) living together-usually people
coming from the same village or hometown in the Transkei or
Ciskei.

e.

A woman/mother on her own living with her children and
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sometimes including her kin or "home people."
f

A single person living on her or his own.

g.

Family members with a lodger(s).

h.

"Stay together" households (called ornasihlalisane-that is, common law
unions)

The last category often includes one widowed or divorced partner; a man having another wife
in the rural areas; and partners who decided to live together for a variety of other reasons. It
should be noted that there is fluidity in household composition at anytime, characteristic of
many African households.

Therefore, the aforementioned household categories overlap in

relation to situational demands of household members within space and time. Also found in
Khayelitsha are households in which there is a constant flow of people living with a "nuclear"
family, or in a single person's house, who cannot be classified as lodgers. A healer's
household exemplifies this situation; in it neophytes are referred to as "grandchildren" or
"children" of the senior diviner. While they are expected to contribute toward their
subsistence, neophytes do not pay rent as lodgers do. They might have been introduced to the
family seeking therapy, but some remain with the healer's family even after they have been
cured. Some eventually assume the status of an extended family member, and continue
training neophytes along with the senior healer. This instance enhances our understanding
that the notion of extended family, at least among the Nguni in Khayelitsha, includes both
cognates and socially defined blood ties. Although a variety of household organizational
forms are found in Harare, the most common household type is the single parent headed
household.
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Except for the schools, church, the community children creche and toilet buildings
constructed of brick and cement slabs, most dwellings in Harare are a combination of
corrugated iron, cardboard, and timber material. The size and number of rooms vary from
house to house, in relation to preference, affordability/cost, and family size. Each site has a
flush toilet with a tap for city water attached to the outside wall. There are no bath houses,
and people carry water from the taps, placed twenty to thirty yards in front of the house, for
bathing and other domestic purposes such as washing dishes. House identification numbers
are written on the toilet wall facing the street. Streets are tarred, though during Spring and
Summer months, August to January, blowing north easterly winds cover the streets with sand.
After school, the lack of children's playing facilities in the village, together with limited space
in the houses, encourages young children to play outside in the courtyard and in the streets.
Most dwellings use shingle-like material colloquially known as "darnkos" (Afrikaanslanguage derived term, moist preventer) for flooring, with wall paper or cardboard for inside
insulation. Since there is no electricity, households rely on candles and oil lamps for lighting.
During cold and wet winter nights one finds adults and children clustered around paraffin
flame stoves with a perforated metal sheet on top to keep warm until they go to bed. People
are aware that unavoidable exposure to cold and wet winter weather affects their health, and
that of children in particular.
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CHAPTERID

THE SOCIO-POLITICAL CONTEXT OF HEALTH IN AN AFRICAN TOWNSHIP:
CHILDREN OF HARARE VILLAGE IN KHA YELITSHA

The practice of winning over the "hearts and minds" of African people through public
health concerns is rooted in the history of British-colonial medicine in the Western Cape and
elsewhere in South Africa. Notable though, is the resiliency of indigenous African healing
knowledge and practices alongside biomedicine and other forms of healing. This resiliency is
epitomized by women preference for indigenous healers, and the struggles between Western
biomedicine and indigenous healers. In this section I focus on the systematic way in which
African people in the townships of the Western Cape were cajoled into "Western" medicine.
Oral historical accounts I gathered from people in Langa and those who were relocated from
Ndabeni in the 1920s, reveal that it was a requirement in the 1930s and 40s for school age
children to improve their health status by "cleaning" their stomachs with laxatives. As a
result, every Saturday morning children received a dose of Epsom Salts? or Castor Oil from

6The use of Epsom salts (magnesium sulphate) as a saline purge is associated with
Nehemia Grew (1641-1712), an English physician botanist, who, "In trying, in 1695, to analyze
the health giving waters at Epsom Spa ... isolated epsom salts. "Chauncy D. Leak (1975). An
Historical Account of Pharmacology to the Twentienth Century, Springfield: Charles C. Thomas
Publishers, pp Ill. Today Epson Salts is widely used by African women to facilitate
menstruation ..
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the Cape Town municipality hospitals in Ndabeni and the practice was continued when
African people were relocated to Langa.
Informants reveal that children were informed by their parents that to keep healthy, it
was necessary once in a while, to clean their blood by purging the stomach of" dirty" food
substances.

They were informed that the free purgative supply offered by the Cape Town

Municipality hospital benefitted the health of the community by keeping illnesses away. It
seems these radical measures were a sequel, as some historians have observed, to the bubonic
plague of 1901, which according to Heyningen "also enabled the [medical profession]
authorities to impose their standards of hygiene and social order on Cape Town society"
(Elizabeth van Heyningen, 1981: 102). "As children we were 'toe' (Afrikaans term meaning
"closed", that is, were ignorant)," one informant who is now in her 70s recalls, "we just did
what our parents required us to do. The Epsom salts was kept in a fifty gallon milk container
and after drinking the medicine we had to sign our names in a register. The inspector would
visit the homes of the children who avoided the Epsom salts. The experience was terrible as
your stomach would run the whole day keeping you away from playing in the street with other
children. "
In addition to this form of social control, the free supply of "Epsom salts" at the Langa
Hospital had an added dimension though, to win over the' hearts and minds' of male migrant
workers from the Native Rural reservations housed in the "North Barracks" a stone's throw
away from the Municipality Hospital. According to a now retired professional nurse who was
among the first African Medical Personnel in Langa, European medical practitioners (Dr.
Jones and later Dr. Wilson) in the 1930s and 40s were concerned about the lack of interest
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among the African workers in utilizing the health services provided by the hospital. At that
time, the nurse maintains, migrant workers used to pass the hospital grounds every Saturday
and Sunday mornings on their way to the nearby bush with billy-cans filled with emetics (cf.
Ranger in Feierman and Janzen, 1992:272). Knowing that in local practice, emetics and
purgatives were both valued as ways of cleansing the body, European medical personnel
responded.

"The hospital was a remote thing to amagoduka" (lit. that is, people who return

"home" to the rural areas frequently), she continued, "who largely were concerned with their
own form of health care. It seems the opening up of the Epsom salts service to hostel
dwellers was done to attract patients to the hospital, as perceived by the European medical
staff"
Equally striking during the post-war period was the cleansing of women's bodies with
DDT solution as a public health measure to control the outbreak of typhoid fever in Cape
Town, between 1936 and 1937. Before going to work, women were required to attend a
"flesh pasteurization" session conducted as a free public health service in the public communal
bathrooms.

The people referred to this practice as "dipping" and it dehumanized women by

subjecting them to a practice associated with cattle in the minds of the people. Although this
public service was terminated when women from the Langa Branch of the National Council of
Women revolted against the practice, delousing through "dipping" as a form of social control
was continued with migrant workers by public health authorities in Langa until the late 1970s.

Oral historical accounts depict also the authoritativeness and coercive manner in which
sanitation measures were introduced by the Municipality Health Inspectors in Langa,
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particularly among women with sick young children. The health inspectors were required to
follow up mothers who did not comply with the medical officer's advice regarding treatment.
According to informants, compliance by mothers was instituted in a variety of ways, including
physical punishment and being arrested by police. The health inspector's authority prevailed
over that of the women's husbands with regard to public health requirements.

This coercive

authority was sustained in other spheres of township life such as housing and public decency.
In addition, households were provided with "jays fluid" as a germ control measure in the
township.

Those who were identified by the inspectors to be "filthy beyond redemption" were

relocated to specific areas of the township. Even today the 'old' Langa is divided by different
social enclaves, a legacy of public health measures that eventually translated to prejudice and
class distinctions among the residents. For example, there are places with names such as
"Jerry" which are associated with violence, "Mias" or "Papu" representing "filthy"
environments, "Bongweni" and "Thembeni" which signify "cleanliness" and "enlightened
class" of people. Male migrant compounds known as "arnahoIo" which in the minds of many
people in the family residential areas embody concentrations of lower class obscenity and
ignorance about urban "life." In the view of the administration authorities, the last category
signified resistance if not insubordination to British civilization and social progress, which in
this particular context, was represented in the promotion of public health for the "good of the
native" in whatever manner, however coercive. It was the municipality policy, for example, to
arrest and fine people found spitting in public. As a result of this policy the administration
buildings in Langa continue to display signs which were written during the British colonial
period in South Africa, warning against spitting in public. Violators were fined ten British
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Pounds when arrested. Further, health authorities recognized medical certificates that were
issued by biomedical practitioners as the only legitimate document for work benefits in times
of illness and death. The State encouraged this carrot and stick method in health promotion
by approving segregated and unequal health services between Europeans and indigenous
African people; this further legitimized biomedicine claims to authority.
The legacy of authoritativeness associated with British colonial public health
experience remains the basic philosophy of public health training in the country. The ideology
of associating sanitary ignorance with people from the rural areas by professional health
workers continues to inform the relationship between health professionals and African women,
particularly those presumably from the rural areas of the Transkei and Ciskei, who live in the
shanty areas.

Preventive and Educational Health Services in Khayelitsha
In Khayelitsha the Health Department of the Western Cape Regional Services Council, in
cooperation with other health service providers promotes public health concerns in the
respective communities. The Western Cape Regional Services Council (WCRSC) focuses on
prevention and health promotion, and provides health services to fifty four communities with
approximately 1,292,790 people (1990 Annual Report). Khayelitsha constitutes Region V ,
and here it serves four communities with approximately 320,000 people, about 41% of the
total population the Regional Services Council serves in the Western Cape. The Council has
health clinics in Site "C" and Khayelitsha, as well as mobile clinics for Malihambe, Makaya,
Town 2 and Harare villages. Preventive services include T.B. screening, sexually transmitted
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diseases (STDs), family planning, and immunization of children against communicable diseases
(Appendix D and E). These are extended by health promotion programs in nutrition,
sanitation, health promotion for youths and adults, as well as AIDs awareness and education
for indigenous health practitioners, and the community. The WCRSC works closely with
community based organizations.

Their emphasis on preventive and promotive health is

supported by the Cape Town Municipality Health Inspector's Department, a subdivision of
Public Health, with whom they collaborate in health promotion programs. I attended several
of the WCRSC health promotion programs, which covered a wide variety of health interest
areas. The senior medical officer, together with the professional nursing staff collaborate with
community-based health committees and civic associations as advisors and mediators of state
sponsored health services.
My fieldwork was conducted during a period of bitter conflict between licensed and
unlicensed taxi owners for the control of transportation routes and commuters.

People

referred to the battle as the "war against pirating." This war precipitated random attacks by
sympathizers of the respective factions against other motorists and travelers passing through
Khayelitsha particularly in high density shanty areas such as Site "C," "B," and "Green Point."
Many health practitioners corning from outside Khayelitsha drove through this area to their
places of work. Although every vehicle passing through this area might be attacked, company
vehicles and business trucks delivering goods in the township were targeted most by
sympathizers of the warring factions. Consequently, vehicles of staff members working in the
various health and other NGOs in Khayelitsha had conspicuous identification signs written on
the car as a preventive measure against random attacks. For example, the medical staff
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vehicles at Khayelitsha Hospital have the following identification sign: "Ngeyonompilo" (lit.
This belongs to health workers). This development helped to facilitate movement by the
WCRSC senior medical officer and his staff around Khayelitsha without much hindrance.
WCRSC staff members and the resident health inspectors were instrumental in forging
links between the clinic and indigenous healers in Khayelitsha and other African Townships.
In addition, they organized youth-focused health promotion programs, such as AIDS
awareness rallies and workshops for healers(see Appendix H). It seems that the youthful
composition of the staff members coupled with their experience in social and political
organizations rendered them sensitive to the health needs and aspirations of the people with
whom they were working. They expressed remarkable commitment to preventive and
promotive health within a community-based primary health care framework.

They were aware

that meaningful changes in people's health conditions result from active community
participation.

Many of the health professionals held that the rise of the primary health care

movement in South Africa unwittingly legitimized indigenous forms of health promotion that
had not been recognized officially until the Alma Ata WHO declaration of 1978. The
recognition of the primary health care approach gave impetus to existent African social
practices that perceived health as a totality of human relations. Yet I observed that in spite of
this understanding their training within the biomedical framework, in practice, challenged this
understanding by constructing their knowledge as authoritative, and, probably, the most
appropriate in addressing the health problems faced by people in Khayelitsha.
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Non-Governmental

Organizations and Health

Like elsewhere in the world and in South Africa in particular, the rise of primary health
care as an organized movement was spearheaded by NGOs. In South Africa, socio-political
conditions, coupled with notable inequities in the provision of institutional health services for
black and white South Africans, precipitated extra-governmental community-based health care
initiatives, some with walls and some without. This distinction is significant if we are to
acknowledge the historical initiatives of African women and their families in organizing social
support groups, networks, and a wide variety of associations to cope with the abysmal socioeconomic and health conditions. These associations range from neighborhood food collection
and distribution banks to national councils for women. Their primary concern is the total
well-being of African women and their families through self-reliance in development.
By NGOs with walls I refer to those organizations that conduct their daily activities within
fixed property structures, and who rely on external funding for the achievement of their goals.
In Khayelitsha they are characterized by a hierarchical organizational structure, though it is
claimed that their policies are structured on democratic principles. In this set-up, they are
comprised of paid and voluntary staff members. Ideally, these NGOs are non-partisan, but a
closer look at their leadership is likely to discover individuals with an ideological position
associated with one political movement or the other. For example, a NGO located in Griffith
Mxenge Village in Town 2 attracts partisans of the African Nationalist Congress (ANC),
while those located in Site "C'' lean toward the Pan Africanist Congress of Azania (PAC) and
other parties in between. However, NGOs can be divided into eight categories, viz:
1)

Those dealing with social and health problems, mainly through health clinics
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2)

Those for child care (day) and development through day care and child minders

3)

Those offering rehabilitation of disabled persons through sheltered workshops

4)

Self-help schemes--for women and their families;

5)

Promotion of organization for the Clean/Sanitary Environment--Recycling;

6)

Promotion of organization for civic matters;

7)

Organizations for prevention of domestic violence;

8)

Promotion of organization for adult education and literacy.

Neighborhood African Women's Organizations
Alongside NGOs with walls, there are "Neighborhood Women's Associations" (NWA)
whose organizational philosophy is informed by more "traditional" African social practices of
earring for the other during times of need. NW A aften are initiated in response to social and
economic problems experienced by women as mothers, family members, and wage earners.
They rely for their survival on individual membership contributions, rotating credit, and
occasional fund raising campaigns, such as bake and rummage sales or choral music concerts.
They show a wide range of organizational structures and activities, ranging from food
exchange or furniture banks to National Councils for Women focusing on local and national
women's issues and their families. The National Council for Women includes the training of
women in leadership roles while lobbying for educational opportunities and day care facilities
for children of working mothers. Partly as a result of their efforts an industry of house-based
day care centers and child-minders has mushroomed throughout the African townships of the
Western Cape. These child care institutions are now affiliated with a number of church and
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non-profit organizations located in the townships, the suburbs of Cape Town, and nationally.
NW A collaboration with the external organizations has, since the 1980s, effectively
transformed the structuring and operation of the associations in many ways. First, charismatic
leaders from informal women's organizations have often been cajoled into the external
organizations' administrative structures.

Second, the introduction of wage incentives to

selective positions has in some cases transformed the voluntary support of the members to
wage labor. These changes are mutually incompatible with the organizational philosophy of
NW A, which have generally emphasized communalism over individual aggrandizement.

Yet,

in spite of this incorporation, African women's initiatives in promoting their interests and that
of their children have not lost the vibrancy embodied in their indigenous forms of
organization.

Provision of Health Services in Khayelitsha
In Khayelitsha, there are several government and non-governmental organization (NGO)supported health clinics, hospitals, and welfare services. Government health services are
divided into two major categories viz. 1) Curative and 2) Preventive and Promotive Care.
Although there are moves to integrate the various governmental health services, at the time of
my research in 1992/93 curative services were provided by the Cape Provincial
Administration, now known as the Day Hospital Organization Services, administered at
Woodstock Hospital. People from Harare who need curative care are referred to Khayelitsha
Hospital approximately 3 miles away, which can be reached by road transportation and
commuter trains, though people prefer to travel by bus or communal taxi cabs. The hospital
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provides 24 hour ambulatory services; antenatal care, maternal and obstetric care, psychiatric,
laboratory, X-ray, dental and social welfare services. Unlike the Western Cape Regional
Services Council (WCRSC), Khayelitsha Hospital has no satellite health clinics in the area.
Hospital staff members include medical practitioners, professional and auxiliary nurses,
dentists and dental hygienists, social workers, registration recorders and supervisors, general
assistants, drivers, and janitors. During my visits to the hospital, scores of people swarmed
the differentiated health service departments throughout the day. According to one
administrator, the hospital attends to more than 400 patients per day. This number excludes
patients who visit the Preventive Health Care section for communicable and infectious
diseases and child immunization.
While adults often complain about pains in the chest and around the waist, or throughout
the body, and about unbearable headaches, children's illness episodes include "coughs,"
"colds," parasitic worms, itching of the skin-scabies (iratshalala), and swollen glands mumps
(see Appendix E). In anticipation of these conditions, there is a variety of treatment and
preventive regimens people follow every winter period. In addition to attending a local clinic
or hospital, some households keep medicine chests, "tupperware" or metal containers where
they preserve dated and expired remedies received free or sometimes at a minimal fee from the
health clinics or hospital. Included among these are over-the-counter

remedies such as patent

cough mixtures and non-prescription tablets; and "Dutch" remedies including a variety of sea
animal products such as seal oil as well as different brands of menthol-based body rubbing
sulfides, such as "Vicks Vapor Rub," and "Sloans Liniment."
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Houses also show a wide range of furnishings, from simple wooden benches placed
against the wall and around the voorhuis table (Afrikaans term meaning dining room, lit. front
room) to modem dining and lounge suites. Transistor radios are widely distributed, and
battery powered portable televisions are owned by less than 5% of the households. During
the day the voorhuis serves as a family gathering place and at night it is transformed to a
sleeping place for children. Most houses are kept clean, though sand and dust storms are a
constant bother to every household. The situation is exacerbated by the scarcity of grass and
trees in the neighborhood.

People complain about how their food and clothing are constantly

affected by dust from the sand. Related to this is the difficulty of growing vegetable gardens
owing to the poor nutritional quality of the soil coupled with limited fencing. Unlike in
"Griffith Mxenge" village (also located in Town 2), in which fencing has encouraged
vegetable gardening by residents, the lack of wind-breaks in Harare has made gardening a
nightmare. Consequently, less than a third of the households in Harare have gardens. Even in
those households with gardens, vegetable production falls well below the residents' daily diet
requirements.
Food and The Cost of Living
The food situation is very dim for families who have to use part of their small income to
purchase their vegetable supply from vegetable and fruit vendors located near the railway
station half a mile away from Harare. The range of vegetables sold by vendors by and large
includes potatoes, cabbage, onions, tomatoes, carrots and spinach. It is also in this informal
market where one finds a variety of other consumable goods, such as meat and herbal
medicines. Eating both vegetables and meat sometimes is beyond the reach of many families
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in Harare. Many families supplement their daily diet with a mixture of fried cabbage with beef
or chicken fat. People prefer to buy cabbage and potatoes partly because they can satisfy a
number of adults and children at a time. Pumpkin is also efficient; it costs between R2.50 and
R4.50 a head when available. Cabbage was more expensively priced in comparison to carrots,
which in 1993 sold at less than a Rand a bunch.
It is not surprising, considering the rising cost of red meat and fresh chickens, that cabbage
is the most commonly consumed vegetable by people in the "squatter" settlement areas in
Langa, Nyanga, Crossroads, and Khayelitsha, as is attested by the number of trucks bringing
hundreds of heads of cabbage for sale to these communities. Women utilizing cabbage in the
family diet will inform one that it substitutes for increasingly expensive red meat. Even offal,
they would say, has become unaffordable. But one can make cabbage into a variety of dishes,
by mixing it with any type of fat, be it margarine, animal fat, or "fish" oil. It is asserted that
this combination blends well with samp (hominy com), a staple for Xhosa speaking people.
Traditionally, this form of diet was supplemented by wild vegetables (umfino ). Like the
pumpkin or African watermelon, umfino is mixed with com meal. These wild vegetables
(resembling spinach) are greens, often found in the field, bushy areas, and in neighborhood
gardens. Traditionally, women are associated with this aspect of diet, and knowledge of
edible weeds can improve the nutritional status of mothers and children by adding mineral
content to their daily diet. People maintain that these wild vegetables are not readily available
in Khayelitsha, and they have to rely on spinach bought locally from vegetable and fruit
vendors.
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Equally, 90% of the households interviewed in the Harare community do not keep curdled
milk containers and less than 5% of these routinely coagulate pasteurized milk as part of the
household diet of amasi (sour curdled milk). Those who can afford to do so purchase sour
milk and other products from the trading stores and dairy outlets five miles away. Because of
the rising cost of milk, sweetened condensed milk, which lasts longer compared to fresh milk,
is widely utilized as a substitute milk blend, especially in tea and coffee. For infants and
children, powdered milk is widely used in addition to breastfeeding and as a substitute for
cow's milk. In addition to cereals, toddlers are fed with sweetened tea or sometimes with
Coca-Cola in their bottles. According to mothers the use of Coca-Cola is recommended by
medical practitioners at the hospital as prophylactic treatment against diarrheal episodes
among children.

Nutrition Promotion Centers For Mothers and Children
The extant malnourishment of children in Harare has resulted in a proliferation of nutrition
programs organized by private and public institutions. In Harare, the "Well Baby Clinic"
administered by the Western Cape Regional Services Council (WCRSC) refers mothers with
malnourished children to several nutritional centers available in Khayelitsha. There is a wide
range of specialized nutrition services, from "soup kitchens" for children and the elderly to
nutrition promotion and education centers for women and young mothers. Notable among
these is Students' Health and Welfare Centres Organization (SHAWCO) organized and
administered by the University of Cape Town (UCT) and Pilani Nutrition Center organized by
the South African Christian Leadership Assembly (SACLA). In addition to the provision of
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meals, these centers train women and elderly people in special survival skills such as low cost
energy saving, food preparation methods, budgeting, and selective buying.
SHA WCO services include a food supply store that sells essential foodstuffs such as
peanut butter, beans, and other protein products to the public at reduced prices. In addition,
with the assistance of Roman Catholic Church, they serve as community rehabilitation centers,
and workshops for disabled children and their parents. Although there are different views
about the usefulness of these centers, the elderly attending SHA WCO find it worthwhile.
The social milieu, the elderly claim, offers them the opportunity to "socialize" with their peers
while developing new acquaintances.

The activities conducted in this center further relieves

them from the boredom and isolation experienced during the day in their respective homes. In
addition to the free meals the elderly receive, their daily activities include knitting and sowing
for women, picture framing for men, and a variety of group activities. Philani ("get healthy")
also provides nutrition care to malnourished children and their destitute mothers. Philani is a
medical and nutrition program that is aimed at the empowerment, training, and self
employment of mothers. Within a group therapy approach, mothers are encouraged to
upgrade their skills for self reliance and be able to restore their children to more lasting health.
While mothers are trained the value of weaving from waste fabrics, their self confidence is
regained by participating in the center's decision making structures.

CORBET is another

organization that trains women in self-reliance, through its sewing and business skills
programs.
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Women and Children's Health
Although there are different opinions about the effectiveness of the NGOs in transforming
the social conditions in Khayelitsha, people are aware that they provide employment
opportunities and generate income, particularly for women as community health workers
(CHW), educators, day care organizers, and child-minders. Furthermore, NGOs not only
know the empirical experience of social conditions in township "life," they provide health and
nutrition promotion programs for mothers of malnourished children. It is within this context
that we find a variety of preschool organizations with scores of young children that are carried
far from individual homes to well-organized day-care centers and creches scattered
throughout Khayelitsha. Initially, these centers were organized by neighborhood women to
care for children of working parents by elderly or retired women. In addition to a fee ofR5
($1.50) per week, the parentis were expected to provide meals for their own child. Children
cared for in this way would not exceed five at a time. However, economic scarcity
accompanied by changes in lifestyle have resulted in an increasing demand for day care
services by people from a variety of social backgrounds and localities. This development
invariably has transformed the "traditional" role these child-minding settings occupied in the
society by, first, increasing the age range of children who might be left in the care of the
elderly person, and second, by increasing the number of hours and days for which the child
requires care. Payment in kind was concomitantly increased from R5 to RIO per week.
Traditionally, breast-feeding mothers care for the infant at home for a year or two before
they can seek employment. Fathers were expected to provide for all the family needs.
Following the economic sanctions against the Apartheid political system, migration of men
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and women to the urban areas to escape the "cycle of poverty" in rural areas, high male
unemployment, and a variety of other socio-economic changes, the social organization of
African families was remarkably disrupted. As a result of separations and divorces both men
and women were forced to leave their children to the care of grand-parents in order to eke out
a living far from home. Furthermore, women with unemployed husbands sometimes had to
leave their young children, some still breast-feeding, early in the morning to go to work,
returning in the evening. Long distances between Khayelitsha and places of employment,
coupled with incessant problems related with public transportation, led some working mothers
"living-in" the place of employment to be home only during weekends. Children were
sometimes left in day care centers for more than ten hours per day. Informants maintained
that children were often brought to these centers as early as 6

0' clock

in the morning and

picked up from 4 to 6 in the afternoon when their brothers or sisters returned from school, if
they had siblings, or by their parents when coming even later from work.

Children in Day Care Centers
Although state regulations regarding the welfare of children stipulate the number of young
children to be accommodated per household square foot, the material incentives in caring for
children, particularly food subsidies provided by private and public organizations, have led
many of these centers to admit more children than the number allowed. In addition to
overcrowding, fewer hands are employed to take care of the children, leaving a number
without adequate attention. In addition to the cramped conditions, the centers are confronted
with inadequate food preparation and preserving facilities, in which workers' convenience and
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expediency dictates the choice of diet children are fed. Despite unfavorable conditions, child
day care centers are very much in demand. Although a variety of day care centers are found
throughout the township, notable among them is a fierce competition for increased numbers,
leading some to lower the admission fees to attract more children than they should
accommodate.

Caring fees vary in relation to the quality of care provided by the service,

though, with charges now ranging between R25 and R45 per five day week.
Some parents are aware that over-crowding in the centers charging lower fees affects the
quality of the health of their children. Limited space in the prefabricated structures coupled
with poor sanitary conditions provides an unhealthy environment for their children. Fearing
contamination, parents move their children from one center to another whenever there is an
outbreak of sickness. Many of these parents comment about the limited choices at their
disposal, which they claim are affected largely by their low income levels. This situation
leaves them with no other option but to expose the children to dangerous conditions if the
family is to survive. In addition to the local clinics, the hospital, and private medical practices
in Khayelitsha and along Lansdowne Road, the Red Cross children's hospital, twenty five
miles away from the township, is inundated with a large number of children's admissions from
the township who suffer from a variety of stomach related maladies (diarrhea) and other
conditions related to the unhealthy environment the children are exposed to in Khayelitsha
(see Appendix E).
Philanthropy and Economic Dependency
The resilience ofNW As often has led to functional tensions between the expectations of
external administrators and the consensus-based way in which African women's associations
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operate. This tension often translates into organizational rivalry and ideological hostility.
While tensions and mistrust prevail between government institutions and independent
organizations, independent groups also engage in constant rivalry over space and control of
human and material resources. Proliferation of philanthropic enterprises from inside and
outside South Africa targeting community-based development "projects" has exacerbated this
situation by promoting certain organizations over others. People are aware that, though
successful funding of the externally controlled organizations depends upon their participation,
the legitimation of their organizations is inextricably tied to political party affiliation, as noted
above. For example, NGOs affiliated to ANC "Structures" are likely to receive more funding
than others, whatever their stated need. It seems that "projects" conducted in the
impoverished informal settlement communities signify a battlefield not only for the hearts and
minds of these communities, but also for the lucrative philanthropic resources they bring to
the non-profit external organizations.

The proliferation ofNGOs and NW As in these

communities emerges as the people's response to poverty and as an expression of the
increasing concern for the plight of women and their children. Yet, as informants explain, the
imagined material and social benefits often are off-set by the sheer magnitude of social needs
in these communities, a legacy left by successive South African regimes. Philanthropic
resources hardly make a dent in the historically disproportionate distribution of human
services required by people in these communities. Instead, external organizations have raised
people's expectations for the resolution of the social problems that they address without
making much of an apparent difference.
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In the "well-baby" clinic in Harare I observed and recorded that, though the clinic provides
preventive health, sixty per cent of the infants brought in for immunization suffered either
diarrheal related illnesses or under-nourishment.

Twenty per cent of these children manifested

a combination of respiratory tract and parasitic worm infections, including skin rashes and
sores. Children with diarrhea are referred to Khayelitsha hospital, and the malnourished are
sent to the several nutrition centers distributed around the Khayelitsha township. Although
the clinic does not record the number of children with diarrhea, since the clinic was established
in 1989, variation in the distribution of ailments brought to its attention is noted by the nurses.
While respiratory tract infections, including pneumonia, are said to prevail during the cold
and wet winter months, colic related ailments and allergies are particularly prevalent during
the summer season with parasitic worm infections common in all seasons. Their main
concern, though, is how to persuade mothers to bring their children who display signs of
diarrhea to the attention of the clinic before they become dehydrated.

Mothers often inform

health professionals that they refer their ill children to "ugqira womoya" (a healer who
specialises in colic remedies for children) when they discover their children's stools are
greenish. This delay, the nurses maintain, has caused untold suffering to the children, despite
all health education efforts to the mothers about the usefulness of Oral Rehydration Treatment
(ORT) for children with diarrhea, and as recommended by WHO.
A similar concern is shared by a senior nurse professional at the Khayelitsha Day Hospital
who holds that:
"People used.to tell us they went to ugqira womoya where the children
were given medicinal mixture. And then, children will start having
diarrhea--and the children will end up at the Red Cross--and the Red Cross
would transfer these patients to us. And when we ask them what had
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actually happened, most of them would say we went to ugqira womoya. I
knew for a fact that these people [mothers] went there with a problem ...
Now I could see that they would never tell us about the whereabouts of
"uggira womoya". But, .. .1 would like to see this uggira womoya. Get
hold ofuggira womoya, educate uggira womoya--"that your medicine?"

This concern to get hold of the "uggira womoya," is replicated in a variety of medical settings
in which practitioners trained in biomedicine are in control. Included among these are
township clinics in the wine farming areas. such as Khayalethemba in Worcester, 150 miles
North of Cape Town. As in Khayelitsha, in 1985 while conducting research on Sotho Male
initiation rites in the area, my attention was drawn to the concern of nurses in the township
regarding a high drop-out rate among children brought in for preventive health. On further
inquiry they discovered that mothers referred their children to a local indigenous healer for
"protective medicine." Initiatives were taken by the health clinic staff to collaborate with the
healer by developing a referral system that would gain the confidence of the mothers.
Mothers were encouraged to return the infants to the clinic even after they had consulted with
the healer.

Healing Context in Khayelitsha Hospital
There are other reasons that might influence the choice of the mothers to utilise other
healing resources beside the Khayelitsha hospital, as revealed by the nurse administrator in the
following statement:
It is very right for the community to come to a hospital. People should
have a right to visit to see how things are being done at the hospital,
without them being ill-so that they can socialize and talk to nurses. On the
other hand, pressure of work does not allow nurses to socialize, which is
part of the things that are necessary, that people should come and talk to
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them without being ill. The relationship is not good in the sense that, they
are more disease oriented. Nurses are not relaxed. They never have time
to look at patients as people. They are more concerned with injecting-they
are dealing with cases not people.
We have been blaming nurses for their attitude. But, given their numbers
and pressure of work-if you can stand there and be seen as a person with
the business of socializing, you could be seen as somebody who is not good
for work, anyway. People would say "uSister ulibele kukudlalav'-when
they themselves want it. Even the authorities expect people to be healthy.
You know, its more of pressure! pressure! But if people have a reasonable
number of people they are working with, so that you could be slow in
whatever you are doing-more than to be producing this or that. You
know-in the urine room-they are just processing urine because the doctors
are just ready to have the patients there, and the nurses at the dressing
room also rushing, while patients would be flocking in, so-you dress this
one and pass; you dress that one and pass, and so on." There is no quality.
I still feel especially for Khayelitsha, if the other clinics could be builtmaybe these would off-load Khayelitsha [hospital] of the pressure, so that
nurses could work at a relaxed pace and treating people as a peoplepatients do not get what they expect, anyway. That is why people never
appreciate what we are doing because our attitudes are not
accommodating. They do not see us to be serving them. They just see us
to be pushing them.

7

The professional nurse is not serious with her work.

8you do a dressing and let go.
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Given the social and healing conditions found in the hospitals, it would seem the availability of
healing resources in which people's social expectations are met, offers the opportunity for
these to function alongside biomedicine (see Figure 4) .:
Similarly, in Khayelitsha the variety of indigenous healing practices that are available pose
a challenge to biomedicine and health practitioners who are trained in the "Western" healing
framework.

Here, the practices of indigenous healers became particularly significant with the

outbreak of the AIDS syndrome, in which biomedical health practioners and environmental
health inspectors became concerned, and that indigenous health practitioners should be
subjected to surveillance, fearing that some of their methods might encourage transmision of
the disease. This situation was differently perceived by indigenous healers, who conceived
their role in society as equally significant in the treatment of AIDS pandemic. Although there
is variation among people in the therapeutic choices they make when confronted with an
illness episode, in the context of Khayelitsha, the struggle for the control of their minds and
bodies continues unabated between biomedical health practitioners and indigenous healers.

Indigenous Healers and Health in Khayelitsha
Khayelitsha has a large body of indigenous African healers who promote and provide
health care services in the community, alongside the institutions of biomedicine. Although
they are a heterogenous group of practitioners, the healers' participation in health care has
resulted in the emergence of a dynamic medical system that mediates between African and
Western derived therapeutic strategies in Khayelitsha. Their knowledge and influence in the
community has drawn much attention from local health professionals to pharmacologists in
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tertiary institutions of the Western Cape. The area of indigenous African healing in
Khayelitsha can be difined into four broad categories, in relation to their training and what
they do. Firstly, the indigenous African doctor, ixhwele (pI. amaxhwele). Amaxhwele are by
and large males with a vast knowledge of medicinal herbs and modem pharmacological
material, including the use of animal substances for treating illness and disease. Within this
group there are herbal medicine traders, and dispencers. These healers display and sell their
wears in areas with a large number of commuters such railway stations and bus terminals. In
addition to the materia medica, a homeopathic type variety of herbal concoctions are displayed
for public consumption.

Secondly are the diviners, amaggira (sing. iggira). Amaggira in

Khayelitsha assume a number of forms and variations. Eighty per cent of amaggira I have
encountered in the ritual seance meetings I attended are women. This catagory includes spiritmediums, ventriloquists and those who combine divination with faith healing. For the
eighteen months I was in Khayelitsha, healers were called upon for fertility rituals, protective
charms for households, individuals, initiation lodges, children, and for medicinal inoculations
against unwanted familiar forces.
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CHAPTER IV

UMOYA: GREEN FECES AS DIAGNOSTIC CATEGORY OF COLIC AILMENTS
AMONG INFANTS AND CHILDREN IN KHA YELITSHA
Before one can appreciate "umoya" as the relationship between the greeness of feces
and "umoya" as a vital force among diviners and faith healers, it is imperative to uncover what
constitutes the worldview of Xhosa speaking people regarding health and illness, fortune and
misfortune, and life and death. My attraction to the notion of umoya emerged out of oral
accounts when people were explaining the etiology of childhood illness syndromes. In regards
to the interpretation of health and illness the notion of umoya among Xhosa speakers is
temporarily and contingently connected to some mundane "body." Similarly, green feces, an
ordinary public health problem, is also understood as embodying umoya, the Xhosa body and
socio-cosmic powers, sorcery, prediction, social relations, new medicines, songs and the
authority to sing them.
These are not just instruments, but intrinsic embodied powers inseparable from the
person. In other words, technology produces individual persons with individual collections of
powers. While among adults biliousness constitutes the interpretation of discomfort or
misfortune, among children umoya as embodied in green feces is symptomatic of childhood
illness syndromes and their possible management.

The relationship between color

ornamentation and stool quality points to the type and extent of the discomfort and its
causation. Here too, different shades of greenness embody specific individual experiences;
and these conform to different frameworks ofNguni social experience and their understanding

1
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of the world. Although there are other types of childhood syndromes that are closely
associated with the notion ofumoya, called ipleyiti, I color ornamentation is integral to its
identification by Nguni women. Herein, the discussion is specifically on the notion of umoya
as an illness category associated with childhood syndromes, which Nguni of the Western Cape
identify by green colored feces.

Umoya

as Vital Force and Embodied Experience

Depending on the context in which it is applied, the notion of umoya and isithunzi
among Xhosa speaking people in the Western Cape constitutes different categories of
meaning. At a generic level the term "moya" refers to a natural force that is volatile, and has
its own momentum, including wind, air, spirit, among others. It is a perennial force that,
though appreciated as a vital force of/in life, is potentially harmful to human existence.
Society appreciates it when it brings rain, but detests it when it destroys crops and
homesteads.

It is this ambiguity in social responses that has led to misrepresentations at the

level of anthropological discourse, particularly when applied to the context of the body. There
are different categories in which the notion ofumoya is classified by the society. Although the
notion of umoya entails omnipresence, when people refer to its presence in a person a
distinction is often made between umphefumlo (breath/life force) and umoya (vital force).

IIcame across the notion of ipleyiti from a woman who claimed it is a childhood illness
category that is common in the Transkei. It would seem this childhood illness is associated with
the condition of afterbirth rather than that of the stool. Most women interviewed had little or no
knowledge about the notion of ipleyiti as an illness category. Umoya is known to most of the
informants including healers.
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Umphefumlo is what gives life to the person's body (yimpilo yomntu). Like other organs and
substances found in the body, is an integral part of the human body. At the individual level it
has to do with emotionality, and disturbance in social relations. For instance, when a person
is enraged by another, he/she would refer to the experience undihIuphe umphefumlo warn
wonke (you have disturbed "me" in my whole life). In other words, the person's "being" has
been disturbed if not undermined. Unlike umoya, the existence ofumphefumlo discontinues at
death, and it is not transferable by any means.
A corollary for this, is found in contexts of intentional deaths, when a person is
stabbed to death by the other and people would say uthathe umphefumlo wake (he has taken
the deceased breath/life)-ubhubhile (the person is dead). But when the person dies,
umphefumlo is infused emoyeni (objective noun - in the wind/air). It becomes community
with other deceased family and clan members, which in tum become state of nature, as
represented by all that lives in the universe. At this level it can appropriate any living
organism as umoya, be it in animals, vegetation, human beings, insects and birds. For our
discussion, though, the notion of umoya is explained at another level as the integration of
these conceptual elements into a unified presence that has a power of its own; and its
bodiliness is revealed in butchery and healing, divination and medicines. These components of
the relationship are more likely to be interlaced by temporal semantic expressions, which in a
way are reflective of the power relations and social transformations that have occurred in
South Africa over the past four hundred years. Besides umoya wezinyanya (vital force of the
ancestors) and umoya wokunyanga (healing power), included are notions ofumoya ongcwele
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(Holly Ghost)2, umoya wamaBhulu (force of the Boers/Afrikaaner hegemony), umoya
waseZion (Zionist church related vital force). It is within this polysemantic context that the
shifting definitions of umoya are related to the interpretation of health and illness among
Nguni society.
Xhosa Body as Cyclic U nit
There is a relationship in the worldview of Xhosa speaking people between the
integrated body components and the essence of life. This essence is experienced as an
ongoing modal relationship between what is seen and unseen. While the social human body
constitutes as well as mediates relationships among several phenomena, including the natural
environment and society, it is a product of cyclic unity-an extension and component of the
universe. By cyclic unity is meant the notion that every aspect of society and the environment
is such that it can be expressed as one of its powers. This notion informs almost every aspect
of healing in Xhosa speaking society. Similarly, cyclic unity is sustained by ongoing
negotiation among the various elements such that the balance of power is consciously
maintained as a reciprocal process. The "physical" body, in other words, while it is an
extension of nature, is never separated from the modalities of the social and natural
environment.

Here the natural environment includes flora and fauna, birds and insects, land

and rivers, wind and shadows, spirits and familiars, and the universe.
To interpolate, one may argue that, among amaXhosa, the relationship between health

2This notion is associated with European Christian missionary influence. It has to do with
conversion to Christianity. The nearest concept to this notion in Xhosa language is isithunzela,
(zombie). And, of course, zombies are associated with witchcraft and sorcery.
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and illness is contingent upon the balancing of material and vital forces of life, and is often
couched in linguistic materiality. By linguistic materiality is meant the way in which language
is reflective of the tension that exists between political and material conditions of social
existence. Historical processes are a component of this relationship . Yet, what the body
represents are three integrated dimensions-internal and external forces, and the combination of
these into a united modal and dynamic force. It is this united modal force that is enigmatic to
many anthropological accounts that have attempted to provide insights about the condition of
African healing systems. The most puzzling question confronting anthropologists relates to
how one can discover the "true" systematic representation of these practices without imposing
clandestine theoretical assumptions from outside these societies. This preoccupation has
tended to shift the debate from its fundamental focus to comparing abstractions of reality
within the very philosophical framework they wish to avoid. Thus we find numerous accounts
on African healing systems arguing, without remorse, about religiosity and symbolism as
blueprints that characterize African healing practices. If not, healing techniques are explained
as enhancing the patient's psychological state.

It would seem that the binary division of "body" and "mind" unwittingly perpetuates
this self fulfilling prophecy which contends that the "mind" is more superior to the "body," and
fails to perceive the relationship as complementary.

The infusion of umoya and isithunzi

(shadow) in the body is one of the poignant examples in which this relationship is dramatized.
Hammond-Tooke

(1989:54) explains umoya as "breath," while "shadow" is conceptualized as
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Figure 4.1: Nonkosinathi children at their pre-school playing ground

Figure 4.1a: The Principal (right) and her Assistant-Nonkosinathi

Educare Center.
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"personality."

This is aligned with Turner's (1967:28) contention that the notion of "shadow"

symbolizes a "sensory pole" and an "ideological pole." The hegemonic claims of Western
scientific discourse still persist in the analysis and intepretation of ethnographic presentations
on health care in Africa (examples can be found in Janzen, 1978; Conco, 1979; Ngubane,
1977, 1981; Hammond-Tooke,

1989). Conco, for example, employs a body-mind divide to

classify indigenous healing as psychological and Western medicine as physical (1972, 1979).
The legitimation of indigenous healing practices is usually perceived as a struggle not only
between indigenous healers and biomedical practitioners, but also over the domination of the
healing process by one medical system or the other. Thus, one observes a frequent use in the
debate of terms such as "cooptation", "collaboration" (Westermeyer, 1977; Semali, 1986),
"upgrading" (Chavunduka, 1989), "efficacy" (Janzen, 1981), "somatization" (Good following
Kleinman, 1977), "superiority" (Hammond-Tooke,

1989), "scientific knowledge" (Pearce,

1982, 1986), "certification," "rationality" (Hammond-Tooke,
"witchcraft" (Evans-Pritchard,
power-embedded

following Horton, 1967), and

1937), among others. These are tropes signifying

modes of interpretation that cognitively assume the superiority and

domination of one healing philosophy over another, and are based on the notion of "distinct"
and "discrete" healing practices. My understanding and the explanations gathered from Nguni
people in the research area, offer a different understanding.

The historical significance of the

interpretation of cultural practices between the European settlers and Khoi-San people in the
Cape, and between Africans and colonial settlers in South Africa requires a different
understanding about relationships between distinctly named but far from autonomous social
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phenomena.
South Africa's colonial, Apartheid, and indigenous heritage, particularly with regard to
the distribution of health services, as gleaned from the literature, has a character of contending
interest groups and individuals. These groups include state bureaucratic structures,
biomedical health professionals, indigenous African healers' associations, kinship groups,
family groups and local communities. The specific nature of their debates not only provide us
with insights about the complexity of the healing processes discussed, but also signify the
continuing transformation of the way power relations and hegemonic practices are manifested
in the medical field. In addition to this development is the historically significant change in the
way sickness, health and healing process are conceptualized by people in contemporary South
Africa. There is a remarkable transformation in the classification and interpretation of illness
categories.

Among the African people healing is a process of negotiating relationships

between and among social groups, economic, political, and religious groups, for example,
health professionals, kin groups, individuals and families. These relationships are important
for they provide not only the context within which people shape therapy, but also bring into
focus the shifting power relations that affect illness causation, prevention and management.
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Xhosa Body and Socio-cosmic Powers
Xhosa-speakers'

cosmology holds that when people die, they are transformed to the

elements of the "natural environment."

This relationship, for instance, is often expressed and

represented by clan names whose members are likely to have a totemic relationship with other
elements of the universe, which are sometimes associated and sanctified with specified social
taboos (forms of behavior/action).

A group of people whose clan name is Mfene (baboon) is

expected to relate to the animal with deference and reverence, and neither kill it nor consume
its meat, since the clan regards it as the progenitor of the group. It is significant to recognize
that this is not an arbitrary relationship. Attendant in this association are taxonomic
classifications of power relations between and among the clans organizational structures,
depending on the type of animal they derive their social identity from. There are clan names
associated with leadership status roles, as much as those associated with subordinate social
roles in the clan/animal hierarchy.
There are clan groups whose ancestors are known to live in the "forest" animals, while
others live in the "water" animals. The status of the clan in society is genealogically related
with the status of that particular animal in the forest. This permeates almost every aspect of
social relations among clans particularly when concerns about power relations are called into
question. There are senior and junior clans depending on the category in which that particular
totemic animal is "placed," in terms of genealogical relations, within the taxonomy of forest
animal as classified and known by amaXhosa. On the other hand, water forces are regarded as
more powerful than forest forces. The practice of a diviner whose clairvoyant capabilities are
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associated with "water" forces, compared to the one with "forest" animal forces, receives high
regard in the society. Similarly, this totemic relationship extends to the various choices of
herbal plants these groups are likely to relate themselves with. Water related clans often use
"white" herbal medicines as rudiment source of their power. The same is held by forest
related clans, who derive their power from "red" colored herbal medicines. There are, of
course, clans who fall between. For our analyses suffice it to hold that this interconnectedness
prevails in the interpretation of health and illness experiences.
There are various forces that propel this continuity, which are more likely to be
appreciated at a certain level of subjective social reality. Equally poignant is the way in which
this reality is mediated by language. I would strongly argue that the complexity in meaning
embedded in the phonetic structure ofNguni words, of which the Xhosa language is part, is
reflective of the cyclic unit continuity as represented in social reality and idealism, by which
the society lives by. A close analysis of the meaning associated with the word ubuhlaza
(quality of greenness/blueness), the stem "hlaza" reveals the undifferentiated relationship
between society and the natural environment. Literally, it has these meanings-green, blue,
raw. At another level it refers to human attributes such as rudeness (character/personality)
and ruthlessness, to physical attributes of color, including grass, trees, sea water, flora, sky,
wild vegetables and fruit. At a philosophical level the semantic meaning of "hlaza" refers to
the "state of nature" with an intrinsic power that could be harnessed by a special k-ind of
knowledge, that in itself is contingent upon orthodoxy of "nature" of which the person
(umntu) is part.
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Bodiliness Revealed in Butchery and Healing
Similarly, the word inyongo, literary means "the center," as the core of a tree. It could
also mean arrogance.

Because of its green color, the gallbladder is regarded as the only organ

of the body that has a "nature-like" substance that is a continuous link between human beings
and their natural environment.

One could also speculate that this social reality is associated

with the place in which it is located in the human body. The esophagus and the abdomen area
is regarded as the seat of ancestral forces. It is where cosmic power is vested in the human
body. As visible-cum-invisible beings, when they choose to locate themselves in one's body,
ancestors are known to live along the lower chest region of the human body, particularly
among those people ancestral forces have endowed with healing powers. Although, their
physical state cannot be seen inside, they feed on the gallbladder (bile) and communicate with
the host by exciting muscle impulses along the esophagus and visceral region. This process is
referred as ukuba nombilini. The gallbladder is the vital force of life, discontinuity, continuity
and contentedness in the world view of this society.
The most important areas in the body include the gallbladder, the heart, the head,
stomach, kidneys, intestines, genitals, liver, the esophagus, and among bodily substances
blood (including menstruation), bile, phlegm, sweat, urine, stools, and sperms. However, the
notion of the body includes the shadow of the person. This understanding becomes significant
in the various ways a person might be inflicted by illness or disease among amaXhosa. Let us
look at what these bodily organs and substances stand for.
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Gall-bladder
Heart
Head
Stomach
Kidneys
Waist
Intestines
Genitals
F/breasts
Womb/uterus
Liver
Esophagus
Blood
Gallbladder
Phlegm=

Health and illness. It is medicinal.
Seat of life. It represents human characteristics.
=
Reservoir of illness and other afflictions.
=
Reservoir of food impurities. It is medicinal.
=
Reservoir of body impurities along the waist, ageing.
Seat of adulthood-controls sexual performance.
=
Purification area. Effects blood condition and well-being
Transmission of ancestors, personhood
Sexuality, beauty, purity, maturity, personhood. power.
Household, fertility, womanhood, power.
Bravery and courage.
Greediness, avaricious and communication.
=
Relatedness, health, life, gender relations, conflict, power.
=
Seat of health and illness. clanllineage, medicine.
Symptomatic of excess bile in the stomach, misfortune, unclean
stomach.
=
Sweat
Persona and blood impurities, personhood.
=
Urine
Debilitation, medicine, sexuality, power.
Stools
=
Persona, health and illness, fortune and misfortune, life and
death, power relations.
Sperm
=
Ancestors, genealogy and affinity, discontinuity and continuity,
inheritance, power, virility.
Body shadow
Personhood, vital force, continuity and discontinuity.
=

Nonetheless, this differentiation of bodily organs does not constitute discrete and distinct
categories.

There is always an ongoing interrelatedness depending on the context in which

these terms are applied. Presently, the objective of this categorization is to highlight the way
in which health and illness afflicts the body/person.

These are the vital areas that are likely to

inform how the various forms of power relations in the society are mediated through and by
the social human body.
While acknowledging

the integration of biomedical knowledge within indigenous

notions about illness causes, it would seem the experience of health and illness is understood
in this society, at a physical level, to be related to excessive secretion of particular bodily
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fluids in the body. Nguni identify three areas of the body in which this accumulation occurs,
i.e. the stomach, head, and blood veins. The bile (as noted in Chapter V) and phlegm are
fundamental bodily substances intrinsic and central to this experience and understanding.
Bodily discomforts and illness are often explained as "inyongo eninzi ernzimbeni (excessive
bile in the body), in the blood or stomach. Excessive bile in the body results into several
discomforts, including painful or "dirty" stomach (isisu esimdaka), blood impurity (igazi elibi),
incessant headaches, misfortune, infertility, and pains in the body. Yet, besides these
discomforts, excessive bile in the stomach and sweets often produce phlegm, which in turn
causes heartburn and indigestion (ukuqunjelwa).

In some instances blemishes in the face and

dark complexion also are associated with excessive bile in one's blood or body. When a
person complains about discomforts in the body, one of the first therapeutic strategies one is
advised to pursue concerns the reduction in the amount of bile perceived to be the cause.
There are fundamental ways in which this is done; use of emetics, purgatives,
steaming, and by drinking imbiza (aloes based herbal mixture). Vomiting is often induced
with a solution of medicinal herbs or salted water. While efficacy of the medicine is judged by
its taste and the color of the substances emitted through the mouth, its power is judged
against social remarks. For example, among women improvement in one's complexion
becomes a measure for the strength of the medicine. The person must "see" the water
solution turn green or yellowish, while feeling a bitter taste in the mouth to be assured the bile
is reduced from the body system. Similarly, the success of this process is measured also
against people's remarks about the person's social appearance, improvement in her
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complexion, in particular. Here, a fair and bright skin complexion is associated with good
fortune (intlahla )3.
While the physical location of inyongo in the body is known, if it is not regularly
controlled by medicine, for abaN guni it overflows throughout the body with devastating
effects. People maintain that it is a combination of the area in which the inyongo is located in
the human or animal body along with its bitter taste that endows it with the intrinsic power to
heal or harm the human body. It is the seat of life and death, its continuity after death is
understood as an extension of the natural environment. Healers regard inyongo as the link
between the living and the dead, the living and the living. It is the seat of ancestors in the
body.

"Ihe notion of intlahla could mean prosperity, fortune, suitability or suitable partnership,
lovableness, etc. This notion has influenced commercial pharmaceutical manufacturers to produce
complexion creams with the brand name Intlahlaa.
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CONCLUSION
In this chapter an attempt has been made to explain the relationship between the
"Xhosa body" and socio-cosmic powers and how these inform the interpretation of health and
illness among the Nguni of the Western Cape. From this analysis it is crystal clear that the
embodiment of greeness in childhood feces is not just an ordinary public health program; it has
to do also with a wide plethora of meaningful individual and group experiences.

Significantly

though, is the understanding that the notion of umoya as a childhood illness caregory is
temporary and intrinsicly tied to some mundane body. In the following chapter I extend this
observation by looking closer at how Nguni regard inyongo body substance as a key element
in their understanding of bodily discomforts.
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CHAPTERV

INYONGO: GALLBLADDER AND BILE AS KEY BODY SUBSTANCES IN
HEALTH AND ILLNESS

Few descriptive accounts are offered by anthropologists on the importance of
gallbladder and bile (inyongo)l by ritual specialists among abaNguni. Except for the aesthetic
value of inyongo in the diviner's paraphernalia, which seems to attract the attention of the
spectator as several dried inyongos from goats (sacrificial animals) are suspended along the
sides and top of the head as seen among Zulu and Swati-speaking diviners in particular, most
accounts do not offer any explanation of the significance of this substance in the worldview of
this society (cf Hammond-Tooke,

1974). Yet the centrality of inyon go in abaNguni

cosmology touches on and expresses most aspects of their social life, including ideas about the
essence of social life, and explanations about the umbilical relationship between a society and
its environment.

Inyongo is, moreover, importantly involved in abaNguni ideas about

causality regarding health and illness. Because Nguni refer to gallbladder as a unified element
with the bile it mayor may not contain, I will prefer the term inyongo in this account.
In Nguni social experience the term inyongo signifies much more broadly than this,
however. The inyongo is a unifying element among abaNguni people of South Africa. It links
lineage descendants with their ancestors, and forges links among seemingly antagonistic
groups within the framework of the body politic, becoming the embodiment and expression of

1Among Xhosa speakers the notion of inyongo embodies gallbladder and bile. Unless
specified throughout this discussion this understanding remains the same.
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the various forms of power that reside in social relations. In this chapter I demonstrate that
inyongo as a key element in Nguni socio-cosmic powers passes through and lends coherence
to many domains-rituals (of various types), dreams, household form, kinship language,
marriage rules, proverbs, jokes, and so on. Furthermore, in Nguni socio-cosmic view inyongo
as a powerful substance that has the capability to transcend the limits of individual human
bodies, spatially or otherwise, precisely because its medicinal value for abaN guni is social.
For example, it is a common practice among healers and elders to mix the ashes of the aloes
with snuff with the understanding that its cleansing qualities connects the person with the
ancestors.

Highlighting its significance, an informant elaborated on this view with the analogy

that, "like the aloes (ikhala)2, the inyongo is everything to a Xhosa person. It is the medicine
of the Xhosa people (liyeza lakwantu)." By the notion of "medicine" is meant the capacity to
restore a state of well-being in many dimensions, including what Nguni people regard as
"healthy social status and prosperity" (impilo ende enempumelelo).

As part of the person's

well-being (impilo yomntu), the secretion of inyon go in the body, is said to influence the state
of well-being; if not regulated or monitored, it can lead to illness outbreak or misfortune.
Below I illustrate some social contexts in which the centrality of inyongo in Nguni sociocosmic view is expressed.

2Ikhala is a general name for aloes and agaves (McLaren 1. A New Concise Xhosa-English
Dictionary, Maskew Miller Longman: Cape Town, 1989). Nguni associate the qualities of the
aloe tree with that of inyon go. As with the bile, the sap, bitterness, greeness of the aloe, and the
understanding that it does not lose its medicinal qualities when dry, are seen as essential in
restoring health.
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On several occasions in the field I encountered people in different settings explaining
their bodily discomforts and misfortunes by relating the condition as "too much inyongo" in
the body (biliousness): I had once regarded this explanation with skepticism, despite the fact
that people approached me on several occasions asking for herbal emetics and advice on
medicines that could reduce inyongo in the blood; they saw emetics and purgatives as helpful
in improving their public standing or removing "bad luck." When I worked as a male
circumcision ritual specialist, I noted that the sacrificial animal's inyongo can be a significant
substance in bestowing initiates with bravery. These limited perceptions about the uses of
inyongo among Xhosa speaking people were challenged by further observations and the
stories I was told by people in Khayelitsha about the broad significance of the substance, and,
more narrowly, in their interpretations of illness causality. I elaborate on the latter in Chapter
VI and VII.
Traditionally, Cape Nguni prefer their kraal to be constructed with materials taken from
succulent plants of the lily family. Even in situations where rocks are utilized these plants are
planted alongside the walls or used as comer posts of the cattle kraal. The commonly used
plants in this family are agaves (ikhamanga).

These succulent plants are known by the generic

term ikhala (bitter tasting). They are valued for their xerophytic qualities, for their pole
offshoots, and most significantly for their medicinal and ritual value. Both cattle and certain
contents of the kraal such as decomposed and blackened cow dung (umthonyama) are
perceived as, partly, embodying ancestral forces. This understanding has social and political
implications for a variety of reasons. Sisal plant leaves are also used while they are still moist
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as isithebe, "plates," for distributing meat between age groups during rituals. The liquid
substance of aloes serve as an enema and purgative for children and adults. Its bitter taste is
known to contain medicinal as well as tonic qualities that can treat a variety of stomach
related ailments, including cleansing of the blood. It seems that the medicinal qualities of the
aloe are seen as analogous to that of inyongo. People often associate the bitter tasting sap in
the aloe with the intrinsic medicinal power embodied in the inyongo.
Similarly, for a medicine to be regarded "strong" enough to heal a malady, it must
contain a bitter taste similar to that of inyongo, while "weak" medicines are characterized by
mildness. Because of this association, medicinal herbal mixtures or any other bitter tasting
medicine from a Western pharmacy are popularly classified as Xhosa medicine (amayeza
esiXhosa-singular-iyeza

lesiXhosa or elesintu). In addition to its association with medicine,

the notion of ikhala is applied often in differentiating food. Bitter tasting food, with too much
salt, often is referred to metaphorically as aloes or inyongo or ikhala.
This suggests that among Xhosa people the efficacy of some medicines is by and large
considered along the above qualities, suggesting that the healing qualities of a given medicine
are not differentiated from its taste. I interviewed a number of people who were using a
herbal mixture that was obtained from an African herbal pharmacist in Guguletu. The
pharmacist was popular for his "strong" medicine that was said to heal all bodily ailments,
including "high blood. "(see Plate 9.4). During my visits to the pharmacist's home, I found
scores of people who came to purchase the herbal mixture (imbiza), for a variety of ailments.
It is common in these health seeking settings to find clusters of people conversing about a
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number of social concerns, and this offered an opportunity to inquire about the medicine they
had come to buy. Their responses confirmed some of the observations I had made in
Khayelitsha, particularly in Harare. Some came because they had heard from friends about the
"strength" of the medicine in helping ailments that have defied Western treatment.

"One need

not take a large dose of the medicine," a middle age man explained, "its bitterness is so strong
that it is said a tablespoon will run your stomach for the whole day." Another person
commented about how it has helped her friend to conceive after several efforts by other
healers had failed.
The association of inyongo with the realities of life is materialized in many rituals
including life cycle ritual practices that dramatize the incorporation of "outsiders" into the
center courtyard of the lineage group. In a related ritual complex, for example, a newborn is
regarded as "sub-human" until the child is united with his/her ancestors through animal
offering referred to as imbeleko (named after a blanket to carry the child on the mother's
back).

Inyongo in rituals of birth (imbeleko)
Imbeleko ritual is regarded as a women's domain, though men assist with the skinning
and butchering of the animal. Customarily this practice is done within the first year or two
after birth of the child; however, because of changing social conditions, more and more
families do it later in the child's life, but before the child goes through initiation to adulthood if
a boy, and before marriage, for a girl. Here too, inyongo establishes communion with the
ancestors and enlists their approval. Informants regard imbeleko as the initial ritual process to
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ensure the child develops normally, and is protected against malevolent forces. Inyongo,
totemic herbs, and a variety of charred medicines (intsizi), are said to fortify the child. After
the animal is butchered, the lungs, heart, liver, and inyongo are separated from the stomach
and intestines. The father or senior male member of the clan removes a portion of meat cut
from the trembling area of the right foreleg of the animal carcass, and roasts it on wood coals.
The inyongo of the sacrificial animal is then sprinkled on the meat and on the head of the
child. The child has to taste the meat first, or share it with the mother before any other
person. Thereafter, the most senior woman in the household has the authority to distribute
the rest of the meal among family members and visitors. Traditionally, the mother was
expected to use the skin of the animal as a blanket for the child, but according to an informant,
people increasingly use the skins to decorate their beds or as mats for children to play on.

Inyongo, ikhala, and snufT as medicine
The significance of snuff in ceremonies among abaN guni seems to be associated with
healing. Although there are two kinds of snuff, they are called with the generic term igwada.
One kind of igwada is applied by healers to diagnose the seriousness of the illness by inducing
sneezing; this type is generated from herbs or barks (see also Chapter VIII)-also obtainable
from pharmacists in liquid form. Herein. I refer to the kind made from a combination of
ground tobacco and aloes. Healers mix snuffwith water for cleansing umlaza (pollution) from
the body, particularly when an agnatic kin member has died. Snuff is associated with the
power to communicate with one's ancestors. Nguni healers consider snuff to be imbued with
ancestral forces in the form of ash, tobacco and water, three elements that constitute health,
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illness and healing among abaNguni. The ash is made from dry aloe leaves (umhlaba).
Healers assert that by combining these elements, snuff elevates one to a transcendental state
that renders communication with ancestors a reality. For this reason, snuff or tobacco is
integrated in most ritual ceremonies of abaN guni, particularly ceremonies that are meant to
evoke the blessings of ancestors. In these social contexts, the use of the snuff is accompanied
by libation, made from sorghum or malt and sometimes fortified with brandy. To appease
ancestral forces, or in celebration of a particular social event, some households in Khayelitsha
hold ritual ceremonies over weekends euphimistically referred as "the beer tin gathering"
(igqongo) On these occasions, household members and visitors sit in a circle, surrounding a
25-Liter container filled with the home brewed sorghum beer. A white porcelain saucer with
tobacco, a box of matches, and (in selected settings) several silver coins is sometimes placed
next to the beer can. Except where the primary sponsor is a healer, snuff often is excluded
among the offerings that are placed around the beer can.
When faced with a problem, healers would sprinkle snuff on a pillow or underneath the
bed to solicit assistance from ancestral forces. Diviners claim that sniffing tobacco linika
amathongo (is revealing/provide dreams). The association of snuff with "clearing of the mind"
has resulted in its use by lay people in the treatment of headaches, and other related problems.
Although snuff is obtainable in commercial trading stores, only when mixed with ithuthu
lekhala (ashes from aloes) will diviners regard it as a useful healing agent.
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Inyongo as Metaphor in Joking Relationships Between the Elderly and Their
Grandchildren
Elderly Nguni women, on the other hand, use the metaphor of snuff when referring to
their grandchildren's genitals. This expression constitute the joking relationship ofNguni
grandmothers with their grandchildren.

For example, an elderly woman would touch the

child's genital organs with her hand, and while smelling it exclaim that-- "mm... icuba
lotatomkulu (literally--the tobacco or snuff of the grand-fathers), when joking with their
grandsons in particular. The parallel metaphor of cattle often is used for granddaughters.

The

social expectation is that boys' genitals represent continuity of the patriline, while young
women will bring wealth to the family in the form of cattle. The value of cattle increasingly is
substituted by values derived from the cash economy, though. The young man is seen as the
pillar of the family much as aloes and agaves are said to protect the grave of the progenitor,
and provide shelter to the wealth of the homestead (in the kraal). While among the Nguni of
Zululand the term idlozi (pI. amadlozi) refers to ancestors, male semen among the Cape Nguni
is known as amadlozi. Related to this, elderly Nguni women are granted liberty to indulge in
sexually explicit language in public as a joking relationship with their children. As can be seen
in these examples, deep-seated meanings are embedded in joking and in language expressions,
which at one level reveal the various forms of power, gender relations and material conditions
of the Nguni society.
Considering the social status accorded women in patrilineal descent societies, like
inyongo, the notion of ikhala (aloes) mediates these relationships, by neutralizing the tensions
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that would arise partly because of the challenge the expressions pose against Nguni society's
moral values, which are steeped deeply in idioms of deference. A vibrant homestead,
therefore, is the one that has a cattle kraal, inkundla (center courtyard), household, and
descendants to continue the lineage group and these values are cherished by Nguni in the
Western Cape.

Inyongo, the Body and Spatial Rules
We can discern from the preceding account that, while the notion of inyongo has to do
with matters of life and death, it also constitutes various forms of empowerment and
substantiation.

To appreciate these forms, ideas and practices let us revisit how the Xhosa

body is constituted in spatial rules as manifested in the rural and urban settings. The rural
Nguni homestead, is differentiated into three significant spatial areas, the cattle kraal
(ubuhlanti benkomo), the center courtyard (inkundla), and the household buildings (izindlu).
At another level inkundla serves as a boundary, separating women's affairs from that of men.
Unless they are daughters of the household, women "dare" not cross the inkundla toward the
area of the kraal while a court meeting is in session, let alone enter the kraal to gather dried
cattle waste to kindle the cooking fire. This taboo is sometimes breached when a fiancee
rejects a prospective suitor, by driving the lobola cattle across the courtyard into the kraal of
her suitor's parents, with her dresses lifted above her knees. Since the courtyard and the kraal
are considered as the sacred domain of ancestral forces, in the eyes of the household members
and in the society at large, the woman's action indicate social indifference and disrespect
toward the ancestors of that particular home. On the other hand, this can be understood in
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terms of the amount of power Nguni women, as individuals, yield in disapproving marriages
that are arranged by parents against their will.
In respect to other aspects of spatial organization the cattle kraal is the men's domain,
while houses are the women's and their children. This division is expressed in the way Xhosa
people make reference to the residential houses. Houses are identified by the wife's clan name
such as "maDlamini's household" (urnzi ka maDlamini), while the courtyard and the cattle
kraal are referred to by the clan name of the husband. There is a saying among Xhosa people
that "decisions that men reach in the courtyard women approve beforehand" (isigqibo sendoda
sisiggibo somfazi). While the center courtyard divides these two domains, it is governed by a
set of rules and obligations. For example, the movement of outsiders-this
kin, especially women-often

can include affinal

is restricted to remain within the homestead center court. The

cattle kraal is the sacred place of ancestors, partly because of the social and material value
vested in cattle by the pastoral abaNguni, and is often forbidden to affinal kin as has been
noted above. Unless invited to enter the kraal, the movement of affinal kin and visitors is
restricted to the courtyard and outside. In the residential houses their movement is
traditionally restricted to the left side of the household or the space nearby the entrance.
In addition to the notion of pollution, women who venture beyond the courtyard are said
to be "stepping upon the bones and ashes" of the deceased, and thus being disrespectful to the
ancestors.

Before the arrival of European Christian forms of burial, it was common among

Xhosa people to bury the head of the homestead next to the entrance of the cattle kraal. He
was buried in a seated position facing the household, with all his important belongings in the
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same site: his blanket, eating utensils with food inside (millet, sorghum, and later maize)
tobacco and pipe, hunting gear and weapons. The understanding was that this type of burial
honoring the deceased would promote the wealth and the well-being of the descendants.
Even in death, household wives were required to continue the deference accorded the
household head during his lifetime, precisely because the courtyard and the cattle kraal are
perceived as the embodiment of authority and power of the household head.
Informants hold that similar reasons are at work in the use of the deceased's belongings
by the descendants.

For example, the bead-decorated divination staff of a diviner was not

buried with the household head, with the understanding that it was imbued with the divination
power of the dead person, and that the descendant chosen to inherit the rod would embody
such powers. However, healers interviewed in Khayelitsha and in Langa had obtained their
"important" divination gear in various other ways as well. Revelation (ithongo) was a
common medium of instruction about paraphernalia necessary for their occupation.

It would

seem a higher status and legitimacy is accorded to those healers who claim they inherited their
ritual gear from their father's or grandfather's courtyard. Although a significant number
claimed that most of their "important" divination gear was purchased from trading stores, the
notion of inkundla as the sacred center space of the homestead still prevails among abaN guni
of the Western Cape, in spite of the social and political transformations accompanying
industrialization (see also Janzen, 1992). A variety of rituals are held in the urban
communities in which specific spatial areas in the front or backyard of the house are
temporarily transformed to cattle kraal and courtyard.
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Inyongo as the Confirmation Element in Marriage Unions
In this section I present a story I was told by a forty year old woman which suggests the
significance of inyongo in her marriage experience. In this account the centrality of inyongo
as a battleground for appropriating power by seemingly antagonistic ancestral forces can be
gleaned.
Forty year old Mrs K got married at the age of eighteen, in Cape Town, to a 26 year
old man from Guguletu. She claims that her parents opposed the marriage
engagement, due to the lineage group of her fiance. Although the parents of both were
from the same region in the Eastern Cape, historical conflicts emanating from 18th
Century land disputes between emigrant Mfenguls (pI. amaMfengu) and Xhosa people,
coupled with European expansion and missionary influence, led to antagonism between
their respective forefathers. Mrs K's lineage group is the Mfengu, who migrated to the
south in the 18th century from Zululand in search of pastoral lands, and settled in what is
now known as Ciskei, a Xhosa confederacy. AmaMfengu were among the first groups
in that region to embrace European Christianity and missionary education. Although
this perception has somewhat changed, historically amaMfengu looked down upon the
"unschooled" Xhosa people, to the extent of denying their daughters the right to marry
with their sons. For Mrs K this drama unfolded in a different way. Mrs K got pregnant
the first time she slept with the man. When he learned about the pregnancy, the man
proposed marriage. Mrs K's father was willing to accept the union, yet he felt
dishonored by this incident. Her mother, in particular, was strongly opposed to the
marriage. It is claimed that the mother was resolute that her daughter would not eat
inyongo of the fiance's household. Mrs K's clan kinsmen offered a cogent argument in
the eyes of society by insisting that the ancestors of the Mfengu Dlamini clan would not
approve of the union. They advised her to tum down the marriage offer. But she did
not, and married the Xhosa suitor anyway.
On her arrival in her husband's parents' home, she started to bleed, and the pregnancy
was threatening to miscarry. One of the rituals conducted by the husband's clan was that
of intambo ( named after a girdle made from a goat's hide, particularly used when the
woman is expecting) to safeguard the "stomach," with the help of the ancestors, against
misfortune, including miscarriage. The ritual is marked, among other activities by
sprinkling the goat's inyongo on the portion of roasted meat that was selected for her to
eat. Mrs K later got sick from the goat meat. After several failed attempts to improve
her condition, Mrs K returned to her agnatic family, in case there was a missing ritual
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that should be performed by her family. She was sent to the hospital by her parents.
Mrs K claims that the bleeding stopped after a dream on the night of her arrival at the
hospital. In her dream she saw two brown dogs standing on the left and right side of the
bed (see also Chapter VI, the relationship of dogs and ancestors appearing in dreams)
The dogs attacked her along the waist and tore away the goat skin girdle. Her body was
jacked sideways. Suddenly she woke up, to find no one near the bed. The girdle had,
indeed, disappeared. She claims that the bleeding stopped thereafter, before she had
received medication from the hospital. Significantly, Mrs K never saw the skin girdle
again, and eventually delivered a son. She and her husband were divorced two years
after they were married.

The patrilineal claim in this dream was stripped by the informant's ancestors. Nguni
regard "eating inyongo" from another lineage group by a bride or bridegroom to be a
significant step in confirming a marriage union. Generally this notion implies acceptance of
the union and the forging of ancestral links between both parties; it also signifies that the new
member will abide by the customary laws of the spouse's lineage group. In other words,
eating of inyongo among Nguni signify a complex web of social interrelationships.

Not only

does it signify communion (Burhmann 1984: 77) with the ancestors, but also embodies power
and subordination to the customary laws of the "new" household. Men often reside over these
rituals, and are the ones who have to approve when and how they are conducted.

In the

above instance, the eating of inyongo meant that, while the bride's ancestors would relinquish
their authority over their granddaughter, she, on the other hand, was required to pledge her
allegiance to the customs of her in-laws.
Furthermore, the notion of the "eating of inyon go" could mean a cleansing process.
Being an outsider the bride, presumably, brings along pollutants foreign to this particular
household, and probably introduces conflicting interests. By sharing the inyongo the woman
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relinquishes her umbilical attachment with her ancestry and begins to share in privileged
"secrets" that are not to be revealed to "outsiders," including her cognates. There is a saying
among abaN guni of the Cape that, if a woman is wedded to a family that embraces witchcraft,
she will also become one, (ukuba umfazi ufike kuthakathwa naye uzakuthakatha) This proverb
expresses the fact that eating inyongo by the bride is considered as a ritual sealant between the
bride and the customary laws, beliefs and practices of her in-laws.
Marriage for the woman among Nguni is known as "to move away from your home"
(ukwenda).

Ngubane (1977) translates ukwenda as to travel a long distance. By getting

married the young woman is considered to have reached adulthood, a higher social status than
that of her unmarried age mates. This is also true for the bridegroom, who is also ritually
received and introduced to the in-laws' ancestry by an animal offering. Yet the bride's full
membership in the "new" household is contingent upon a series of legitimation rituals, in
which the inyongo becomes the crucial bodily substance by which the woman's limited liberty,
authority, and prestige within the household are substantiated.

Although there is variation

between lineages and clans concerning the significance of particular rituals, transitional
processes such as marriages among Xhosa people are particularly noted for their rituals of
incorporation.

Following the marriage ceremony a number of animal offerings, often with

goats or sheep, are made on behalf of the bride to the ancestors of the "new" household.

The

first ritual is "utsiki. " in which animal offerings introduce the bride to the affinal ancestors; the
second ritual animal is, "isiko lentambo," done especially when the bride is expecting a child as
a protective measure against miscarrying; and the third is, "ibhokwe yamasi," in which a goat
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slaughtered making it possible for the bride to handle milk from the affinal household
livestock. Until the third ritual is done the bride is prohibited from consuming or handling
containers that preserve milk obtained from livestock, especially cattle, of her affinal
household.
In these rituals the animal is slaughtered in the courtyard (nkundla), under the
supervision of the senior male member of the household or clan. The inkundla is the central
courtyard of the homestead, the place in which social and political disputes are often discussed
and settled by members of the household, clan, or lineage. Nguni regard inkundla as a seat of
power, a battleground for ideas, a court of customary law, and as the site of collective
wisdom. While the "eating of inyon go" by the bride is seen by her family or clan as the
appropriation of their agnatic power to control her reproductive capacity and labor by affines
who are potentialy antagonistic, the bride's in-laws are likely to perceive the ritual as an act of
allegiance and recognition of the authority of their inkundla. What is significant, therefore, in
the rituals of "eating inyongo" is not necessarily the spilling of the animal's blood, as such, but
the positioning and incorporation of the daughter-in-law in the family, clan, lineage group, and
so on. The incorporation if it is successful can become so complete that she may participate
with other household wives in decisions concerning, for example, the legitimacy of children,
born both within and outside wedlock, claiming blood ties with a member of the her husband's
household.
The generic term for these rituals of incorporation, "to eat inyongo" (ukudla or
ukudliswa inyongo). The bride agrees to abide by the customary laws, practices, and moral
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values that hold the extended family to which she now belongs together.

To eat inyongo also

is seen as the privilege, granted to the bride by her in-laws, to move freely within and outside
the household.

Yet we find that the bride, like other women in the household, is still restricted

from entering the cattle kraal, particularly during her menstruation period. Nguni maintain
that menstrual pollution (umlaza), for example, affects milk production in cows. Though,
eating inyongo is seen as the promotion of rights and privileges for the bride, her liberty often
continues to be restricted by a multitude of social avoidance and deference practices
(ukuhlonipha).

These include the use of certain words, contact with certain food and certain

types of movement around the house. Although this practice has changed over time,
traditionally she is expected to learn a new language, she must also avoid the use of her fatherin-law's name and that of his agnatic kinsmen. Some of these restrictions are likely to be
relaxed only when the "sour milk goat" (ibhokwe yamasi) is sacrificed for her. Ibhokwe
yamasi usually is performed within a year after marriage. This ritual is euphemistically called
"to drink sour milk" (ukusezwa amasi) .. i.e. milk from the household cattle. Until this ritual is
done, the newly married woman is expected to consume only milk obtained from a cow she
brings from her own home on the day of the marriage celebration. The significance of
ukusezwa amasi is marked by a specific action by the bride. She has to touch inyongo of the
offered goat or sheep, before it is removed from the carcass. The act of touching, witnessing,
and sharing of the inyongo with her affinal relations is analogous to an oath of allegiance.
This finally grants her the liberty to consume milk from the cattle kraal of the affinal
household, among other liberties.
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Inyongo in Death Rituals
AbaNguni often maintain that "absolute" death comes about with the decomposition of
the inyanga ten days after burial, and not when the heart ceases to pump or the spirit
(umphefumlo) separates from the body. Inyanga is the seat of the power to maintain or
destroy one's physical life existence. It is considered a powerful bodilly substance that could
precipitate affiiction and misfortune to the descendants of the deceased, should certain taboos
associated with the burial rite be ignored. For example, burial ritual is observed with taboos
of self discipline among close kin, including sexual abstinence and rules about when family
members should disperse to their respective homes. Any breach of these regulations is
disapproved strongly by elders and other kin, who argue that inyanga of the deceased is still
intact (ayikaggabuki), particularly within the ten days following the burial ceremony.
Depending on the ritual practices of that particular lineage group or clan, the end of this
period may be marked by cleansing rituals that include the slaughter of a goat or lamb. If
deference is not accorded the deceased during the ten-day period, various forms of misfortune
might inflict the surviving members of the homestead. It is expected that when the sacrificial
animal is offered, close kin will be present to participate in the cleansing process. The
cleansing process involves close kin sharing the animal's inyanga with roasted meat. In
addition, every member present at the occasion must receive a drop of the sacrificial animal's
inyanga on the head to ward off a condition known as "state of darkness" (isimnyamai,
procedure revitalizes the protective power of ancestors and brings good fortune to the

3Isirnnyama is a diagnostic category associated with misfortune, bad luck, and failure to
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homestead.

The person who conducts this ritual is genealogically the most senior member of

the family. Seniority in this instance is established by one's birth right and status rank in the
lineage hierarchy, and not by age. No person outside the household is allowed to touch the
family's sacrificial animal inyongo. The elder hides it in a place that is out of reach of other
people, often on a high post inside the cattle pen or in the room where the carcass is kept
overnight.

The inyongo is disposed offby burning it together with the bones of the animal,

and the ashes are preserved for future use or scattered in the courtyard.

After a year the spirit

of the deceased is reunited with the descendants in the ritual ofukubuyisa (named after the
returning ceremony of the deceased to the household after a year). Here too, inyongo of the
animal offering (preferably an ox) not only reincorporates the deceased to the household, but
also assures protection against misfortune or ill-health, which could come about if surviving
descendants fail to fulfill the obligation.
Nguni pay considerable attention to the preservation of the ashes from the ritual. It
would seem the association derives from the understanding of continuity after death and that
the power of the diceased inyongo is embodied in the ashases of the decomposed body. Like
inyongo which Nguni consider to be the center oflife and death, and which is endowed with
healing qualities, the ashes are understood to embody the power, security, and prosperity from
the deceased.

And it is in the association of the intergrated animal inyongo/ashes with the

power of the ancestors that we find the significance of inyon go in Nguni social reality.

achieve. Death also is understood to bring "state of darkness" in the household. It is different
from the notion of pollution (umlaza) which Xhosa speaking people regard as contagion often
associated with sexual practices or unhygienic condition and practices.
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Inyongo and Healing of Political Conflicts in Contemporary South Africa
Similarly, the authority constituted through use of inyongo percolates into other social
settings. Political parties in contemporary South Africa solicit the wisdom and support of
indigenous healers in their quest for power. Recent news media accounts report the
significant role of indigenous forms of knowledge in contemporary political relations in South
Africa by the Nationalist Party and the African majority. It is reported in the media that a goat
sacrifice was performed by izangoma (diviners in Natal) during Nationalist Party political
campaigns for the April, 1994, elections in Natal. The ritual of inyon go, it is said, was
conducted to appease the existing antagonism between Afrikaner and African ancestors. A
diviner from Zululand supervised the ceremony. Inyongo from the sacrificial animal was
sprinkled on the head of the White Nationalist party candidate. The healer claimed the
wounds of war between the two groups would heal, since the two ancestral camps now have
shared from the same animal inyongo. This event invoked the power of inyon go to forge links
in seemingly hostile situations. It would seem that in abaNguni cosmology the gallbladder and
its bile are powerful substances in the body that, by constituting the essence of life, have the
capability to transcend human bodily limitations, spatial or otherwise. While among adults
states of bodily discomforts are understood as biliousness among children Nguni perceive
greeness in feces to embody umoya illness discomforts.
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CONCLUSION
In this chapter the significance of inyongo in abaN guni socio-cosmic relations has been
illustrated. We can observe that the medicinal value of inyon go is social, since it incorporates
a variety of socio-cosmic domains that are fundamental in forging links with other domains of
social and political experiences. As a bodily substance found in humans and in sacrificial
animals it transcends the limitations of these bodies, spatially or otherwise. lts application has
the capacity to restore a state of well-being in many dimensions; this includes marriage
arrangements, life cycle rituals, and joking relationships. From the above discussion we get
some insights on how the notion of biliousness is perceived by the Nguni as fundamental in
understanding their state of health and illness. I elaborate on this theoretical framework by
analysing the embodiment of dreams in Nguni social reality in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER VI

ITHONGO: THE EMBODIMENT OF DREAMS IN NGUNI SOCIAL REALITY

My aim in this chapter is to explore the embodiment of dreams in Ngunil social reality and
the manifold ways this is evidenced. Dreams are integral to Nguni healing experience as a
therapeutic strategy. They are also a significant expression of the healer's power. Among
abaNguni, dreams are understood as a meeting of subjective and objective reality. It is where
the spiritual dimension of reality unites with the social and material conditions ofNguni
existence. Various typologies by which abaNguni distinguish dreams guide my analysis of this
relationship. First, I contend that the distinctions made by Nguni between
"private" (elamawethu) and "public" (elezihlwele) dreams; between false and orthodox dreams,
reveal the power and complexity of dreams as media of social experiences in Nguni society.
This is one dimension of the way in which they classify dreams. Secondly, the distinction made
between pleasantlhealing (amaphupha amahle, naphilisayo) and distressing (amaphupha amabi)
dreams has implications for the plurality of categories by which abaNguni classify dream
episodes, their contents and significance. Thirdly, among abaNguni, the act of dreaming, at
least in the research area, has a unifying quality; dreams conjure up spiritual forces and call for
action among people from a variety of social backgrounds.

'Unless specified, throughout the discussion the terms Nguni and abaNguni refer to Xhosa
speaking people, mainly.
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The significance of dreams in African therapeutic systems is recognized widely" Apart
from a handful of recordings of healers' oral dramatic presentations, ethnographic accounts
associate dreams with charismatic movements of the prophetic and millennial type", or see
them as interrelationships between charismatic leadership and ideological formulations".

Even

those accounts with a specific focus on Nguni healers regard dreams as material for
psychoanalytic interpretation," resonating between Freud's "wish fulfillment" and lung's
"collective unconscious."

Writing about Xhosa-speaking diviners (amagqira) in the

Keiskamahoek (Eastern Cape), Buhrmann holds that the "active involvement with dreams is
one of the most striking aspects of the healing methods ... It runs like a silver thread through
everything they do during treatment and training.:" As illustrated in their oral dramatic
narratives, for healers dreams embody different manifestations of power and historical
experiences, ithongo dreams in particular.

These narratives and songs as representations of a

particular kind of experience express what Mudimbe calls "the power of a consciousness and

2J.M. Janzen Ngoma: Discourses of Healing in Central and Southern Africa Los- Angeles,
University of California Press, 1992, p.12. Kofi Appiah-Kubi Man Cures, God
Heals: Religion and Medical Practice among the Akans of Ghana New York, Friendship Press,
1981, p.32. G.C. Oosthuizen The Healer-Prophet in Afro-Christian Churches Leiden, E.1. Brill,
1992, p.22-28. M.V. Gumede Traditional Healers: A Medical Doctor's Perspective Braamfontein,
Skotaville Publishers, 1990, p.20-21. Jean Comaroff Body of Power, Spirit of Resistance: The culture
and history of a South African People Chicago, Chicago University Press, 1985, p.204.
3see

G. C. Oosthuizen The Healer-Prophet p.23-38.

4see

1. Fabian "Dream and Charisma. "Theories of Dreams" in the Jamaa-Movement
(Congo)." Anthropos 61, 1966, pp.544-560.
SseeM. Vera Buhrmann Living in Two Worlds: Communication between a white healer and
her black counterparts. Cape Town, Human and Rousseau, 1984, p.46-67.
6M.Vera Buhrmann Living in Two Worlds p.49.
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its liberty."? My attraction to dreams emanates from my own healing experience from
participant observation ofNguni social practices in the field, and through reading.
My observation among abaNguni of the Western Cape reveals that the experience of
dreams in this society constitutes complex forms of healing in which manifold and ingeniously
artful ways of embodying wholeness and social justice are integrated.!

Ithongo dream

experience among healers is their whole philosophy of life, including ideas about the causes of
illness, intentionality, aesthetics in self-presentation, and moral validity. Moreover, as
narratives, healers perceive dreams as texts for healing and incorporating individuals and
groups into society while redressing the wounds of social injustice. The discussion below deals
with the ithongo dream experience of healers and its place in the healing culture of the Xhosaspeaking people of the Western Cape (see Figure 6.1-2).
Ithongo Lineage Counsellors (ILC) and Interpretation

of Dreams

Dream interpreters show their expertise by their ability to distinguish between "public" and
"private" dreams. While they "commercialize" public dreams, they categorize "private" dreams
as instructive "messages" from the ancestors, with collateral obligations on patrilineal kin
members. Kin members are expected to respond to the instructive message told in the dream.
Nguni regard "private"dreams as orthodox, a qualified truth, and obligatory, in that, if they

"vv Mudimbe Parables and Fables: Exegesis, Textuality, and Politics in Central Africa
Wisconsin, University of Wisconsin Press, 1991, p.xix.
81 take

my tune in this discussion from Cathie Lyons who defines 'health and wholeness as a
dynamic state of well-being of the individual and the society; of physical, mental, spiritual, economic,
political and social well-being; of being in harmony with each other, with the natural environment, with
God. This state of well-being cannot be experienced by some while it is denied to others'. Cathie
Lyons Journey Toward Wholeness, Justice, Peace and Health in an Interdependent World New
York, Friendship Press, 1987, p.89-90.
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Figure 6.1:
Minerals, waxes, herbs, and lucky beans displav-Khayelitsha railwav station.
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ignore them, individual household members are affected by a social calamity which inflicts
misfortune and ill health. Among abaN guni of the Western Cape, the practice of consulting
members of one's own lineage to advise on the complex intricacies of ithongo experience
prevails in spite of the breakdown in traditional kinship order. I refer to this group of
consultants as Ithongo Lineage Counsellors (!LC). It consists of elders (amakhehle or
amawethu) who collaborate in interpreting ithongo episodes and advise on the type of action to
pursue. !LC groups include blood relatives and people who are not blood relatives but who
are linked by clan names, initiation to manhood experience, friendship, marriage, and
membership in lineage-based burial and money-saving associations.

Usually this group would

comprise former migrant workers who live in neighbouring male compounds; and urban
dwellers.
The !LC investigates the truth of dreams with the assistance of several diviners and
charismatic church (inkonzo zomoya) healers, or both, before determining the appropriate
action and strategies to be followed. The!LC visit diviners who must then divine the nature of
the visit, making manifest specific cultural categories of some significance (ukuthath'intonga).
They regard the !LC as adept in interpreting Nguni customary practices, precisely because of
their combination of rural and urban social experiences. Their authority is acknowledged even
by many urbanized African households. In addition, they show experience, expertise, and
wisdom in organizing and supervising rituals for healers, for male initiation rites, and traditional
marriage ceremonies. Urbanized Africans regard rural social experience as authentic Nguni
cultural practices.

They see a rural-connected !LC, too, as more authentic. People expect that

when an ILC is involved in Nguni rituals or lineage disputes, !LC members bring the ceremony
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closer to a way of life familiar to ancestors, and thus bring moral validity to the cause.
!LC seem more authentic because they represent African humanness, isiNtu, to the
urbanized African imagination. They derive this assumption from the association of rural
conditions with powerful natural phenomena. Analogous to this is the idea that the
heterogeneity in urban conditions hybridizes the use of the Xhosa language, incorporating
other forms of expression adopted from Afrikaans and other African languages. They call this
uburumsha, and use ubutshipa to refer to people who no longer wish to return and settle in the
rural areas, despite their family ties there. Historically, such individuals have lost credibility in
the eyes of their "home boys," who regard them as unreliable presenters ofNguni customs and
cultural values. By contrast, they regard !LC members as amagoduka (lit. people who return
home), rooted in the rural context in which cultural alienation is presumably not as prevalent as
in urbanized settings. Some people conduct rituals in the urban setting, for example, in
artificial kraals (ubuhlanti) constructed with branches of trees gathered from nearby bushes.
The use of uncontaminated linguistic and dramatic forms such as "rural" Xhosa language and
style of oral presentation makes this reconstruction a more authentic communication.

IsiNtu

therefore incorporates ideas of "pure" language forms, closeness to "nature," appreciation of
indigenous cultural values, and so on. It is the association of ithongo with the notion of isiNtu,
and the Il.C proficiency in relation to both, that lead to reinvention ofNguni "traditions" of
wholeness in the urban setting.
On another level, urbanized Africans regard their attachment to the rural areas as evidence that
they maintain and preserve "African traditions" against the onslaught of hegemonic European
cultural practices (izinto zesiLungu and namaBhulu-lit. matters concerning Europeans and the
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Boers). To the observers,

ac participation

in these rituals signifies success, ithongo livumile

(ancestors have approved); and the household sponsoring sorghum beer ceremonies honouring
the

ac acquires

prominence for itself It seems that, by reconstructing an idealized rural

environment in urbanized social contexts, these ceremonies offer a theatrical setting to
dramatize and to reinvent ithongo traditions. Besides a ritual division of the household space
in relation to categories of gender, age, and affinity, they convert conventional social roles
temporarily to meet ithongo requirements.

In deference to ithongo, teknonyms and clan names

are used for married women and men, whose movements are also restricted to specific areas of
the urban dwelling. According to Nyamande, "A true Gcaleka woman [is not supposed] to
utter the clan names of her husband's people, for they take that as an unpardonable lack of
respect for the elders and ancestors of her husband's people."" The space where the kraal and
inkudla (courtyard) are located, which might ordinarily be a woman's flower garden, becomes
the ritual centre, the assembly area for ancestral forces where only men are allowed to conduct
libations and make elaborate speeches. This is the case even if the woman is the central subject
of this ritual. Despite this fact, they exclude her from the courtyard, because it is her ithongo
experience which they ritualize and upon which the well-being of the family rests. In this
context they recognize the woman's sociocultural roots as integral to the healing process.
Equally, family relationships where a sense of caring and belonging is often strong determine
how problems are resolved and decisions made.

9A. Nyamende "Oral Praise Poetry of the Clans: Its continued survival within the ambience of
learning" in R.H. Kaschula (ed) The Place of Oral Traditions in Contemporary African Society
Umtata, University of Transkei Bureau for African Research and Documentation, Occasional Papers
No.1, 1991, pp.37-43.
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Ithongo and Revelation
Ithongo is "revelation in dreams," identified with the "forces of darkness" and referred to
as "demons" (idemoni) by some Christian converts. Zionist Church members hold that
imibono (visions), on the other hand, are a significantly different experience, i.e. the "revelation
of darkness" in daylight practice. Dreams, though integral to Zionist religious thought, are
considered inadequate to address issues demanding immediate attention.

Similar claims have

been made by healers, particularly amaxhwele, who contend that bone oracles are a better
solution to discovering future events (see Figure 6.1). Unlike umbono, the authenticity of
ithongo is contingent upon a combination of events, including memory. "Truth," though not
clear to the communicant, is judged against known results. Social experience remains the
testing ground.

It is on the level of shared knowledge and demonstrable results that ithongo

constitute the act of "witnessing."

This contingent/process-dependent

condition of ithongo

renders it susceptible to arbitrary interpretations, likely to reflect the material and ideological
interests of the interpreter more than those of the person who dreams.
In order for the "message" to be approved, the subject has to experience similar "visions"
several times as proof of its validity within Nguni orthodoxy.

The fact that communication

with ancestral forces is legitimized by sharing the dream with several different parties delays
the action process, and this takes time. Informants' accounts reveal that, for a variety of
reasons, this process may take six months to two years or more to accomplish. Included
among these are the household belief and practices likely to influence action decisions,
particularly when ithongo is a call to the healer's role. A thirty year old informant who grew
up in Cape Town disclosed that at age sixteen she had ithongo in which she was told to
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prepare sorghum beer for her ancestors. Her father, a Presbyterian convert, refused at first to
approve of the "message," maintaining that such dreams are pagan. Not until she was afflicted
with seizures was the father persuaded to change his earlier decision, and hold the beer
ceremony. Since then the informant has experienced no relapse. The informant learnt from her
mother that her experience was similar to that of her father's sister, whom members of the
extended family assert died partly because of her father's intransigence and antagonism against
indigenous African ritual practices. In this second instance the father refused to conduct a
healing ritual in his sister's honor, that would have, perhaps, saved her life. As a senior
member of the lineage group, the father has the authority to approve and organize ritual
ceremonies on behalf of agnatic kin, children, and grand-children, particularly when animal
offerings are to be made to ancestral forces. In this case the informant's father refused to offer
a sacrificial animal; the sister got ill and was admitted to hospital for a year, without
improvement.

A day before her death, the sister was moved to her brother's home, where on

arrival, according to the informant's mother, she danced and sang diviner's songs obliging
household members to accompany her in singing. She died the following day.
My informant's father confirmed these incidents. Although the sister's death was
insufficient to persuade him, the subsequent illness of his daughter revealed to him the power
and reality ofithongo.

Currently, though attending the Presbyterian Church, he consults with

lineage members regarding ithongo messages and other ritual necessities.
The lag between ithongo event and subsequent action is complicated further by the
complexity of labor related conditions. Saturdays and/or Sundays are the most probable days
in which agnatic kin members are consulted regarding ithongo. Diviners are more likely to be
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consulted during weekends. Action will be approved when the group managing the
interpretation reaches a consensus. For example, images of deceased elderly people, known or
unknown to the dreamer, cattle inside a kraal and gathering of kin members in front of it, are
considered valid evidence that a dream is ithongo. It is expected that ithongo will identify the
consanguineous ties to the dreamer along with instructions or requests. In addition to self
identification and verbal communication, the dreamer may appear brewing a beer, seeing dogs
and totemic animals, such as leopards, elephants, snakes, monkeys and baboons. These are
known to embody ancestral forces and are eagerly received (see Figure 6.2).

What is Ithongo Dream Experience?
AbaNguni in this area call a dream iphupha (pI. amaphupha) The notion ofiphupha can
refer to a variety of perceptual experiences, including apparition and phantasm. In Nguni
thought dreams (amaphupha) are understood to be phenomena embedded in the reality of
social experiences: "what goes on during the day, but at night." Though they understand that
iphupha lacks corporeality, as indicated above, the incorporeal iphupha finds substantiality
when narrated to another person. People act out, express intense emotions in these narrations.
Nguni dream narratives are likely to come across as substance rather than illusion, and it is the
embodiment that connects the dream episode to social reality in Nguni imagination. For
example, the contents of the dreams often include humans (deceased or living), animals and
birds, vegetation, water, automobiles, clothing, weapons, furniture, and so on. According to
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Vera Buhrmann;'"
The ancestors communicate with the living in various ways but mostly
through dreams. In these they can appear as human beings, both known and
unknown, as animals, domesticated or wild, or as voices giving advice,
instructions or making requests.
McVeigh, on the other hand, notes that:
In the African view it is not merely a question of the living trying to
communicate with the dead. The spirit world also seeks to enter into
contact with those in the flesh. This communication from the invisible may
take various forms .... For the African the world of dreams is as significant
as the world of consciousness. The things which happen when an individual
is asleep, and which he remembers the next day, are real events. II
Color ornamentations, age categories, gender, affinity, locality and a variety of other socially
defined qualities; advance the interpretation, meaning and significance of the dream.

10M.

Vera Biihrmann Living in Two Worlds p.30.

11M.J.

McVeigh God in Africa: Conceptions of God in African traditional Religion and
Christianity Massachusetts, Claude Stark Inc., 1974, p.68.
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Depending on the social context in which they apply it, abaN guni imbue a dream with a
variety of meanings, with notable similarity in meaning attributed by different interpreters to
specific components of the dream. These similarities in meaning establish distinctions between
what they call, "ordinary" (iphupha D$) or "false" and what is "true", that is, sanctified visions
(imibono) or orthodox dreams (ithongo or iphupha elililo). While "ordinary" dreams are
essentially nocturnal visions regarded as meaningless, "false" dreams are associated with
daytime and Nguni attribute their imagery to human imagination rather than to reality.

Sundkler" notes that "Zulus differentiate between three kinds of dreams: those sent by
ancestors, those sent by wizards, and ordinary spontaneous dreams." I found among the
Xhosa-speaking Nguni of the Western Cape two broad categories in which dreams are
differentiated, that is, either "public" or "sacred" dreams. They divide public dreams into two
subcategories of "ordinary" or "false" which include dreams that they interpret as
"commercialized," indicators for gambling, particularly in horse racing. Sacred dreams, on the
other hand, are understood to be "true", "sanctified," and "orthodox," and this includes
ithongo and umbono. According to this society, wizards do not send dreams as noted by
Sundkler among Zulu speaking people in Natal, rather, ancestral forces reveal to the dreamer
the obscure and obscene activities ofubuthakathi

(witchcraft and sorcery), to warn and protect

the person against such forces.
"True" dreams, (see Table 6) amathongo (sing. ithongo), are identified with, and attributed,
to ancestral forces and healing. In fact, diviners (amaggira or izangoma) in particular are likely

12B.

G. M. Sundkler Bantu Prophets in South Africa London, Oxford Univ. Press, 1976,

p.265-275.
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to call dream experiences amathongo (ancestral-dreams).

This includes the notion of umbo no

(visions or prophetic revelation), which increasingly is associated with the charismatic and
prophetic Christian church movements, such as the Zionist Churches. Amathongo are known
to carry instructive messages to the dreamer and his/her kin. Like most things in life, ithongo
has both positive and negative sides. While amathongo promote the well-being of a person and
the society at large, they are sometimes coercive, for they compel people to modify their
behaviour in various ways. It is ithongo transformative power that renders it as a particular
way of life among amaXhosa. For example, abaNguni esteem the prophetic power of Zionists'
umbono for its "evil-cleansing" qualities. Zionists, as led by umbono, are known for unearthing
malevolent objects (idemoni) and they show this by using water, both as a cleansing and life
giving substance".
The use ofiziwasho (body cleansing solutions-mixture of water and salt) as ablutions and
emetics to heal the afflicted "spiritual" body is based on the principle that power contestation is
mediated through the body. Jean Comaroff argues that:
The metaphors of thirst and oppression appear widely in Zionist ritual and
connote existential states through images of bodily affliction, affliction
which entails an imbalance in the relationship of "inside" to "outside," of
individual and context. These images, again, are transformations of
precolonial constructs: thirst. .. implied a desiccation of bodily substance
through the disruption caused by pollution or sorcery, and oppression ...
suggested a forcible compression of bodily space through pressure on its
margins. ... these metaphors function in healing rites to describe specific
symptoms; in so doing they link particular cases of suffering to a more
global existential malaise."

13see

Sundkler Bantu Prophets p.264. Jean Comaroff Body of Power p.200-1.

14Jean

Comaroff Body of power p.20!.
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Paradoxically, the same principle applies to the indigenous logic of purity and cosmological
power, the idea that powerful ancestral forces reside in water (in rivers, lakes and sea) and that
healers who control such forces have clairvoyant power and stronger medicine than those who
control "forest" forces. Moreover, we find that among Zionist Church protagonists their idea
of revelation reveals increasingly an intersection of different elements of their social, political,
and cultural history. Equally telling, their organizational structures are similar and applicable to
a variety of indigenous African cultural settings, and ideologies. It seems that the association
of imibono (visions or prophetic revelations) with Zionists sanctifies and legitimizes indigenous
forms of divination in the eyes of African "converts" who, for a variety of reasons, disapproved
of association with what European missionaries categorized as "pagan" practices, as
15

represented by amathongo.

Theoretically, while ithongo (a true dream) is associated with

indigenous African beliefs and practices, Zionist Church protagonists associate umbono
(vision) with Christian spirituality (umoya wobuKrestu).

One finds in their practice a kind of

internal intellectual dialogue, a syncretism of 'pagan' ithongo with 'Christian' umbono. Though
both are basically derived from ithongo these categories overlap in structure and form. In spite
of this ambiguity in meaning, protagonists understand ithongo and umbonodreams to be true
and prophetic, respectively.
Within the catagory of "sacred" dreams I would add what I refer to as Nguni "orthodox"
dreams. Here I refer to ithongo that is associated with a head of a household who has been

15see A. Vilakazi, B. Mthethwa and M, Mpanza Shembe: The Revitalization of African
Society Johannesburg: Skotaville Publishers, 1986, p.25. Here Vilakazi, et al. draw our attention to
"...how dreams and visions asked Shembe [the founder of a Separatist Church amaNazaretha] to act
contrary to all Zulu norms of behavior, and against the most highly respected and cherished practices
and traditions of Zulu culture."
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dead for less than. a generation. Historically, when the head of a household is buried, the
burial ritual includes slaughtering of an ox to "accompany" the deceased, inkomo yokukhapha.
Informants maintain that the skin of the ox is meant to provide the deceased with a blanket to
keep him warm as coffins were not used to bury the dead (see also Chapter IV). Instead a

Table 6

NGUNI CLASSIFICATION

OF DREAMS

Major Categories

PUBLIC
Ordinary

Nocturnal Visions
Fogertable
Meaningles

or

SACRED
False

Daytime Visions
Human Imagination
Unrealistic

-True-

Ithongo
Ancestral
Repetitive
Sanctions Behavior
Protective
Educational
Informative
Therapeutic

-SanctifiedUmbono
Prophetic
Zionist
Conversion
Leadership
Purity
Supernatural
Spiritual

-OrthodoxMeaningful
Unforgetable
Transcidental
Communal
Sanctions Behavior
Instructive

blanket called ingcawe, would be used to cover the body of the deceased. This ritual process is
regarded significant for the deceased soul to rest in peace, until the ritual of ukubuyisa is
conducted.

It would seem when these rituals have been ignored by immediate family members,

the deceased communicates with one of his descendants in a specific way. Informants explain
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that dreams that are associated with the deceased's demand assume a common meaning. For
example, the deceased communicates by expressing his discomfort in the cold, uyagodola (I am
feeling cold). These are orthodox dreams in that, by and large, their meaning is shared by most
members ofNguni society as reliable evidence. They command similar responses, irrespective
of the person's religion or political affiliation. Some Nguni have witnessed the breaking down
of these burial rituals because of modernity and conversion to Christianity. Nguni orthodox
dreams tend to be instructive, have regular and shared meaning, and incorporate
communication by a recently deceased head of a household.
Similarly, when we consider the leadership structures, gender relations and rank categories
in relation to ablutions, kin participation, choice of colors and musical instrumentation as vital
components of the therapeutic process, we find overlapping and situational variation in
organizational structures and healing technologies.

The Zionist Churches' tripartite musical

rhythms (ingoma), their use of cowhide drumming (igubu), now and then punctuated by
divination or prophetic sessions (ukuchaza neziprofethesho) and appraisals of spiritual forces
(ukungula), derive inspiration from African ritual practices. This assumption has led many a
healer who has experienced a call to the healer's role through an ithongo dream to opt for
Zionist membership in the hope that ancestral forces will approve. As Comaroff observes,
"These concepts have in fact been subtly revalued, tuned to the novel system of meanings
through which Zionism speaks to the effects on the body and person of a [changing] social
world ... For they place individual experience within its [historical] context.?" Presumably the
choice of color ornamentation in the church is similar to the one revealed by the ithongo. Yet,
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truth, as understood by participants, is judged against the outcome of the dream narrative, for
in this context social experience remains the testing ground. This process-dependent

condition

of ithongo renders it susceptible to arbitrary interpretations, likely to reflect the material and
ideological interests of the interpreter more than those of the person who dreams."

Ithongo and Color Ornamentation
White and blue colors are fundamental ornamentations for both Zionists and diviners.
Whiteness among Nguni healers is associated with the clairvoyance attributed to ancestral
forces dwelling in water, and among Zionists it embodies vision. Linguistically, Nguni refer to
blue and green ornamentation as the same raw color, iluhlaza, a state of nature. While in the
diviner's vestments emphasis is on white, red, black or blue ornamentation, Zionists prefer both
blue and green ornamented garments, suggesting aesthetic considerations rather than
cosmological significance embodied in color imagery. On the other hand, Oosthuizen holds
that "The colour (whatever is prescribed) gives the prophet' strength and power'." 18 Does this
difference in style, then, imply that the Zionist umbono, imbued with European Christian
categories of color ornamentation, is philosophically differentiated from Nguni diviners'
ithongo? Juxtaposing combinations of colors and ideas, as elsewhere, is pervasive in situations
where the relationship between the orthodoxy of dreams and cosmological forces is in
question. Several diviner informants highlighted how ithongo informs their choice of garments

16JeanComaroff Body 0/ Power p.201-2.
17seeB.G.M. Sundkler Bantu Prophets p.273.
18G.C.Oosthuizen The Healer-Prophet p.42-3.
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and color ornamentation, which, in recent times, constitutes integration of "ancestral forces"
with the notion of "Holy Spirit" (uMoya oNgcwele). What formerly was known as ithongo
has been converted to an aspect that incorporates spiritual forces other than the ancestral. One
who dreams is connected not only with his or her cultural heritage, but also with "foreign"
discourse including Christian ideologies and practices, using Zionist interpretation of doctrines
in the Biblical text to mediate and legitimize narrative for conversion and healing. Oosthuizen
notes that:
Zionists emphasize that the source of their healing power is centred in umoya (the Spirit).
This refers to the Holy Spirit and is interpreted as an all pervading spiritual force which is basic
to well-being and health. It counteracts and neutralises the destructive forces associated
especially with sorcery... For most of the prophets the ancestors fall within the orbit of umoya
especially when healing sessions take place." The discussion in the next section deals with the
therapeutic aspects ofithongo, highlighting further the complexity of this notion in Nguni
social reality.

Ithongo as a way of life
There are many ways through which the embodiment of ithongo dreams are expressed and dramatize,
Nguni social experience. Primary among these is the interpretation and association of ithongo with illnes
(ukugula), and with a call to divination and healing. The notion ofukugula among Nguni signifies a state
health or affliction. Depending on the context in which they apply the term, it can refer to different
debilitating bodily experiences, including mental disorders, muscle pains, fevers, infections, and a variety (
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congenital conditions. Nguni distinguish between isigulo sesiNtu or sesiXhosa (African illness) and isigc
sesiLungu (WesternlEuropean

derived illnesses). While they redress African illnesses through rituals, he

medicines, counselling and animal substances "European associated illnesses" often are referred to biome
health services for treatment, or treated in both ways.
Ithongo is a way of life understood to be consonant with the spiritual and physical demands
of the healing power. It is communication with other-than-human phenomena which is often
obstructed by impurities in the body and its surroundings.

Briefly, ithongo is a dream that

embodies ancestral forces in particular. Because of the coercive qualities of the ithongo dream,
healers call the experience "ithongo liyingxaki" (mysterious) in that the healer is relieved from
physiopathological discomforts when he or she heeds the instructive messages of the ithongo
dream. In this way, they see ithongo dreams as the primary medium through which ancestral
forces communicate with their descendants, and we find amathongo associated frequently with
the individual's call to the healer's role (lelokugula okumhlophe)20.
The individual's call to the healer's role embodies a considerable degree of compliance and
restraint. Reynolds notes that "the process of becoming a healer involves much more than the
acquisition of knowledge about flora and fauna. It involves an acceptance of given
principles't"

Indeed as I have also observed among amaggira of the Western Cape, the notion

19G.C. Oosthuizen The Healer-Prophet p.67-8.
20seealso, Henry Callaway "Amathongo or ancestor worship" in Irving Hexman Texts on Zulu
Religion, Traditional Zulu ideas about God New York, Edwin Mellen Press, 1987, p.266-353.
21p. Reynolds "The training of traditional healers in Mashonaland" in Last and Chavunduka
(eds.) The Professionalization of African Medicine Manchester, Manchester Univ. Press, 1986,
p.165-87.
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of ithongo embodies codes of conduct, disciplinary measures, and inviolable normative
behavior that the healers are expected to follow. For example, as part of the healer's spiritual
purity, igqira should consume only freshly prepared food. Stale food is taboo, as it is
understood to be detrimental to the healer's health-it may be contaminated with impure
substances, thus affecting the healing powers of the ancestral forces. They also hold the idea
of purity or purification in relation to sexual conduct. There is a strong taboo against sexual
indulgence with patients. Therefore it is encouraged that an unmarried neophyte should be
married or get married when the person assumes the professional role of healing. The healer
should abstain from all sexual activity, especially when treating a seriously ill patient, in which
case the healers as a norm observe sexual abstinence against pollution.
Songs (ingoma) and ithongo ritual dances (intlombe zamagqira) that healers carry out
against the rhythm of drums and clapping hands are part and parcel of the self-purification
measures. These social gatherings are meant to evoke particular ancestral forces against a
looming fear of losing spiritual concentration, should the healer undermine the disciplinary
codes of ithongo. Amagqira also declare, in these performances, their individual and social
affliction. A person's moral standing, self-discipline, and commitment are reflected in his/her
success as a healer, and this is determined by the number of patients who call and get healed.
A mutual relationship in a form of dialogue, discipline and punishment, prevails between the
living and the dead. As much as healers are expected to conform to the requirements of
ithongo, as Vilakazi has observed among Zulu-speaking people that:
...ancestral spirits are not all knowing. They are told of the needs of the
community and of the family; if they bring unmerited suffering, an elder
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goes into the cattle kraal and tells the ancestors that they are behaving
foolishly or irresponsibly.

22

The healer is also rewarded by the professional status that people accord in relation to the
healing services rendered to the community. Yet we find amagqira do not personalize or
individualize their achievements, they attribute their success to the power, work and support of
amathongo.

Thus, the notion ofithongo among amagqira is experienced as a condition of

having been healed, forgiven, changed and open to continuing growth. It is a way of existing
in which one goes beyond oneself and exists for the sake of others-a sense of larger purpose in
life, a life that embodies peace with oneself, kin members, the community, and with
amathongo, while integrating all aspects ofNguni social experience in relation to the universe.

Ithongo, inkundla and intlombe
It is within the context ofisigulo sesiNtu (African illness) that ithongo emerges as a
dynamic force in interpreting states of well-being, sociocultural experiences, and the political
milieu in which the healers exist. In this respect, experiencing ithongo becomes the
embodiment and reproduction of social history, social hierarchy, social contradictions,
communality, personhood, religiosity, pan-Africanism and nationalism. There are two
fundamental areas in which these intersecting social experiences operate: 1) the therapeutic
context ofinkundla (neophyte/diviners training centre), and 2) the ritual dance healing sessions
(intlombe) for qualified healers and neophytes (see Figure 6.3).
The therapeutic context of inkundla is characterized by a dynamic process of
interrelationships that serve to balance the effects of ithongo while the healing and training
process is in progress. For example, ithongo dream narratives and praise-songs appearing in
this discussion were collected at an intlombe gathering held in a community hall in Nyanga,
with healers, lay preachers and business people participating.

Ideally, inkundla is characterized

by a social hierarchy structured in reference to lineage status or age, authority and healing
experience.

22 A.

There are senior and junior healers; ancestral forces occupy the most senior level.

Vilakazi, et al. Shembe p.16.
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Senior healers (amaggira amadala) are elderly women and men with more than ten years of
experience as diviners; junior healers constitute healers with less than ten years of experience
and the newly qualified (amaggira amatsha). Neophytes (amathwasa) are at the most junior
level. Besides experience, the healer's authority is known by the number of neophytes under
that person's tutelage. They regard therapist training (ukuthwasisa) as a prerogative of senior
healers with tested healing knowledge. However, informants maintain that various conditions
in the urban setting have resulted in a proliferation of junior healers acting as therapist trainers,
and enlisting as many neophytes as they can, to improve their economic standing.
Consequently, there is notable competition between senior and junior healers (amaggira
amatsha) for the control and distribution of prospective neophytes. In spite of this
competition, Nguni healers regard themselves as unified by similarity in affliction, since they
are abantwana bethongo (lit. children of ancestral forces), and this unity theoretically
supersedes differences in age, gender, training, and experience. However, regarding the
training of neophytes in the Western Cape, the centrality ofithongo in ascertaining the
potential of the neophyte still prevails. As mentioned above, the power of ithongo is
demonstrated in the art of divination, and in identifying herbal medicines for the treatment of
illness, and in knowing where these herbs can be found. Xhosa therapists, especially senior
diviners (amaggira amakhulu), have become sophisticated interpreters of ithongo messages,
and neophytes are expected to gain such skill during their training. Conversely, dreaming is
associated with power, and neophytes imbued with this condition, however inexperienced,
pose a threat to their trainers.
On the other hand, many healers have developed therapeutic strategies, by integrating
ithongo and spiritualist umbono experiences within the ithongo paradigm, without ambiguity in
significance. Ithongo experience thus for some becomes the embodiment of both Christian and
ancestral forces, which they present as mutually compatible in ithongo dream narratives, and
express in their choice of healers' vestments. I agree with Janzen that:
References to God, to Jesus, and to the ancestors suggest that there is no
dividing line in the minds of [healers] ...between what is "African" and what
is "Christian." In fact, many of them have been in contact with the church
and even continue to be members, but they are now participants in [ithongo]
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to come to terms with their sickness, their situation, and their ukuthwasa,
"call. ,,23
While historical European Christianity and contemporary Apartheid thrived on separation and
individualism, ithongo, as a philosophy of social organization, prospered on unification and
communality.

In the apartheid context, ithongo entailed a form of social organization, a

political microcosm, in which coping strategies address the social ills of the system." Yet, on a
dramatic level, ithongo also reflects contemporary contending ideologies which transform
within space and time. Like other indigenous forms of healing elsewhere in Africa, the
dramatization of ithongo dream narratives draws attention to political tensions in society
through word, song, clapping of hands and dance. Ithongo social gatherings reflect and deal
with illness, health, wholeness, and social harmony. It is where amaggira share their state of
well-being; where each person is integrated in body, mind and spirit, to be in right relationship
with the ancestors and with fellow humans.
For healers, this experience is epitomized by the appraisals and songs healers recite during
their healing gatherings, venerating the unifying power of ithongo. These recitals are
instructive not only about the healer's own experience; they also signify the sociopolitical
context in which they are dramatized. For example, the following recorded recitals reveal the
relationship between ithongo dream narratives and the social position of the reciter within the
hierarchy of indigenous healers, social justice and state authority (see Figure 6.3).
These recitals were conducted against the backdrop of sociopolitical transformations that
have been shaping the South African landscape, such as the constitutional negotiations between

23Janzen
24see

Ngoma 1992, p.118.

also Janzen Ngoma 1992, p.79.
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black and white political leaders towards majority rule conducted in the World Trade Centre in
Johannesburg 1993. The political climate of "tolerance and goodwill" was manifested in
changes of attitude by the state and biomedical practitioners toward indigenous healers. In
addition to the abolition of apartheid legislation regarding racial separation in health facilities,
the country experienced an upsurge of interest from practitioners trained in biomedicine, nongovernmental organizations, and researchers, in the promotion and integration of indigenous
healers into the national health care system in South Africa. In response to these
developments, healers' organizations which until now had no official recognition, surfaced
throughout the country. The intlombe gathering during which the recitals and songs below
were recorded was in celebration of the establishment of the Western Cape Regional Healers'
Organization.

In addition to healers and neophytes, there were community members present

representing a variety of social organizations, and international visitors from Europe and the
USA. The combination of music and speech marked the occasion; oration and preaching;
drums and dancing; offerings and invocation. Ithongo as therapy, narration and drama is
demonstrated in the praise recitals.

Ithongo as Therapy, Narrative and Drama
Ukunqula ithongo recited by a 68-year old woman visiting diviner from ZwelethembaWorcester.
Ndiyacamagusha komama ngokushiyana kwabo
Ndibulela nabathe thande kulendawo uTixo evumile.
Safumana olusuku la namhlanje
abanintsi ebebelifuna abalifumananga
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Siyabonga uYehova kuba esigcinile salifumana elusuku.
Wasi thwala nathi eWusta sazakufika kulo msebenzi
Ngoba nyhani likhulu elalizwi lithethwa ngumama elithi "masibebanye".
Ngoba sizakwazana ngoku apha abanye besingazani.

[I honor the mothers (elders) in their respective status ranks
I am grateful to those present
with whom by the will of God
We were able to share this day (lit. have reached this day alive)
Multitudes who wanted to be with us, could not reach this day alive (are deceased)
Let us praise Jehovah for safeguarding us to this day
He carried us from Worcester to participate in this occasion
There is truth in that word spoken by senior mother (healer), "let us be united"
This gathering offers us the opportunity to be known to each other J

Khawuphide (langoma) "Inkosi 'yarnaMpondo"
[Please repeat that song "Chief of the Pondos"]
Song (ingoma)
Inkosi 'yarnaMpondo iyabaleka
Laduk'ulwazi
Inkosi 'yarnaMpondo ngeyalomhlaba
Inkosi 'yarnaMpondo iyabaleka.
[The Chief of the Pando people is running away
Who else can provide us with his (secret) knowledge
The Chief of the Pando people is of this earth (land)
The chief of the Pando people is running away (perishing away) J

Siyacamagusha!
Ndifungu Nqabashe, ndinguDosini, ndingu Qengeba ndinguMpha Nkomo.
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Nditsho kamandi-ndanyangwa kwaFakade uJadu, uNgubinoboya
Nditsho kamandi kuDlomo, uSophitsho uNgqolomsila uVelabambhetsele, kwaDiya
Nditsho kamandi kumama ozalwa yintombi yakwa Qhwesha yakwaHala, kwaBhejula.
Nditsho kamandi emaNangeni, nditsho ernzinaam
Ndithi ndiyacamagusha-indawo

endizakufela zingaqumbi ziqalekise

[We honor our ancestors!
I am Nqabashe,
I am Dosini
I am Qengeba
I am Mpankomo (names of the reciter's ancestory-ithongoJ

I am delighted to talk (about my ithongo-ancestory)
I was healed at Fakade 's (courtyardlhomestead),
(the son oj) Jadu,
(the son oj) Ngubinoboya

I am delighted to talk about Dlomo,
(the son oj) Sophitsho,
(the son oj) Nqgolomsila,
(the son oj) Velabambentsele,
(the son oj) Diya

I am delighted to talk about my mother
Who's mother is a daughter of Qgwesha,
(the son oj) Hala,
(the son oj) Bhejula

I am delighted to talk about Manangeni (marital clan name)
I am referring to my marriage household (marital affinity)
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Be honored!
The place where I will die
Should be known to my ancestors
Not to offend them and be cursed]

Kukubulela nje
Lo msebenzi ndiwugqibele eRawutini
Ngoku ndiyawubona uyajikela
Ude walapha eKapa.
Siyawucamagushela
Sithi deda mnyama vela kukhanya.

[By that I express my gratitude (for the invitation)
I last experienced similar occasions in Johannesburg
I can see now it is moving around the country
Finally, it has reached Cape Town
Let it be honored!
We say "move away darkness-let light prevail "]

Song-"Ukufeluhambeni.
[To die journeying.

Nofela eluhambeni"

You will die journeying]

Venerating ithongo through songs and praise recitals is patterned along customary lineage
lines, and cites blood tie bonds. Unlike Nguni of Natal, who invoke patrilineal ties, neophytes
among Cape Nguni are trained to trace and acknowledge ithongo on both the mother and
father's side.
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Ithongo Dream and Maternal Kin
Though Nguni are patrilineal societies, healers' accounts among Xhosa speakers reveal the
powerful role played by maternal ithongo in anointing dreamers with healing power. Success
in healing rituals is contingent upon approval by maternal and paternal ancestors; calling to the
healer's role, though, is most often attributed to maternal kin. For example, people called to be
healers are ready to respond when an inquiry is made regarding the cause of illness, that they
are haunted by their mother's kin (ndihlutshwa or ndiguliswa lithongo lakulomama). Ithongo is
thus appreciated for the equality it accords women and men in the healing process and training
of therapists.

In these healing contexts gender categories are insignificant. Authority is

determined through the power of ancestors, charisma and healing experience. As diviners
(amaggira) both women and men have equal opportunity to assume leadership roles, as
demonstrated in intlombe zethongo sessions and healer's organizations.

Women healers in

these sessions outnumber men by far. Yet men, as office-holders tend to occupy senior
positions in the state recognized healers' organizations.

This relationship is better understood

by analysis of literary forms and structural organization of the recitals.
Historically, ithongo praise recitals pay tribute to the healer's ancestors and acknowledge
consanguinity and the significant role played by the tutor's ancestory in the production of the
healer's practical knowledge. In the training context, this recognition commences with the
initiation of the neophyte, learning from the outset the compositional structure and
organization of ithongo praises. The neophyte is required to know succinctly the (clan) names
of the individuals who constitute his or her ancestry, for three to six previous generations.
Neophytes are expected by their therapist trainers to be familiar with their own genealogical
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history through both socialization and ithongo dream experience.
The following ithongo self presentation brings in another dimension, however-the
acknowledgement of contemporary leadership structures and political discourse. While
welcoming visitors, the healer in the narrative appeals for peace and understanding between
black and white people of South Africa. In her ithongo praise song, the healer applies a
metaphor of a household head who, when he refuses to settle domestic disputes, perishes
without recognition.

Healers have the responsibility to heal the nation; she appeals to nurses,

soldiers and the police to participate in this endeavor. As South Africa is moving toward
majority rule, let the ancestors of De Klerk and other Europeans collaborate with the
indigenous African people toward peace and prosperity for a new nation. Finally, the healer
appeals to all the people of South Africa for unity.

[thongo Recital by a Senior Healer (woman) from Nyanga.

Xandenzanjalo ndiyabulela
Ndibulela izidwangu dwangu ezize ngendlela ngetla-Camagu!
Ukuba amehlo akho ndiwashiyile ndilibele-Camagu!
Ndithi thambo lenyoka kha undolule-Camagu!

[By doing so I am grateful
I am grateful for our visitors from the north-(let though) be honored!

If I had

overlooked to mention others from afar

I had forgotten-Be

honored!

I say-snake bones stretch my life-Be honored!}
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Xandenzanjalo ndibulela izidwangube ngayo yona Iengorna-Camagu!
Ndibulela umhla wokudla kwam ubomi
Amathandathu wona amashumi ndiwagqibela-Camagu!

{By doing that I thank the visitors with this song-Be honored!
I am thankful for this day-of enjoying my life (lit. I still eat life in celebration of my birthday)
I have reached my sixtieth birthday today (lit. I have consumed six tens of years)-Be honored!

Song (ingoma)
Uthi gaqa kumninirnzi
Sithi gaqa kumninirnzi
Ukufeleluhambeni !
Sithi gcagca kumninirnzi
ukufel ' ekuhambeni
Ukufel 'ekuhambeni.

{He/She says render yourself to the head of the household
We say-submit yourself to the head of the household
We say-be polite to the head of the household
To die while journeying
To die while journeying}

Ndiyaqonda namhlanje kukhona endizakumnyanga
Kuba uzakuthi "Touch Me" -Camagu!
Nditsho kwaba mhlophe nabamnyama-Camagu!
Ndicelela onesi xanditshoyo-Carnagu!
Ndicelela amajoni nama polisa betuna-Camagu!

[Ifeel there is someone I am going to heal today
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I refer to white and black people
My request is on behalf of the nurses
My request on behalf of the soldiers and police}

Xa ndenzanjalo ndiyanqula, ndiyathandaza
Ndicelel' inkululeko-Camagu!
Ndicelel'inkululeko

yoMzantsi Afrika-Camagu!

Ndinqwenela ilizwe elitsha-Camagul
KwabaMhlophe nditsho nakubaMnyama-Camagu!
Nditsho emdeni kumkhosi-xandenzanjalo
Nditsho phakathi emanzini-Camagu!
Nditsho emahlathini, emlanjeni, ezintabeni-Camagu!
Nditsho emathafeni -Camagul

[By saying so, I invoke (the ancetral forces), I pray (to God)
My request is for freedom
My request is for the freedom of South Africa
I long for a new nation
For both white and black people
I refer to the soldiers along the border
I refer to those in deep waters
I refer to those in the forests, rivers, mountains
I refer to those in the open fields}

Xandenzanjalo ndicela inkululeko-Camagwini!
Xandenzanjalo ndicela inkululeko nempumelelo-Camagu!
Nditsho kwintoka DeKlerk xandenzanjalo-Camagwini!
Sicelela izinyanya zabeLungu nazo zibenaye-Camagu!
Athi umsebenzi xa awuphetheyo ingabi ngumsebenzi onomkhinqi-Camagu!
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[By doing so I pray for freedom
By doing so I pray for freedom and prosperity
By doing so I refer to DeKlerk
We urge European ancestors to be with him
To carry his responsibility diligently]

Imbemba zonke nabo bonke abaza nempumelelo bethuna-Camagu!
Ndicela nje ubunye
Xandenzanjalo bethuna
Socela indawo zethu
Sihlale ngendawo zethu.

[To those who bring prosperity
from the four corners of the world-be honored!
I askfor unity
Let us seat down in our respective places]

NguTuni, nguBhukula, nguMkwanazi lo utshoyo-Camagu!
NguNkwali lo utshoyo-Camagu!
Ephand' elenye ngengenantshontsho-Camagu!
YiMfengu ngokwesi Xhosa-Camagu!

[It is Tuni,
It is Bhukula,
It is Mkwanazi who is saying saIt is Nkwali
Everyone for himself and God for all!
I am a Mfengu by Xhosa (standards)
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Xa ndenza njalo ndiyabulela
Nditsho koDosini,
Ndithapho ndinikwe khona iyeza-Camagu!
N dicel' ithongo elithethayo
Sakuthatha nje ibenye ingoma-Camagu!

[By saying so I am grateful
I refer to Dosini (clan name)
Where I received my medicine
My request is for ithongo
that can speak to me
We will sing just one song]

Song (ingoma)

Ndolule umhlabuyenyuka
Ndolule umhlabuyenyuka
(Help me along the road is steep)

In addition to the reconcilliatory tone the healer expresses against Apartheid protagonists, the
healer honors and praises ithongo for endowing her with knowledge about the power and use
of medicinal herbs.

CONCLUSION
An attempt has been made in this chapter to state the case of ithongo dream experience in
the healing culture of the Xhosa-speaking people of the Western Cape, and its relationship to
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the South African political context. Dreams in the African context are, indeed, more than mere
illusions. While dreams invovle the whole range of human existence, they reach the depth of
human experience, not plumbed by any other means. As a way of African being, they are
consonant with the spiritual and material demands of the healing power. Moreover, the act of
dreaming has a unifying quality, for it conjures up spiritual forces and call for action among
people. As we have seen, ithongo dream experience discourages selfishness, individualism,
differences in religious views, racism, class and gender distinction.
Too often, in our search for solutions, we tend to overlook the moral values that have been
the pillar of African being. Understanding some of the philosophy that informs the ithongo
dream experience, reminds usabout the indigenous African human principles that umntu
ngumntu ngabantu (that is, healing comes with help from other people). It is our committment
to these principles and recognition of our African being and heritage that enables us to heal the
injustices and pain that have been suffered by African people in South Africa, and elsewhere in
Africa. The notions of umoya, inyongo, and ithongo are fundamental if we seek to understand
the philosophical foundations upon which Nguni people interprete their social experiences of
comfort and discomfort.

The following chapters analyze the healing context and healing

practices in Khayelitsha.
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CHAPTERVll

ILLNESS CATEGORIES AND THERAPEUTIC STRATEGIES: THE DECISIONMAKING PROCESS IN CHOOSING THERAPY-HARARE

In this chapter I examine how people in Harare (and in neighboring core housing)
make decisions on the choice of a particular treatment regimen regarding an illness episode
concerning children. The analysis is based on the understanding that the healing process
among abaN guni of Khayelitsha entails the identification of illness symptoms or disorder; and,
on my observation that the advice of the mother, family members, neighbors, professional
peers, "homepeople," (abakhaya, lit. people from home/rural areas) and medical personnel is
sought concerning the available options to restore health. Health-seeking practice is ordered
in relation to this group's perceptions and evaluations of symptoms. As discussed in the last
chapter, and revealed by the following vignette, the subsequent choice of therapy is likely to
be determined by a variety of considerations within a pragmatic framework. Included among
these is the perceived seriousness of the disorder, the particular characteristics of the illness
episode, perceived efficacy of the various methods of healing, economic considerations
(including social cost), religious orientation, and availability and accessibility of services (see
also Heap 1985: chapter 3). These considerations are made within a culturally and politically
defined framework coupled with the particular life experiences of the participating individuals.
To elaborate on the previous chapter's discussion, I postulate that, even though variation in
adopting therapeutic strategies prevails among these people, decisions for treatment emerge
from a combination of individual and group social experiences, knowledge, and practices.
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Furthermore, it seems in abaN guni experience that, intrinsic forces associated with specific
healing technologies are likely to influence the choice of therapy more from a wide spectrum
of healing options than indiscriminate submission to particular healing traditions. Further, I
argue that local participation in the decision-making process in primary health care is a crucial
feature in any health care program devised to serve public health concerns, particularly
regarding children and their health requirements.

Complementarity in Healing Traditions
Studies have been conducted in China (Kleinman, 1978); India (Nichter, 1978, 1986),
and Mozambique (Green et aI., 1994) which emphasize the relationship between local health
knowledge and universal primary health care systems. The overwhelming consensus in these
studies highlights the complementarity of indigenous forms of healing to cosmopolitan health
care approaches found in these areas. Similarly, a study conducted by Janzen (1978) on the
management of illness and therapy among Bakongo in Lower Zaire shows the essential role
played by the family, kinship, and professional peers in making decisions about therapeutic
strategies.
These studies are commendable for drawing our attention to the authority of lay
people in the decision-making process, by highlighting how people perceive complementary
relations in healing practices. Yet they fail to account for how power relations and material
conditions influence how decision-making processes are conducted.

The Nguni social history

in Khayelitsha reveals their intersubjective health seeking practices are controlled partly by
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their position as workers and the legacy of oppressive separatism.
In Khayelitsha and surrounding areas, health professionals and community health
workers are confronted with a rising infant death rate and with morbidity from illnesses
identified as preventable diseases, despite concerted health education efforts to combat these
diseases. My intention is not to propose how this situation be addressed, but to chart the
various choices people make during illness episodes, in the light of seemingly diverse healing
systems available in their social matrix. I illustrate their health-seeking practices by presenting
a variety of case studies gathered during my fieldwork in Khayelitsha. These vignettes
provide insight into the process of decision-making when people in this community are
confronted with an illness episode. This discussion is a systematic analysis of the role played
by the mother, the patient, family members, next of kin, and friends, neighbors, and domestic
employers in the management of therapy - of both children and adult related illnesses.

CASE STUDIES ON THERAPY

CHOICES

Vignette I: Advice From a Neighbor
I interviewed an 18 year old mother with a three-month old sick child visiting a mobile health
clinic in Harare. The clinic is staffed by nurse professionals and assistants, and administered
by the WCRSC. Though the clinic is intended to provide child immunization, family planning,
and nutrition referral services for children up to the age of five, mothers often bring children
suffering from other ailments such as diarrhoea or skin sores for curative attention. On this
occasion the mother was advised by a neighbor to bring the child to the clinic for medical
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attention.

The mother had observed that the infant suffered from stomach pains, had loose

stools, and loss of appetite. At first she thought her breast milk was infecting the child, and
she changed to formula milk hoping to improve the child's condition, but in vain.
Subsequently, she sought advice from an elderly woman who was her neighbor. The neighbor
advised the young mother to refer the child to Nonkosinathi health clinic in Harare. There the
child could receive the injection that would help to stop the child's "running stomach."

Vignette 2: Help From Health Professionals
Mrs. S's grandchildren are attending treatment for TB. This came about because she first
noticed that two of her grandsons ages 3 and 5, were getting sores all over their bodies and
were vomiting. The children are left by their mothers to Mrs. S' s care during the day while
they are at work. At first she thought they had scabies (iratshalala), and she bought
"Zambuk" ointment from the trade store (Spaza shop) to treat the sores. Their condition did
not improve and her daughters advised her to visit the health clinic in the community. Mrs. S
took the children to the Nkosinathi Mobile Clinic from where the nursing staff referred her to
Khayelitsha Hospital for further diagnosis. Thereafter the children were referred to Red Cross
War Memorial Hospital. Here, the sores were diagnosed as resulting from TB. The
grandchildren's conditions have improved, though, from the treatment received from Red
Cross War Memorial Children's hospital.
Vignette 3: Advice From Home People
Mrs. T is 55 years of age, and she lives with a one year old grandchild. I met Mrs T while
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visiting a healer in Khayelitsha where she was asking for help for the child, who was suffering
from what she called ukwelama (muteness) after witnessing visions associated with sorcery.
Causality is associated with the presence of debilitating African medicine in the child's
surroundings.

Before coming to the nIP, the child received treatment for what was first

diagnosed as fever from a private medical doctor in Langa where they live. Instead of
improving, the child's condition deteriorated by becoming physically weak and listless. In
addition the child developed a running stomach, and this prompted a different diagnosis from
the people with whom she shared accommodation at the New Flats (male hostels) in Langa.
Her "home people" diagnosed the condition as ukwelama saying that it would necessitate
consultation with an nIP. Although she was advised to visit a nearby practitioner, Mrs. T
decided to visit a healer further away from the vicinity of the illness episode. Briefly, a
kinsman who lives in Khayelitsha advised her about the nIP she was now visiting with the
child. Her brother-in-law accompanied them to the healer in his car.
Vignette 4: Soliciting Assistance From Parent and Professional Peers
A 33 year old woman, a university graduate and school teacher in one of the high schools in
Khayelitsha was concerned about the health of her three month old child. This was her first
child and she had little or no experience in raising one. The teacher had had complications
during her cesarean delivery which required hospitalization for three months after the baby
was born. On her return from the hospital the teacher could not breast-feed her child and
relied on 'formula' milk as the main source of nutrition for the child. The milk brand she chose
was recommended particularly by pediatric nurses at the hospital, who claimed it to be the
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nearest in nutrients to mother's milk. The baby was born healthily, at seven pounds. Her
mother holds that by the end of the second month the baby had reached nine pounds in
weight. Throughout this period the teacher maintained the child-monitoring health visits as
required at Khayelitsha Hospital. Although the baby was reported healthy during the visits,
the mother was concerned with irregularity in the texture and color of the baby's stools. She
observed that hard stools were followed by restlessness and loss of appetite. Nurses at the
maternal and child health clinic advised the use of over-the-counter children's remedies such
as "Gripe Water" and "Saccharin Syrup" to promote the child's bowel movement and
appetite.

Since this was her first child raising experience, the teacher relied on the

professional advice offered by pediatric nurses at the hospital clinic. Their advice would be
effective only for a brief period, though, and the baby's hard stools continued to be a concern.
Eventually, the teacher reported her concern to her mother in Guguletu who rescued her by
providing the baby with an enema made of soap or medicinal herbs, and massaged the baby
with a mixture of liniment oils. After this treatment the child slept peacefully at night for some
days.
On her return from the hospital, the mother had advised the daughter to obtain "Dutch
remedies" for the infant. As she grows, these remedies are particularly useful in protecting the
baby against malevolent forces and colicky stomach. Heeding this advice, she bought and
kept a variety of remedies and liniments in readiness for her baby's use, and her own. In spite
of all this effort the teacher maintains that what bothers most is the constant appearance of the
green color in the child's feces. The first time she noticed this situation, the teacher consulted
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a wide range of child development books and popular magazines searching for an answer to
the conundrum, without success. With unsatisfied curiosity, she began to associate her
observation as a form of illness. Eventually, she took the baby to the nearest general medical
practitioner.

The practitioner diagnosed a colic stomach, and prescribed medicine, including

penicillin. It was, further advised that the mother includes more vegetable and fruit fluids in
the baby's diet. There was a slight change in the color of the infant's stool to a "yellowish
brown" for five days following the visit. Except the baby's occasional discomfort, what
puzzled her most was the persistence of the green feces after the treatment was over.
Subsequently, she resorted to her mother for advice, and consulted with other women
colleagues at school who might have encountered similar experiences with their children. "My
mother and my colleagues informed me that my child has colic stomach (isisu somoya) and
that "White" doctors are unable to treat the condition (ogqira besilungu abakwazi
ukusinyanga).

I should take my child to [an] eLawini' (a person of mixed race). They are the

people who know about irati (Afrikaans term for remedies), or to a healer who specializes in
colic stomach illnesses in children (ugqira womoya)."

So she went to an eLawini in Guguletu.

In addition to massaging the baby, the healer provided her with imbiza (a medicinal mixture,
lit. a pot of medicine) in a 750ml. brandy bottle. She paid R30 (about $12) for the service and

The notion of eLawini is used interchangeably with ugqira womoya by Xhosaspeakers. Both terms refer to indigenous healers who specialize in the application of colic
remedies. A distinction is made, however, between a person of mixed descent and ofNguni
ancestry. Whenpeople specify, for example, by mentioning eLawini, in contrast to the generic
term " ugqira womoya," they refer particularly to a colic specialist who relies entirely on "Dutch
remedies" for treatment.
.
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medicine. The mixture had a repellent odor, though. (See Appendix B for a list of these
remedies). During the time of this interview the treatment from eLawini was in progress.
In some illness episodes involving adult males, however, one finds a concerted effort in
decision making which incorporates "homeboys" (Mafeje Wilson 1961), wife, brothers,
nephews, and IHPs. While "homeboys" tend to recommend the utilization of indigenous
healing, depending on what anomaly they had observed in their fellow "homeboy," the IHP,
on the other hand, may also offer advice on whether the illness episode requires hospital
attention.

"Homeboys" provide advice and material support to the spouse while the patient is

admitted for treatment.

This cooperation is particularly salient among families of migrant

workers, who are likely to have remained behind in the rural reserves.
Vignette 5: Mental Illness and "Homeboys"
A case in point is that of 60 year old Mr J, bom in Cofimvaba (Transkei), who has worked in
Cape Town since the 1950s. Mr J has been diagnosed by a diviner in the Transkei to suffer
from ifufunyane (a mental illness originally associated with Zulu-speaking people in Natal). Mr
J was first treated by a herbalist in Cofimvaba on the advice of his nephew. The herbalist's
home was approximately 50 miles away from Mr. J's village. Mr., J went with his wife, his
brother, and their nephew. Mr. J's wife had to remain behind with him for three weeks while
he received treatment, although the other members of the family had to return home. Mr., J's
condition improved and he returned home. Eventually he went back to work in Cape Town.
After 3 months in Cape Town, Mr., J's condition began to deteriorate.

As Mr J was at

the time staying in the hostels in Nyanga, his "homeboys" referred him to an IHP who in tum
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referred Mr J to Conradie Hospital at the healer's expense. In the meantime, the "homeboys"
organized funds and brought Mr., J's wife to Cape Town. In addition to the healer Mr J has,
since November 1990, been referred by his spouse and next of kin to several health resources,
such as a private medical doctor, a faith healer, the local health clinic, Conradie Hospital, and,
finally, to Valkenberg Mental Hospital where he presently receives treatment.

In these

occasions next of kin participate fully in decision making. According to Mrs J, her husband is
suffering from an "African sickness" (isifo sesintu) that could be treated by nIP. But so far
the family has been unsuccessful in identifying someone with a capability to treat the illness.
Religious affiliation often plays a vital role in influencing decision and compliance to
therapy.

Vignette 6: Religious affiliation and Decision making
Another case is that of30 years old Mrs C whose husband is a herbalist from Natal. Mrs C is
a char assistant earning R25 per day, working two days a week. Mrs C has gone as far as
Standard Five at school and she is an Apostolic Faith Mission Church member. The C family
has a ten month old baby who suffers from a heart problem. Although the father, Mr., C, has
been suggesting alternative treatment for the child besides attending hospitals, Mrs C is
reluctant to change. Mrs C claims that her church disapproves of indigenous healing practices
as therapy.

This situation has raised tensions between Mrs C. and her husband. Mr., Chad,

however, insisted on providing the child a herbal mixture that will improve the child's wellbeing, since the child continues to lose weight in spite of the treatment she receives from
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"Western" medicine.

Vignette 7: Sister's Advice and Wendy's Poisoned Stomach
Mrs Z is 29 years old, married to 55 years old man. They have three children between the
ages of one and a half and nine years. Wendy, the youngest daughter, is suffering from
gastrointestinal problems and has been in and out of hospital since she was eight months old.
Mrs Z has gone as far as Standard Four at school while her husband is illiterate. They are
regular Catholics and Mr. Z is a laborer in a building construction company, earning R165
($63) per week.
Wendy's illness was first observed by Mrs Z who noted that Wendy was allergic to
breast-feeding.

The child vomited whenever she fed. Subsequently, the child lost weight as it

became difficult to feed her with other milk-based food. After trying some "home remedies"
without improvement, the parents asked Wendy's father's sister in New Crossroads for
advice; she immediately referred the child to the Red Cross Children's Hospital. At the
hospital a poisoned stomach was diagnosed and Wendy was hospitalized for three months.
According to her mother, Wendy's condition did not improve much, in spite of the treatment
she received in the hospital. With the advice of friends, neighbors, and next of kin, the Z
family has since approached a variety of health providers in the Cape Peninsula, from state
sponsored health clinics to private medical practitioners, and from herbalists to Zionist faith
healers. I asked the family why they move from one healing system to the other for the same
illness episode. Mrs Z responded by stating the following: "I go out and seek help for my
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child's health, I do not differentiate or evaluate the different types of treatment she receives
from these sources. Whether it comes from the hospital, private medical doctor, nIP, or faith
healer - as long as I am able to seek additional help, I will try different things until something
works."
Vignette 8:

Grandmother's Remedy?

There is another situation in which the parents of the child have tried all possible locally based
options to improve their child's health condition with no success. This couple, who recently
moved from Crossroads to Khayelitsha, has a child with epileptic seizures. According to the
mother, the child was four years of age when the illness was noticed. The mother came from
the Transkei to join her husband, who is a migrant worker in the Western Cape. The illness
occurred while the child was in Crossroads.

The child was referred to a number of health

services without improvement. After hearing about her grandchild's plight, the grandmother,
who resides in the Transkei, suggested the child be returned to her at home. The mother has
since learned that the child's condition has drastically improved and she is now attending
school.
Evaluation

of Symptoms

It is evident from the above vignettes that advice from a variety of sources is sought by
people in Khayelitsha about the utilization of available options to restore health. This healthseeking practice continues throughout an illness to work on people's perceptions and
evaluation of symptoms. As Dean (1986) has observed, health care is a social phenomenon.
My findings in Khayelitsha support this observation by noting the central role played by family
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members (Vignette 7 and 8), kin relations (Vignette 5), and other social networks (Vignette 1
and 4) in the decision-making process when confronted with an illness episode. The
seriousness of the condition, or the perceived nature of symptoms guides decisions on
treatment strategies.
Home Remedies
Besides lay care, there is variation in the utilization of specialized services as the first
option in the recorded illness episodes. Although people respond differently to specific
episodes, similarly to studies conducted in Zaire (Janzen, 1978) and elsewhere, in the Western
Cape I found a fairly uniform sequence in the utilization of available health services, though in
varying degrees (see Table 7). Generally speaking people would first apply "home remedies"
or over-the-counter

medicines (Nichter, 1978), particularly for stomach and chest related

illnesses. Included among these are patent medicines, "grandma" remedies which are
sometimes home-made, and so forth. In some instances, mothers use leftover prescription
medicines that previously were found useful in related illness episodes. Should these remedies
fail to alleviate the diagnosed condition, a family member's or neighbor's advice often is
sought (Vignette 1).
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Figure 7
Illness Condition and the Utilization of Health Care Resources-How Decisions are Made
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Figure 7.1
Therapy Options
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While domestic workers are likely to seek advice from their employers, particularly in
regard to medicines obtainable from a pharmacy, some reflect this relationship by submitting
to the employer's authority in their choice of therapy. People figuratively refer to their advice
as offered by abantu baka-madam. "Madam's people" are known for glorifying the employer's
advice against their cultural experience concerning illness management. Although 'some
observers elsewhere have found how cultural and local illness identification plays a role in this
respect (Kleinman, 1978: 77), as noted above, health-seeking practices among abaN guni in
Khayelitsha are not limited to these categories. Kleinman (1978:77) has observed that:
Within semantic illness networks, the sickness label applied by lay
participants are loosely attached to beliefs [and practices, as well as
experience] about the cause and severity of given health problems, and
these [experiences and] beliefs in tum sanction particular patterns of
choice among available treatment alternatives.

In the communities of the Western Cape people distinguish between what is called
"natural/normal illness," umkhuhlane nje (i.e. any slight illness such as colds, coughs, stomachache and headaches) and "African illness" ukufa kwesintu or ukulunjwa, illnesses associated
with sorcery-or said to be occurring only to African people (Vignette 3). Slight illnesses are
known as normal or natural occurrences that are treatable within a short space of time. People
are aware that normal illnesses could be caused by biological imbalances or be caused by
other-than-human phenomena (Hallowell, 1955), bad food, accidents, poisons, and so on. But
when a headache or stomach ache persists for a long time and defies treatment it ceases to be
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a "normal" illness, and then is regarded as abnormal (see also Sundkler, 1975, on the notion of
illness in the Zionist Church Movement in South Africa). Ukufa kwesintu are disorders which
are regarded as often treatable using "African" methods, but which are also understandable in
biomedical terms. Included in this category are fallen fontanel, fright sickness, umeqo
(contagion), and a variety of mental illnesses such as ifufunyane, (a schizophrenia-like
disorder), hallucination and others. Most people know that such illnesses are committed by
social agents or they derive from other-than-human agents, such as ancestral forces, angered
forces and others. Though these illness categories overlap, to the Nguni people of
Khayelitsha and elsewhere, the choice of therapeutic action pursued depends fundamentally on
these distinctions.
When treating "normal" or "natural" illnesses, people first apply home remedies,
previously prescribed medicines, patent medicine, or consult biomedical health practitioners
(as in Vignette 2 and 4). People will consult nIP and faith healers, once the illness has been
defined as "unnatural," since their previous experience has taught them that biomedical
practitioners have a limited knowledge in treating the cause of "unnatural" illness (Mitchell
1960: 192). As a result, indigenous healers, faith healers, Zionist Church prophets and other
spiritual church movements are sought, although as indicated in which some vignettes (5 and
6) the patient sometimes is referred to a hospital later.
It also can be observed that religion can be therapeutic, particularly among those
individuals who are said to be suffering from illnesses caused by ancestral forces (see Vignette
6). In this regard the Spiritual Church of Christ led by Mr Mpinga, a faith healer, though
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based in Nyanga, commands a great followirig among people in Harare and other African
townships of the Western Cape. Exorcism is the main form of therapy in Mpinga's church,
and the use of "natural" elements such as water, salt, and ash by and large is preferred to the
use of herbs, pharmaceuticals, and biomedicine, which are regarded as profane. Many who
have been called to become diviners are nowadays turning to Mpinga's church are converted
to faith healing. It is believed that they will embrace the "Spirit of God" and cease the
application of herbal medicines, a profane healing form.
In addition to the above consideration of faith, evaluations of practical efficacy based
on social experience are made. People seek to ascertain which therapeutic method would
treat the illness episode best, given the various therapeutic resources in Khayelitsha. Thus,
besides home remedies, the health-seeking strategies incorporate among others, the utilization
of a clinic or hospital, private doctor or !HP, and faith healer and kinship networks.

These

health services are utilized as complementary options, providing a wide range of therapeutic
resources.

People regard these resources as a network of options. Anthropologists explain

the selective utilization of therapeutic resources as "hierarchy of resort" (Lomacci-Ross,

1977;

Janzen, 1978). The notion of "hierarchy" implies conventional ranking and authority, a
positivist assumption that misrepresents the complex utilization of health resources in these
societies. AbaNguni do evaluate specific therapeutic practices, yet I have found little evidence
that suggests ranking on a competitive scale in utilizing resources from the different healing
traditions in their surroundings.

The "hierarchy of resort" assumption reflects the observer's

idiosyncrasies, ifnot Western society's hegemonic assumptions about the superiority of
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Western medicine in comparison to non-Western society's (Ronnucci-Ross,

1977).

Popularity of the practitioner in treating certain illnesses encourages people to use
such therapeutic resources. For instance, people are likely to vote with their feet and travel
long distances in search of a specialist healer, though one with similar specialized knowledge
is available nearby. While I was in the field, a biomedical practitioner with a surgery in the
suburbs of Cape Town, became popular among the township residents for what people
referred as a diabetes "magic injection." Diabetes is known in the townships literally as the
"disease of sugar" (isifo seswekile). People talked about the medical doctor's "magic
injection" in commuter taxi cabs, railway trains, in schools, churches, and taverns. Notable in
the conversations was the effect the "injection" had in treating a variety of other illnesses
including rheumatism. The strength of this doctor's injection was validated by verbal reports
from people who received the treatment.

They mentioned bodily changes such as temporal

impairment of the injected leg, hot flushes, and for some patients dizziness or what is
explained literally as a "heavy head" (intloko enzima), as proof of its effectiveness. People
paid R20 ($7.00) for each visit. Eventually scores of people complained about the side effects
of the "injection," claiming that it provides only remporal relief of the rheumatic pain, and has
minimum to no effect as treatment of diabetes. While it produces "hotness" in the body, it
loosens the stomach, and causes stomach pains.
Given these examples, besides the person's ideological orientation, for the Nguni
specific therapeutic choices are contingent upon the perceived strength or power of the
technology or medicine used in restoring health. The level in which the medical practice is
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situated in the vertical plain of healing options is considered as secondary to the healing
benefits imbued in a specific technology.

It seems what might work or be known to have

worked against affliction or misfortune informs health seeking practices among many people
in this community. Hence, I found the network of options to constitute eclectic healthseeking practices in a wide range of health resources, rather than hierarchical alternatives, as
the notion of "hierarchy of resort" implies (cf Ranger, 1981). I extend this observation by
illustrating below how people in Harare conduct health-seeking strategies.

Health Seeking Strategies
The major factors that motivate the people's health seeking strategies are considered
by a combination of indigenous or folk, and biomedical knowledge, within a pragmatic
framework (Heap 1985, Janzen, 1978). There is always an ongoing negotiation process
between folk medicine and specialized biomedicine in the minds of people. When an illness
episode occurs, peoples' responses are most likely to be influenced by their perception of
efficacy. Although exposure to different forms of healing may playa part, this action is not
based on the length of urban residency, nor is it rationalized according to education level.
Logical evaluations, based on social experience, influence possible treatment options and
what therapeutic knowledge to use to improve the condition. I found in the researched areas,
for instance, that, although in Harare 13.5% of school age children and 22% of adults have
never had formal education, as compared with 64.5% of the sample population in "core
housing" who had received formal education, both groups utilize the health services provided
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by clinics and nIPs in the area as well as those provided by indigenous healing and biomedical
service specialists within and outside Khayelitsha.
Many people would prefer to be able to consult the best services available in their
social milieu but, under the social conditions or circumstances in which they find themselves
their choices become desperate to do the best they can for their children. In some instances,
vulnerability to impoverishment in the urban and shanty areas has led to the erosion of kinship
and neighborhood ties as social resources (Sharp and Speigel, 1984), leaving individuals to
pursue therapeutic options on their own. Some people have limited knowledge about
available health resources outside their homes, and even those who might be knowledgeable
may choose not to use such resources for reasons not stated above.
There are also lots of cross-referrals by individuals consulting both nIP and
biomedical services (see Oyebola 1981: 222 in Nigeria). Many people who first consult
biomedical practitioners later take the same illness to nIP.

Chavunduka and Last (1984: 12)

notes that in Zimbabwe this is done when: 1) modem medicines fail to achieve the expected
results; 2) there is an appearance of symptoms believed to be peculiar to Africans; 3) there is
worsening or a failure of the illness to respond to treatment; and 4) there is an appearance of
additional symptoms which in the light of traditional knowledge are regarded as unnatural.
On the other hand, as I have observed in Khayelitsha, the same group may resort to
biomedical therapy again when 1) indigenous medicines fail to cure the disease; 2) the
suspicions of the therapy counseling group are not confirmed by indigenous practitioners; 3)
the patient and his social group, or parents (if a child), are unable to accept the indigenous
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healer's diagnosis; 4) there is uncertainty about the diagnosis or prognosis of the illness and
patients are willing to try a variety of approaches to healing; 5) there is a requirement by
employers to submit a "medical certificate" when absent from work; and 6) the fear that
medical insurance providers do not compensate services provided by indigenous healers.
Sometimes health-seeking strategies and choice of therapy are likely to be considered
more in relation to the person's status as a worker, than what the therapy counseling and
management group recommends.

A working person's employment status overrides

indigenous healers as the first choice. Health-seeking strategies are limited partly by employer
approved choices. To satisfy this requirement and to obtain a "medical certificate," therapy
counselors would recommend intervention by a biomedical practitioner, even though they
know the treatment will be unsuccessful.

Similarly, permanently employed workers

increasingly seek biomedical interventions as a first option even for illness episodes that are
restored by utilizing "home remedies" or over-the-counter medicine. These practices suggest
health-seeking strategies are not entirely determined by decisions associated with
ethnospecific illness categories, but include interrelationships with other social actors located
outside the group's "cultural precinct." Within the context of working relations, there are
domestic workers who are referred to as "madam's people" (abantu baka-madam).

They are

particularly noted for relying upon their domestic employer's recommendations in choosing a
type of therapy, particularly in the utilization of over-the-counter remedies obtainable from
pharmacies. But, how is efficacy of the various systems decided?
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Effects of Therapy
Efficacy is not limited to the effects of therapy on symptomatic expressions, or to
effects that are reproducible under controlled conditions (Young, 1982). The efficacy of
therapy is judged, for example, by its effect on social relations. For example, some Zionists
associate indigenous healing with evil or demons. When a prophet or a Zionist church
member who does not wish to use indigenous medicine becomes ill, the person prefers to see
a biomedical practitioner.

This is the case for mothers who are members of the evangelical

churches, too; when one of their children becomes ill, they prefer a biomedical setting over
nIPs (see Vignette 6). These health decision-makers thus seek health care which helps them
to sustain a particular set of social relations. Patients also judge efficacy on the basis of
technical features of therapy (Feierman, 1985). Here, people evaluate whether the
practitioner prescribes an "injection" or not, and how effectively it has helped other patients
with similar illnesses illness; or, they consider whether the practitioner is able to control side
effects. Concerning children, people assess the possibility whether the prescribed medicine
promotes the child's appetite and physical growth. In diarrheal illnesses the expectation is the
medicine will stop the episode within a day after the intervention.

If it is an indigenous healer

such as a diviner, they judge the accuracy of divination, even if the cure is not successful.
Herbal concoctions prescribed by nIP had to contain a bitter taste to be approved as
efficacious. Bitter tasting herbal medicines with laxative qualities are likely to be regarded as
more "powerful" or stronger than mild-tasting medicines, which are known to impede bowel
movement, particularly for adults.
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Furthermore, the herbal or medicinal concoction also should embody homeopathic
qualities, containing a number of medicines that can simultaneously address a variety of illness
discomforts including sexual potency in men and infertility in women. With increasing
knowledge among IHPs, herbalists, and vendors about biomedically defined prognoses, people
regularly find mixtures sold to the public that are said to treat everything from "high blood"
pressure to sexually transmitted diseases (see Fig. 9.4).

This also holds for pharmaceutical

mixtures with African brand names, which are manufactured by chemical and pharmaceutical
laboratories owned by large non-African industrialists, for example, "Alex Robinson" and
"Graham Remedies Pharmaceutical" companies (see Appendix C; Figures 9.2 and 9.3). The
pharmaceutical contents may be "European," but the existence of an African-identified name
legitimizes the brand for treatment of illnesses associated with the African people, both in the
minds of manufacturers and African consumers. Therefore, efficacy and the utilization or
nonutilization of the available health options corresponds, in some cases, with the acceptance
of the healing system associated with it by the individual, religious establishment, by
employers, and by members of other pertinent social groupings.

D1ness Profile in Khayelitsha Health Clinics
From the interviews I had with the nursing staff at Khayelitsha Hospital, I was
informed that respiratory, gastrointestinal, and skin diseases were the most frequently reported
complaints brought to the clinic for medical attention. This finding corresponds with my
observations that a significant number of the recorded illness episodes found in Harare are
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gastrointestinal disorders; people identify these disorders under "stomach cramps," "umaya, "
and diarrhea. Mothers with young children whom I interviewed maintain that they go to the
Nkosinathi Well Baby Clinic to obtain, inter alia, intestinal-parasitic worm syrup for their
children whenever they "suspect" worms to be the cause ofa child's discomfort (see Appendix
D). This diagnosis is associated with a loss of appetite by the child. In Harare the frequency
of children related illness episodes reveals the stomach related problems, scabies, and skin
sores (see Appendix E and Table: 7.1) as among the leading illnesses among children in the
community.

Table 7.2 illustrates the profile of illness episodes as reported by people in 120

households.

While tuberculosis (15%) is the most reported episode among adults over the

age of 18 years, stomach cramps (19%) and vomiting (16%) is the most reported among
children under five years of age. When we combine the four categories of stomach illnesses,
namely, stomach cramps, vomiting, maya. and diarrhea with worms, one observes that these
constitute 62% of children reported illness episodes. (See also Reynolds 1986, on illness
profile among children in Crossroads)
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Table 7.1
Classification of Illness Episodes and Decision-Making Process

Illness Episode

Phase-I
Classification Process

,,~
,,~

Naturales Normal or Unnatural:=>Abnormal

African Illness_ Westem/European

Phase-l l
Decision-Making & Participants

Next of kin-Friend or Neighbor-Homepeople-Comrnunity

Health Worker-Health ProfessionalsIPeers

Phase-Ill
Health-Seeking-Resources

Diviners

Paradox

+- Home Remedies

-+

Private Med.

Practitioner
Health Clinic

"

"

~
+-

~

Neighborhood Social Organizations

"

Nutrition Center

~
Kinsman-+

~
Hospital

~

"

Indigenous Healer-ê-

Trade Stores

~

"

~

~

Pharmacy

+-Faith Healer
"

Healing Rituals
Self-Medication

Herbal Medicine Vendors
Over-the -Counter Remedies
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Table 7.2
Profile of Reported Illness Episodes in Harare among Children and Adults

Illness Episode
N=23

I)
2)
3)
4)

Children 0-5
N=61

Stomach Cramps
Vomiting
Moya
8
Skin Sores
-Scabies
5) DiarrhealDysentry
-Worms
-Epileptic Seizures
6) Burns
-Tonsillitis
-Tuberculosis
7) Heart Problem
8) Asthma
-Headache
-Rheumatism
9) Mental Illness
-Eye Sight Problems
-High Blood
-WomblUterus Problems10) lfufunyane
Il) Partial Stroke
-Diabetes
12) Cancer

Total N = 120

Episode
(%)

12
10

Adults 18N=59

19.0
16.0

Episode
(%)

2

3.0

4

7.0

13.0
6
6
4
4
4
2
2
2

10.0
10.0
7.0
7.0
7.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
2.0

2.0

9
2

4
2

61

(%=100)59

15.0
3.0

6
6
6
4
4
4
7.0
3
3.0
2

(%=100)
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People have their own folk classification of illness episodes through which certain
illnesses are categorized (Janzen 1978:78). There are illness episodes which are classified
under the category of "African sickness" which are usually referred to IHPs for treatment, and
others which they feel need biomedical attention. This notion is substantiated by a practicing
traditional healer in Harare who maintains that illness episodes brought to his attention relate
to mental illness such as "ifufunyana," diarrhoea, epileptic fits, impotence, barrenness, charms,
and urinary-related diseases, among others. However, when the divinerlherbalist perceives
that the episode needs biomedical attention, shelhe accordingly refers the person to the
hospital (see Vignette No.4).

On the other hand, people, on their own, oscillate rom one

healing system to the other until the episode is treated. However, Feierman (1981 :356) notes
that:
Not all ... therapeutic alternatives are freely accessible and
interchangeable in every quest for therapy. In some circumstances the
power of the government and the authority of some religious
institutions either foreclose particular options, or require certain
choices.

This relates particularly to government concerns about major threats to public health.
If tuberculosis or typhoid is diagnosed in the clinic or hospital, the patient is required to follow
a defined treatment regimen within the biomedical tradition. The same situation prevails
during an outbreak of cholera, a condition in which a patient or therapy management group
has no freedom to choose their own label for the condition or their own treatment.

Yet, as I

have observed in Khayelitsha, there is no certainty that the individual will comply with the
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treatment regimen required by State health authorities. What Feierman fails to recognize are
the multiple significations of illness causality that inform what therapeutic strategy to pursue,
government authority or the threat of death notwithstanding.

Moreover, some prescription

drugs require food before they could be administered, a prerequisite many of the patients are
impoverished to meet, particularly in TB sufferers. During my fieldwork I was moved by the
death of my informant's brother who was diagnosed with TB. The deceased was a member of
the Zionist Church of Christ (ZCC), whose members do not utilize any form of medicine,
besides the use of coffee. Although the deceased accepted the prescribed medicine given to
him for the illness, at home he refused to comply with the treatment.

The deceased preferred

to use coffee instead, and this was contrary to the advice of his family and next of kin, who,
though affiliated with a different Zionist Church sect, encouraged the deceased to adhere to
the treatment prescribed by health authorities.

Similar experiences raise questions about the

extent to which State authorities, health practitioners, and family members can exercise
authority in the decision making process regarding therapy alternatives in public health
concerns.

CONCLUSION
In this chapter social perspectives on the nature of decision-making processes
embodied in the healing process are highlighted. The most illuminating view relates to the fact
that, to the individual sufferer or family, professional health care services are seen by people in
Khayelitsha as supplemental forms oflay care (Dean 1986). Biomedical care is more likely to
be considered when home based remedies have been ineffective as curative means. It seems
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that each society has its body of cultural knowledge for interpreting a variety of illness
episodes. Decisions reached and acted upon increasingly rest on a variety of reasons such as
the extent oflocal and universal knowledge (Geertz 1983), and understandings of available
health care options within and outside the community. It is through this process that we can
discover the significant role performed by the "unprofessional" sector in the decision making
process and management of therapy.
It is equally clear that family and other social networks perform a central role, not only
in the identification of symptoms, but also in the provision of material and moral support. It is
indeed family members or kin first choose the appropriate therapeutic action. This action is
considered on a number of factors which are determined in most vignettes by the seriousness
of the illness episode, as well as by its cultural classification. Dean identifies four areas of
response which come into play once symptoms are recognized and evaluated to be serious
enough for direct action. These are 1) the decisions to do nothing about symptoms; 2) self
medication; 3) self treatment without medication; and 4) consulting professional providers I
would add self treatment with medication, to the above list. These categories are similar to
my findings in the researched areas in regard to the processes that influence health-seeking
practices and the utilization of health care resources.
The study also illustrates that decisions about the actual treatment are made and
carried out in the context of family socialization and support. The use of professional care is
perceived as one of the therapeutic options available in health care. People's health strategies
integrate all the available health options in their health sphere. Cultural and social learning
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processes influence largely the identification of illnesses and their treatment.

People can

identify cognitively and through experience what illness episode will be best served by a
specific type of healing system. There are illnesses which they consider to be "African"derived, i.e., those identified as a combination of metaphysical and physical qualities, such as
ifufunyana, which can be addressed through indigenous healing methods, and those episodes
which are regarded as having a purely biological origin, or vice versa. These include heart
disease, diabetes, and gastrointestinal problems among children, which they feel can be
redressed through biomedicine or combination of the various methods.
However, throughout the health seeking process there is constant oscillation among
health services, and these are not usually rationalized on the basis of a value judgement, nor is
the choice of treatment method considered on purely arbitrary grounds. A concerted effort is
made by the family or next of kin during the decision making process to find a suitable
therapeutic action that will best serve the patient. The efficacy of the treatment method will
be reconsidered if no visible change in the health condition of the individual is realized. Then,
another health seeking avenue might be pursued until the illness is satisfactory treated.
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Equally revealed in this chapter is the fact that health services provided by lay people,
IHPs, faith healers, and those using other indigenous methods, are not thought of as
supplementary forms of healing to biomedical health care services. Instead, to most people
these are considered as equally providing health services people need; the two forms are held
to complement each other. People's perceptions and their utilization of the health services are
rationalized on legitimate grounds of health-seeking practices. The utilization or nonutilization of specific treatment methods during certain episodes is considered within
economic, social, or religious parameters and not as reflecting "superior" or "inferior" health
care status on a bipolar dichotomy between "Western" and "Traditional" medicine. Indeed,
during illness episodes people's choices are characterized by eclecticism, and are based on
their beliefs, values, and experiences. Responses vary, in some cases people have to use
services in which they have no confidence (see Nosizwe's Case, Chapter VIII).
However, we should not entertain the illusion that therapy management is an
abstraction devoid of intersubjectivity.

I found throughout the decision making process that

people made reference to the illness episode as embodied experience in which antagonistic
forces of affliction battle for control over the body. Therefore, in the choice of therapeutic
strategies pragmatism is understood by abaNguni as the effort of defeating adversity. It is
associated with notions of power and strength in ridding the body of debilitating forces,
particularly regarding "African" illnesses. Nguni people maintain that, literally "illness is in the
person's body" (ukugula kusernzimbeni), but the person's health rests with society (impilo
yomntu isebantwini).
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CHAPTER VIII

VARIA TION IN THE INTERPRETATION OF SYMPTOMS AND TREATMENT
OF UMOYA AMONG MOTHERS, PROFESSIONAL NURSES, AND
INDIGENOUS HEALTH PRACTITIONERS IN HARARE: WHAT EXPERIENCE
MEANS

To enrich our understanding about the diagnosis and etiology of illnesses among
Nguni people, in this chapter I describe the interpretation of symptoms associated with
diarrheal illnesses, their causality, and management.

I compare the etiological explanations

of childhood illness signs and symptoms of mothers and health practitioners of two kinds,
i.e., professional nurses trained in biomedicine and indigenous African health practitioners
(llIPs).

The comparison focuses primarily on the interpretation of stool quality and

associated symptoms. By stool quality I refer to the color and texture of children's feces,
which mothers and health practitioners identify and associate with distinctive conditions of
affliction. We should note, however, that these descriptive categories do not exhaust the
variety of interpretations known to Nguni people in Harare and elsewhere in the Western
Cape (see also DeZoyza et al. 1984). There is variation, even ambiguity, in the
interpretation of commonly understood illness categories and experiences. This
inconsistency in interpreting symptoms prevails among health practitioners, lay people, and
among parents with afflicted children.
Although the mother is likely to be the first person to interpret the child's affliction,
there is variability in the explanatory categories of causal agents and treatment preferences.
While these explanations vary, they overlap. The ambiguity in interpreting illness
symptoms, their etiology, and their management suggests that in respect to childhood
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diarrhea illnesses, knowledge remains contested between mothers and professional nurses.
Furthermore, the availability of a wide range of therapeutic options in Khayelitsha and
elsewhere diversifies the mother's causal explanations.

I found this diversity in causality

exemplified in the interpretation and management of illnesses and manifested in the quality
of children's stools, "green" feces in particular--as in many other Nguni social life
experiences in which color quality is accorded some importance.

Here too, different hues

are not separable from the media in which they appear. Their interpretation draws on
senses of value, ideas, social histories, different forms of power, systematic knowledge,
and a great variety of other forms of significance that are embedded in the concrete
domains of everyday life.
The relationship between the intellectualization of color signification and
therapeutic measures has long been open to anthropological scrutiny in Africa (Summers,
1958; Richards, 1956; Turner, 1970; Ngubane, 1977). Victor Turner is the most
celebrated anthropologist in this regard, who, in a variety of ways drew attention to the
significance of color symbolism in African therapeutic systems. However, it was his
assumption that color symbols had a shared meaning among the Ndembu, and the idea that
they could be separated from the media in which they appear that are invalidated by
evidence in this discussion, and also by several other studies on African therapeutic
systems. As Feierman aptly observes, "the history of health care is inseparable from the
total history of communal organization and of the economy" (1985: 72). Medical
symbolism and knowledge should be seen not only as statements about the world, but also
as strategies of relating to others in the world. Control over healing transcends the
shaping of ideology as the ultimate end. It engages ideological processes as well as
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processes of practical experience in an organic way. While color symbolism in African
therapeutic systems, as illustrated in this study, is the embodiment of power relationships,
it largely manifests a variety of historically constituted social experiences (Williams, 1977).
Further, color symbolism has no universal meaning, particularly when measured against
contested hegemonic practices. These may be located among members of the same society
and/or in their relations with other societies.

I

Historically, both healing and the

interpretation of health and illness, with its attendant diagnostic categories, are organically
bound up with the fundamental political and material position between the afflicted and
those who control the healing process (Feierman, 1985). Following is a systematic
analysis about how this relationship takes place in a particular southern African society.

mp and

Interpretation of Symptoms

Among nIPs in Khayelitsha, stool color and quality among children are major
diagnostic and symptomatic categories in diagnosing stomach-related discomfort. Healers
offer a variety of reasons for the significance of these characteristics.

Included among

these are that they inform one about 1) the seriousness of the condition, 2) the causal
agents, and 3) the therapeutic strategies that will have to be adopted. Further, healers
contend that they can evaluate the effectiveness of medicine from changes in the quality of
stools. They expect, for example, that when a person suffers from dysentery, an effective
;1

medicine mixture will change the bloody stools to brown and firm stools at most within a

'Meredith Turshen contends that, "... Africa is not merely the reflection of
imperialism: the dynamic of African societies is a result of complex internal and external
forces that limit and distort the development of the forces of production under capitalism"
(1984: 3).
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day after the intervention.

In several of the healer-patient consultation sessions I

witnessed, before prescribing a medicine, healers regularly inquire about the condition of
the patient's stomach as one of the initial questions in the diagnostic process. According to
one IHP (see Table 8.1) this question refers to whether a person has regular bowel
movements, particularly when an adult complains about back pains, isimnyama2 or "bad
blood." When asked differently, a possible question others might use for adults would be,
"is your misfortune related to the condition of your stools?" Regarding children, diagnostic
inquiry includes questions such as the following: "how is the child's appetite?"--"does the
child sleep well during the day or at night or both?"--"does the child relieve herself
normally?"--ifnot,

"can you tell what color the stools are?" This diagnostic inquiry is

conducted conversationally, and the patient is free to include any other aspect the person
associates with the affliction, including social problems. These direct but open-ended
questions elicit responses from patients such as the following: "it is running" (siyahambisa),
"it is hard" (silukhuni), "it is dirty" (simdaka, also refers to a mixed brown color), "it is
clean or normal" (sihle), and "it is distressful" (sibi a term also associated with quality of
food including taste). Acid indigestion and other related stomach discomforts that are not
painful are known by the generic term sibi (lit. the stomach does not taste well, that is

2The notion of isimnyama refers to a state of" social darkness", in that a person
perceives the approval of society as a measure of his/her well-being. For example, a
person who feels that he is disliked by others, or is at a disadvantage in getting a job
compared to friends and other people, regards the position as ubumnyama (a state of
darkness or misfortune). Ngubane defines umnyama (among Zulu speakers) as "Darkness,
pollution, impurity, misfortune, poor luck"(1977: 113-114). Although Buhrmann does not
apply the term "isimnyama" in her description of "purification procedures" among Xhosa
diviners, she interprets the notion in terms of "dirt" and "evil things which cling" to a
person (1984:14). Among healers, though, regarding illness causality isimnyama is
symptomatic of "impurities" in the blood stream, often referred to as "bad blood."
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upset). I interviewed an African nIP with the clan-name Qengeba to elaborate on the
relationship between stomach contents and illness diagnosis in Nguni healing traditions.
Leaving his response aside, let us look at Qengeba's life history as a healer.

Qengeba the Healer
Qengeba is a seventy year old indigenous health practitioner who lives in Town 2
in Khayelitsha. He was born in the Transkei and came to the Western Cape during what
he calls "the time of Hitler's War." Until his retirement in 1962, he was in the South
African railway police force. Qengeba recalls his achievements in the police force with
nostalgia. Particularly notable in his twenty-two-year career in the police force is a boxing
championship.

In 1955 Qengeba became the middleweight boxing champion for the Cape

Province, a position he held for five years. It was during this period of triumph that
Qengeba received a call from the ancestors and became a healer. Despite this
transformation Qengeba's commitment to sport and physical fitness in his senior years
remains undaunted.

Indeed, Qengeba's youthful appearance complements his charismatic

persona as a healer. Several community and healers' organizations that he helped to
establish recognize his leadership skills and healing knowledge, and he leads scores of
neophytes. He trained in Pondoland, and qualified as a diviner and practitioner in 1968.
Since then, Qengeba has traveled to many places in southern Africa, including
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(portuguese) Mozambique, enhancing his knowledge and leading delegations to
national and international conferences for indigenous healers'. He holds that:
Costs to go to places where I can learn from other healers, particularly to the north
of us, do not discourage me from traveling. We Xhosa people in the Western Cape
have limited knowledge about powerful medicine to protect your household and
help other people. One reaches medicine with strength by visiting people in the
north. Unlike us who were contaminated by isilungu (British influence), people in
the north, amaTshangane and amaVenda (Shangaan and Venda speakers) hold to
their indigenous African practices.
Qengeba continued and explained how amaTshangane medicines differ from that of Venda
speaking people.
AmaTshangane, for example, specialize in fertility medicine, and their practice
includes medicines for success in business. On the other hand, ama Venda are rainmaking people and they specialize in anti-theft spells. To steal cattle from another
person's kraal can be deadly in that area-the thief often dies of poisoned stomach
or the cattle will return to their owner's kraal without guidance. It was from the
Venda speaking people where I learned how to divine with bones and a calabash.
Most significantly, I learned specialized medicines to strengthen households, and to
treat diseases related to women and children.
Qengeba's remarks remind us that the idea of medicines has an altogether broader reach in
southern Africa than in North American English.

Medicinal Power, Stomach Contents and Diagnostic Categories
According to Qengeba, reasons for inquiring about the condition of the stomach
include the understanding that 1) the stomach region is the center oflife and death, 2) it
contains material and corporeal impurities which affect the well-being of a person, for

3see also Prins study (1992) on the history ofLozi therapeutics.
Like the Nguni in
the western Cape, Lozi therapeutics include purgatives and emetics in their symptomatic
treatments. Accordingly, painless digestion and regular defecation are significant
indicators of health and balance, while their interruption indicates implicit illness.(quoted
from Feierman and Janzen [1992: 349]).
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example, food poisoning (idliso), 3) body heat and functioning is controlled largely in the
visceral region, and 4) it is the area in which ancestral forces are located and likely to
communicate with the host. To know what goes on in this area of the person means to
analyze its products.

These products are known to depict the general health condition of

the person, including the person's relationship with his or her social surroundings.
Explaining the distinction between IHPs and biomedical practitioners, in interpreting
stomach-related symptoms Qengeba asserts that:
African people's experience regarding some illnesses are mysterious to some white"
doctors, especially the presence of idliso (illness associated with food poisoning,
through sorcery) in the stomach. When a patient complains about something
moving in the stomach, they are quick in suggesting a surgical operation. The
white doctor will operate hoping to remove the moving object, but the complaint
persists in spite of the treatment. I have no doubt that white doctors are good in
treating broken bones, but have no knowledge of treating a poisoned stomach
(idliso) or poisoned leg (umego)s. White doctors do not know how to treat a
person with a snake in the stomach, because they associate sorcery with
superstitious beliefs and ignorance. To them such complaints are fairy tales
(zintsomi kubo). Even ourselves have to be on par with recent developments by
learning new methods of treatment. Sorcery inventors become more sophisticated
in their trade by the day. Many healers, for example, confuse izizwe (foreignacquired ancestral forces--ventriloquists) with ifufunyana. In both these conditions
foreign forces reside in the stomach, and their symptoms are similarly expressed.
The inventor's intentionality distinguishes one form from the other, given the
identical methodological pattern by which both are created. While izizwe assist in
diagnosis (ukuxilonga) and in divining for lost property or missing persons,
ifufunyane is always destructive and deadly (lelokubulala) in its intentions. It is
sorcery. The latter forces have nothing to do with healing. Unless ifufunyane is
forced out of the victim's body with strong medicine, it emaciates the victim'sbody
by corroding the stomach from inside (limdla ngaphakathi esuswini lit., consumes
the body from the insides). Therefore, I perceive ifufunyane as idliso. for it
controls the well-being of the person from the stomach. Though its symptoms may
mislead one as mental disorder, I do not associate ifufunyane with madness as

4This refers to medical practitioners trained in the culture of biomedicine.

S"Illness arising from stepping over harmful concoction [or substances]" (Ngubane
1977:26).
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white doctors do. The use of emetics is a powerful method of treatment, for it
forces out what troubles the person from inside, and one can see the dirty
substances since they are expelled from one's body."
Qengeba, further, maintains that when the "stomach runs" without utilizing
purgatives, it could signify poisonous substances in the diet--such as contagious meat of an
animal slaughtered by a person imbued with "bad African medicine" (onesandla esibi,
literally--a person with a "dirty", that is, distressful hand). Tarry stools, piercing stomach
pains, and sweating are the major symptomatic manifestation of this condition. He defined
this situation to be different from stomach pains often experienced from consuming freshly
slaughtered goat meat. Although goat meat is medicinal, if consumed immediately, in
some people it "runs the stomach" with stomach pains. However, stool with blood stains
is associated with "coldness" in the intestines. This condition is treated with red colored,
astringent-tasting medicines (cf Gumede, 1990: 87) mixed with warm cornmeal porridge
or chicken broth. On the other hand, "hardness" is attributed to inappropriate eating
practices, resulting in irregular bowel movement with stools turning "dirty." In addition,
dirtiness in stools is understood to tum the person's complexion "dark," with spots and
skin blemishes covering the face. Although this condition, as Qengeba explains, can be

6According

to Jansen "The phenomenon of extraction (uku-khupha) plays a great
role in Xhosa medical treatment. Poisonous substances intruded into the body of the victim
have to be expelled by laxatives and emetics" (1973:37-38). Xhosa people's medical
treatments are more complex than revealed by this assertion, though. The utilization or
non-utilization of laxatives and emetics as healing strategies correspond to specific forms
of poisonous substances and area of intrusion. In instances ofumego, for example, in
which poisonous substances are said to have penetrated through a foot or hand as ibekelo
antidotic medicines are applied directly to the affected area by incision of the skin. Not for
bloodletting as such, but to neutralize the effect of the poison, or to prevent it from
spreading to other areas of the body. To emphasize the notion of "extraction" as the pineal
form in Xhosa therapeutics underestimates the importance of other dimensions of
treatment.
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"normal" or "natural," if the person is not regularly treated with enemas, blood purifying
tonics with laxative qualities, the person suffers from misfortune (umgqwaliso--"will be
detested by other people"). Misfortune in this context includes marital conflicts, pubic
lice, loss of employment, diminished sexual vigor, poor social relations with acquaintances,
regular victimization by muggers, as well as other forms of social disorder recognized to
emanate partly from irregularity in bowel movement. 7
Although many indigenous practitioners rely on a combination of verbal reports,
explanations, and experience in interpreting symptoms; the introduction of divination
bones and whistling spirits (abalozi) (Gumede, 1990:80) in their practice has increasingly
enhanced Xhosa-speaking healers diagnostic techniques. Healers and patients revere these
elaborations for their accuracy in divining; they heighten the legitimacy of the authority of
the healer in Nguni healing practices. Qengeba is among the few to integrate these
techniques in his healing practice. In several seance gatherings we attended together in
Khayelitsha and in Langa, his authority was respected by both senior and junior healers
(see figure 8.1-2)

7See also, Jean Comaroff(1978), "Medicine and Culture: Some anthropological
perspectives." For Comaroffboth Shamanistic cure and Western medicine in general share
a critical feature designed to provide their patients with a fundamental therapeutic tool,
therapeutic codes. The way in which such codes are controlled vary between cultural
contexts.
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BILIOUSNESS AS A CATEGORY OF ILLNESS AND MISFORTUNE
Observing Qengeba during consultation, it seems the notion of locating the
condition in the stomach allows the interpretation of symptoms and is the basis of resulting
assumptions about the relationship of symptoms to causal agents. A notable example
concerns a young music teacher from a primary school in Nyanga who visited the healer
complaining about an incessant headache and dizziness .. The teacher explained to Qengeba
that she suspected biliousness to be the cause, since she had applied nonprescription drugs
unsuccessfully for ten days before the consultation. Elaborating on the etiology of the
condition, the teacher cited several symptomatic manifestations that led her to this
conclusion.

She cited among other observations the following: a "sour stomach," "bitter

stomach," "excessive phlegm," "weary body and blood," "stars in the eyes," "heartburn,"
"listlessness," and "burning bowels." After listening to the patient's explanation, the healer
inquired, among other questions, into the last time the patient had her stomach "cleaned,"
her food preferences, how often the patient had used blood cleansing herbal medicines, and
when she last applied emetics. In the responses the teacher unequivocally stated she was
fearful of applying emetics as a form of treating biliousness. In spite of her family
members' advice to the contrary, she prefers the use of purgatives.
In recognition of the patient's phobia for emetics, Qengeba patiently explained the
causes of the teacher's illness and possible treatment.
There are many causes of biliousness. Primary among these are spicy foodstuffs
(referred to as "hot food"), sweets, fatty foods, European beer, and strong coffee.
Unlike in the olden days when people selected what they ate, contemporary Xhosa
people have their diet mixed with European food (konke ukutya kwesilungu) in
their stomachs, and this increases the amount of phlegm in the stomach. Too much
phlegm is a sign of excessive bile in the body. In other words, once the blood gets
saturated with bile, it goes to the head and makes it "heavy" by infesting blood
veins in the area. While the "heaviness" in your head causes dizziness, bile-
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saturated blood veins produce a headache. This situation also will affect your
complexion; you always will complain that people do not like you, and you will
have "bad luck" because of skin blemishes in the face. Besides purgatives, the use
of emetics reduces the phlegm and excessive bile faster than any other means.
Taking headache tablets is a temporary measure that does not address the real
problem. Another approach is to regularize your bowel movement once every two
months, with an herbal medicine mixture (imbiza), to reduce the effects of the food
that you eat.

The teacher consented to try the herbal concoction (imbiza) as the first option.
The treatment of stomach-related conditions is not limited to the herbal medicines
provided by indigenous healers; the many pharmaceutical manufacturing industries that
exist throughout the country also produce them. The extensive range of the products
targeted to the African market is a result of the adoption of commodities related to the
humoral interpretation of symptoms. In addition to trading stores, there are specialized
vendors in the townships who sell bile-regulating remedies and blood purifying purgatives
with several kinds of herbal concoctions, all meant to address stomach-related conditions
and "back" problems.

The "green stuff" and Efficacy of Herbal Medicines
The strength and effectiveness of the herbal medicines tends to be associated with
their bitter taste and the quality of stools they produce. Medicine for "back" problems in a
tablet form, are held to be effective when they tum the urine blue. When commenting
about the effectiveness of a treatment, people often mention that: "the bottle mixture
evacuates green stuff' (likhupha into eluhlaza); "it has taken out all the bile that was
causing trouble in my body"; "I did not sleep, because my stomach was running the whole
night." There is a notable progression in associating changes in feces quality with gradual
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stages in the treatment method. The different hues evident in feces become the idiom for
interpreting the incremental effects of the healing process (i.e., how the medicine is
working in the body).
The evacuation of hard or "dark" stools, first, not only signifies the "cleansing of
dirty and stale" foodstuffs from the stomach, but also the healing and improvement of the
"back" problem and sexual vigor, respectively. Unlike among children, in adults the
subsequent evacuation of green or yellowish watery stools confirms the debilitating effects
associated with biliousness. This intermediate stage is characterized by a "burning" bowel
sensation, loss of energy, and the reduction of bodily "hotness." The fluxing of "water"
constitutes the final stage of the cleansing process, a confirmation that "dirty" substances
are flushed out of the person's body, and the expectation that its vitality has been restored.
Nothing is left to the imagination in testifying to the cleansing that the medicine is to
perform.
Such testimony becomes significant as evidence or counter-evidence of the healer's
actual knowledge and reliability. Similar expectations abound in respect to use of the
various kinds of emetics. If the medicine is for the reduction of bile, people expect to
"see" phlegm released first, or a "yellowish or green" substance followed by clear water,
irrespective of the coloration of the emetic solution. A bitter taste in the regurgitated
fluids is further testimony to the reduction of "excess" bile from the body. In addition to
other corresponding physical and social changes, the mouth andthe bowel canal remain
eminent avenues for the control of biliousness. Purgative potency conforms to specific
instructions, which when disregarded could raise questions about its effectiveness and
suggest there might be subsequent pathological effects. This means that for the medicine
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to "work" efficaciously, people must avoid adding fatty substances, salt, or sugar to their
diet until the stomach ceases to run. Nguni people note that health gains in "keeping the
stomach clean" resonate with other spheres of social life, and this effect promotes the use
of this diagnostic and therapeutic complex.
I interviewed several indigenous healers who identified a variety of conditions for
which purgatives are recommended among Nguni adults. Included among these are the
following: 1) to improve the total well-being of the person by removing misfortunecausing substances from the blood; 2) to remove spoiled and undigested food from the
stomach; 3) to reduce biliousness and heartburn-causing substances such as phlegm in the
visceral area of the body; 4) to destroy pubic lice from inside the body; 5) to improve
sexual vigor by clearing constipation pressure around the waist; 6) to remove worms of
any kind in the stomach; 7) to facilitate menstruation among women who complain of
isiluma (menstrual pains--lit., a state of being bitten from the inside) or incessant
headaches;" 8) To destroy and remove poison in the stomach caused by sorcery (idliso);
and 9) To heal various forms of skin eruptions and blemishes (known as umggwaliso).
Nguni understanding that bowel movements promote or impede a person's health
condition extends to the interpretation of diagnostic categories of children's illnesses. Here
too, concern about the quality of stools as symptomatic manifestation of the child's health
is fundamental in executing treatment strategies. Here too, changes in color and quality do

Many Xhosa speakers refer to blood as a hot substance with boiling energy, and
women often are understood to embody warm blood compared to men. This idiom is
applied in explaining head pains associated with menstruation, as the boiling aspect is
understood as the propensity of the substance for "shooting" to the head, causing
congestion as it forces its way out. People refer to this process literally as "boiling blood
from the waste steaming to the head" (lighuma entloko).
8
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not only signify the "natural" state in things, but also visibly disclose bodily transformations
and assist in the adoption of particular healing technologies.

Qengeba explained, that

whereas among adults illness causality is interpreted in terms of biliousness, among
children similar experiences are expressed in the idiom of umoya. He further identified six
different symptomatic categories distinguishing complex interrelationships between stool
quality and patterns of distress among children, and he provided multiple means for their
management [(Weiss, 1988: 7)]. To illustrate this interrelationship I have divided the
interpretation of illness symptoms among children into three broad areas, viz., "Stool Type
and Related Symptoms," "Causality"; and "Illness Management." Tables 8.1-6 are
discussed further below.
In my extended interviews with Qengeba at his home and with indigenous healers
named, maRadebe, Mpinga, Dlamini and others, to whom I was introduced,
it became crystal clear that the interpretation of illness symptoms among children was
grounded in the philosophical notion of isintu (a particular dimension of understanding
human phenomena associated with the particular experiences of African peoples.
Ideational, as well as in practice, whenever people speak of "isintu, " they implicitly
contrast African people's "worldview" with foreign philosophical assumptions and

.

practices. Isintu is derived from the root ntu meaning "being," with the prefix "isi" which
in Xhosa language could refer to "that belongs to us" or to notions of" here and now
among us." Literally it signifies things done by "people or humanity." The notion of isintu
implicitly refers to "our way oflife" or "our mode of being" as opposed to that of the
people who said they brought the Good News," isilungu (an inclusive term for British and
other European people, especially missionaries). A European preference for mutton,
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rather than goat meat or beef, has earned them a name among Xhosa speakers as
amadlagusha (lit., people who are mutton eaters). For Qengeba and other healers the
interpretation of symptoms is contrasted with other healing traditions in relation to isintu
and in conformity with the three dimensions of Table 8.1-5. For example, in response to
questions such as "what is the relationship between umoya and "green feces," often
reference would first be made to the philosophical assumptions of isintu. Healers regularly
mentioned for example that, "African people's experience informs us, thus" (isintu sithi),
"in reference to African people's wisdom it is how this [therapy] is done" (kaloku
ngokwesintu kuthiwa), and so on. In respect to stomach disorders among children, the
notion of isintu underlies the explanatory theory of the illness, its etiology and the practice
of interpreting symptoms.
Notable in the notion of isintu is the understanding that children are born fragile
and into a world where there is benevolence, though it is also plagued by malevolent forces
(imimoya emihle nemibi)9 that struggle constantly for control over the child's well-being
and physical development. It is said that the constant struggle over the fragile body
weakens the child's resistance against illness and disease, rendering the child vulnerable to
early death. The fear of losing the child early in life, and desire for the child to survive,
mean that prophylactic and protective measures must be taken to fortify both the child and
its mother against vulnerability.'? Historically, this is done in several ways, especially the

~gubane (1977: 25) elaborates on the notion ofimimoya, though she applies it "in
its harmful sense only."
lOSee also Levine R.A., et al., 1994. Child Care and Culture: Lessons from Africa,
Chapter 2 "Infant Care in sub-Saharan Africa; Krige, E.I. 1937. "Individual Development. In
I. Schapera, ed., The Bantu Speaking Tribes of South Africa.
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following: during the first ten days the baby is not exposed to visitors, except for the father
and the grandmother, and even the father is prohibited from sleeping with the mother until
the child has been weaned; an herbal concoction isicakathi is shared by the nursing mother
and her baby; the nursing mother is discouraged from attending social activities or events
outside the household lest she encounter harmful forces that could be detrimental to the
health of the child; the child is protected with a combination of animal and herbal
medicines against overpowering environmental forces; life cycle rituals including imbeleko
are performed; and parents abstain from sex until the child is weaned from breastfeeding.
These practices are partly informed by the understanding that while some children's
disorders are inherited from one or both parents, other illnesses are transmitted to the child
during pregnancy. These public health measures promote the health of the mother and
child within a socially defined health care framework. This suggests that the understanding
of causality among healers is not limited to "symbolic meanings" or "ritualized medicine,"
as has been postulated by anthropologists in southern Africa, thus far (see Ngubane, 1977:
109; Turner, 1970; Jensen, 1973). Considering the practical and material assumptions
embodied in the notion ofisintu, the approach healers adopt is not simply "ideological".
Therefore; healers' interpretations of causality and illness management, though largely
rooted within the theoretical framework of the contrast between isintu and isilungu, are
referenced increasingly in relation to the products of the stomach region. Furthermore, the
intellectualization of symptomatic manifestations also is not distinct and discrete from the
media in which such manifestations appear.
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Umoya as "Essence" of Life
The interpretation of stool quality and related symptoms among children with
stomach disorders, umoya in particular, illustrate the above assertions. Qengeba
distinguished six different symptomatic manifestations of stool quality that he associates
with a variety of stomach discomforts (Table 8.1). Notable in the list is the distinction in
stool quality and related symptoms made between categories III and IV, "Green Soft to
Hard" and "Green and Watery Slimy Stools," respectively. My discussion pays particular
attention to these two interpretation categories. In observing stool quality among children,
Qengeba identified two kinds of umoya related pathologies.
The first kind is "natural" to the child and transmitted as essence oflife during
pregnancy; the child is born with this "essence" from the mother. It seems that, though
Nguni recognize that the child is imbued with umoya emanating from "two parents," the
mother's umoya is understood to be dominant during pregnancy. Though not life
threatening, this category ofumoya affects the whole body and often manifests itself
during the first three months after the baby has been born. Reasons for this condition
include the understanding that the foetus benefits from the mother's protective umoya,
even though it belongs to a different lineage group (kubantu bakubo. lit., the foetus has its
own people). I suspect the contestation over lineage membership continues until
adulthood, whereupon the mother's lineage tends to prevail as the dominant force in the
initiation of the diviner, for example. In other words, Nguni regard this form ofumoya
related pathology as a process that separates the child's umoya from the mother's while it is
developing closer attachment with its patrilineal ancestry (see also Ngubane 1977: 25).
As Qengeba explained, this process is symptomatised by clenched fists,
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restlessness, body wriggling , and green feces. This form of umoya is treated with an
herbal decoction administered orally, or Dutch colic remedies, or with herbal enemas. In
addition, the baby's resistance to hostile outside forces must be strengthened (aqiniswe)
with fumigants from a combination of wild animals, birds, and inorganic substances
including mineral wax. Qengeba referred to this process as, "to harden the baby's
fontanel" (ukuqinisa ifokoto). I should add that the proverb of "hardening the fontanel"
among Xhosa speakers implies superiority in the use of powerful and protective African
medicine in comparison to those of biomedicine. Nguni assert that the fontanel is the most
vulnerable part of the human body and susceptible to deadly attacks by impundulu

Il

(a bird

familiarly associated with sorcery). A person, for example, who survives any mysterious
illness which had failed to respond to biomedical intervention is said to have defeated the
nefarious intentions of impundulu, and that person's "fontanel is hard." Some people would
comment and say that: "it is clear that he/she in his/her childhood was strengthened with
powerful medicine." When a person is killed by a moving vehicle, people euphemistically
refer to the fatality as, "the person was kicked by impundulu," though this has changed
over time, since people nowadays are just as likely to feel that traffic accidents simply
result from negligence by vehicle drivers or pedestrians. Jensen (1973:36) in a study
conducted among Xhosa speakers in the Transkei, cites an example of a person who
complained of an attack by impundulu when admitted for tuberculosis treatment in a
hospital in Bomvana.
However, the association of the fontanel with strength and medical power is

llSee also, Philip Mayer (1971:161). He defines impundulu as the "snake of
women," associated with witchcraft by Xhosa speaking people in the Eastern Cape.
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notable particularly among men, who, as heads of household or migrant workers, claim to
seek powerful medicines to invigorate their social status and material security. In some
instances the use of such medicines often is known to be harmful to infants since it is
known to contain familiar forces (izibi)12. This situation provides a thin line between what
I refer to as "congenital umoya" and the one identified with harmful elements. By
congenital umoya is meant umoya that is transmitted to the foetus by the mother. Unless
an elderly person can make the distinction, it would seem (from the accounts of women I
interviewed) that the similarity of symptoms between the congenital and the umoya of izibi
allows these types to be confused with each other. On the other hand, there is a high
probability the "congenital umoya" is also known as ipleyiti, considering the descriptions
offered by some informants from the Transkei. With ipleyiti the shape and color of the
afterbirth are fundamental signs of the condition, since informants identify "blueness"
(ubuhlaza), flatness, and "circular shape" of afterbirth as symptomatic of congenital
umoya. Assuming that this distinction tends to be simplified by mothers in the Western
Cape as falling under the same category of umoya, one would suspect the appearance of
green feces of any form to signify to mothers that umoya needs attention from the healer.
This brings us to Qengeba's description of the second category of umoya.

Umamlambo and Stomach Disorders
The second category of umoya is defined as severe and harmful, with green and
watery slimy stools (amatheketheke) as the primary symptomatic manifestation.

Qengeba

12Here the notion of "familiar forces" is interpreted as an inclusive category of a
wide variety of mysterious forces, including umamlambo, imfene (baboon), uthikoloshe,
ingada ernnyama (black and 'nocturnal' cat), and so on.
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and other healers regard amatheketheke as "unnatural" and life threatening.

Because of

"green color" (ilibala eluluhlaza), in its early stages it might be thought of as "natural" or
harmless. However, the salient feature that distinguishes the "natural" progression from
the "unnatural" includes "running of the stomach" and stomach cramps, among other
symptoms.

These symptoms signify moving and harmful familiar forces, especially

umamlambo, half snake and half human, which are said to lick the bottoms of children
enlarging the anus in the process (see also Green et al. 1994). Conceptually the
approximate translation ofumamlambo is "mermaid" (See also Kramer, 1993). Xhosa
people make a distinction between umamlambo and the river python ichanti by associating
the former with enchantment while the latter is understood to embody ancestral forces. It
is instructive to note that the notion of umamlambo is identified as a mysterious white
woman familiar force who procures wealth for its "owner" in exchange for sexual favors.
Furthermore, like utikoloshe (river dwarf) a familiar force said to be patronized by women,
it seems with umamlambo are more likely to be found among the Cape Nguni than
elsewhere.

See also Gumede (1990:58).

Though no research has been done on this

association, I strongly suspect these "mythical" figures are linked to British "fairy tale"
figures to which we were introduced during our primary school years in the Cape.
Whether these events were coincidental, (considering the fairy tales we read), in forming
fertile ground in which similar mythical notions were nurtured, remains to be seen.
Another dynamic is the association of uthikoloshe with church people.
At this stage the inflamed intestines and stomach are not able to hold whatever
food the child consumes. Qengeba referred to the condition as ukuhanjwal3 (lit., to be

l3In

this context the notion ofukuhanjwa is synonymously applied as "licking." It
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stepped or crept over, i.e., to be irritated), signifying "familiar forces that creep over the
child," and cause discomfort as a result. This experience is marked by the chafed and
irritated bottom identified as a symptomatic manifestation of the illness. It is striking to
note that when I asked whether the snake lives inside the stomach, this was denied
unequivocally.

In fact the snake as a familiar embodies umoya omdaka (harmful forces)

associated with materialism and prestige, especially the inappropriate accumulation of
wealth, livestock or cash. It is understood that people who are keen business
entrepreneurs, Qengeba explained, tend to patronize African specialists in Zululand and
elsewhere in the North to procure (bayathwala) the snake (umamlambo) and its
reproductive power. "These not only destroy your family (if the snake is not well looked
after), but also hurt children who are not strengthened against such forces." The
devastating effect of mamlambo among children of five years of age and below is seen in a
depressed fontanel and muscle weakness, among other signs. These signs are considered
irrefutable evidence of the overpowering effects of the mamlambo familiar. And this
perception also is shared by mothers with a variety of backgrounds.

Therefore, like many

other notions associated with the mysterious power of the snake found elsewhere in
Africa, for Xhosa speaking people mamlambo "has a special meaning in connection with
health (Green, et al., 1994: 13); it embodies prosperity and distruction.

Thus, I found at

one level, Nguni relationships with Europeans or acting like them endager Nguni infants
through umamlambo, especially when we consider the association of the snake as a
familiar with European materialism and prestige. While this relationship is built right into

signifies a creepy sensational feeling often associated with the movement of spiders or
caterpillars on the skin.
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Nguni diagnostic categories ofumoya diarrhea among children, its association also affects
Nguni notions of social and biological reproduction.
On the other hand, it is equally understood by some Nguni people that stomach
syndromes among children could result from contaminated breastmilk from the mother.
As Ngubane(1977:25)

observed among Nyuswa-Zulu speaking people "the environment

[is] ... riddled with dangers." Similarly, healers in Khayelitsha maintain that nursing mothers
encounter environmental dangers in the following ways: 1) by stepping over the tracks of
harmful familiars (utsiba imikhondo emdaka), 2) through contamination by people who for
a variety of reasons use bad medicine, 3) consumption of food by the mother containing
unpleasant substances known as idliso , 4) copulation while breast-feeding.

One or a

combination of these dynamic processes can cause umoya. In addition, Qengeba holds
that the use of "bottles" by mothers exacerbates the situation by feeding powdered milk in
which nutrients may not be compatible with the mother's milk;it also makes it possible to
leave the child sucking from an empty container. A feeding bottle without something
inside builds up umoya in the stomach and afflicts the child with stomach pains.
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In such instances treatment administered to the lactating mother must inelude
herbal ablutions, antidote decoction, and anti-familiar animal and bird oils, while the child
is treated with medicines mixed with breastmilk. In severe conditions the mother is
discouraged from breast-feeding, yet she shares with the child the same supply of
medicinal mixture. For the treatment to be regarded as successful, the healers were
unanimous, however, that "green feces" among children, of whatever causation and form,
must be restored to their "normal" brownish condition. Given the association of
"brownish" materiality in stool quality as a sign of "normality," effecting change in stool
quality, therefore, is intrinsic to the process of restoring a healthy status, and to the
conquest of debilitating forces by the healer.
Although the above interpretation of "green feces" as a symptomatic manifestation
of stomach illness is shared by many in Khayelitsha, there are notable differences between
healers and mothers regarding the etiology and therapy of the condition. Moreover,
variation in interpreting similar symptoms among mothers reflects a combination of
dynamic indigenous frames of reference and compatible knowledge found in
interrelationships with other therapeutic traditions. Below is a discussion provided by
three mothers on this issue, particularly about causality and illness management among
children said to be afllicted by umoya.
Makhumalo and Interpretation of Diarrheal Symptoms
Mothers present different explanations about the etiology of umoya among
children. Table 8.2 illustrates the interpretation of symptoms described by a grandmother
who lives in "core housing" in Khayelitsha. As in the use of the elan-name "Qengeba", I
identify this person with the maternal patrilineage ofKhumalo.

The prefix "rna" among

Nguni signifies a married woman, hence the name Makhumalo.

Makhumalo, who is in her
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60s, explains that umoya originates from the emotional state of the mother during
pregnancy. If the mother is always angry and not at peace with herself and other people,
Makhumalo maintains that this predisposes the unborn child to umoya. An enema is
applied to get rid of the pro-genital umoya, which she claims has been infused into the
blood stream of the baby, so that it will not affect its development.

She holds that:

Umoya is similar to seizure pangs. It is a "dirty" force the child inhales inside the
mother (umoya omdaka uwusezela ngaphakathi). That is why amaXhosa often
encourage the mother to be at peace with everyone while she carries the baby
inside. Being angry and not at peace with oneself transmits the anger into the
blood stream of the unborn baby. The child's development will be retarded, should
umoya be left untreated early in the child's life. Medical doctors call this type of
umoya, "colic stomach. "
On the question of how the child with this kind ofumoya is treated, Makhumalo
responded and stated that:
Relieving the child of umoya I apply cleansing remedies, enemas, and massage the
body with a combination of Dutch and African medicines. The mother rubs the
baby with these to force umoya out of the baby's blood stream. Among other
remedies I mix Behoedmiddel, Rooilaventer, Haarlamensis, Vaseline, umthonyama
and Doepa and massage the baby. I also boil garlic and mix it with breastmilk in a
teaspoon for-the child to drink. I have helped my children and the neighborhood's
with these remedies; as a result noneof my children have been referred to the
doctor (biomedical practitioner) or clinic for umoya.
When I visited Makhumalo she was looking after her two grandchildren, two and
three years of age. Makhumalo was born in the then native township ofNdabeni, and
moved to Langa with her parents when it was relocated in the 1920s. Makhumalo belongs
to the Roman Catholic Church, so she received her primary education in Catholic schools
before proceeding to Langa High School. After completing her junior certificate,
Makhumalo was employed as a domestic worker for more than twenty years and later
worked as a part-time house keeper until she retired in 1988. From Langa she moved to
Khayelitsha to take care of her grandchildren.

Speaking of her childhood, Makhumalo
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recalls a period in which European administrators, traders and missionaries, together with
their families lived among African people in Ndabeni and Langa townships. Apart from
attending school with children from Afrikaans speaking families and with people of mixed
descent referred as "Colored" in Maitland, she was proud of her family's relationship with
people in this community. Makhumalo learned how to massage" children who suffered
from colic stomach through her relationship with "Colored" people, who also taught her
about the use of Dutch remedies (Boere raat). For Makhumalo, a colic stomach affects
children during their first three months; it is identified by green stools, clenched fists, and
wriggling, among other signs. She further distinguished the syndrome from diarrhea,
which she explained is characterized by watery stools. "Diarrhea,"

IS

she claimed, "is

caused by feeding a child with milk kept in a dirty bottle. Except for the Red Cross
Hospital or a private medical doctor, Dutch remedies are unable to stop diarrhea, though
many people use them." She further described the salient features associated with diarrhea
to include slimy stools, vomiting, and bluish and dry mouth. These indicate that the child
has consumed contaminated foodstuffs. Makhumalo's social background plays a
significant part in how she interprets the symptoms.

Green Stools as Vengeance in Gender Relationships
On the other hand, Nosizwe, a 35 year old mother with two children, explains
causality in relation to "a vengeful act," and overpowering environmental forces. Nosizwe

14see

also, Russland and Burghart's (1987) study on "The role of massage in South
Asia: Child health and development." They observed massage, together with breastfeeding to be the two fundamental nurturing practices of women in South Asia.
IS Andre Botha (1984:3) defines "diarrhoeal disease as the passage of abnormal
stools. .. of sufficient severity to warrant hospital admission. "
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grew up in Hofineyer, a small sheep farming town near Cradock. Most of the African
people who live in this area work on farms either as livestock headers or domestic servants
for Afrikaner households, among other limited employment opportunities.

Nosizwe left

school at a lower primary level, and moved to Cape Town to seek work after her first child
was born, at age fifteen. Before moving to Khayelitsha, she lived with "home people" in
different "squatter" communities including Unibell and Crossroads.

While avoiding arrests

under Influx Regulation Laws, Nosizwe eked out a living by working for several Asian
families (amaSilamusi, Moslems) who, she claims, remunerated her poorly (see also
Berhardien, Lehulere and Shaw 1984: 30-31). Eventually she became a member of the
Zionist Apostolic Church, which held regular evening and weekend services either in
Crossroads or Guguletu. While in the church, Nosizwe met her male companion, the
father of her five year old daughter. Although the companion visits them occasionally, he
deserted Nosizwe when the child was a year old (Van der Vliet, 1984). Since then she has
struggled on her own to bring up the child, though her membership in women's
associations in her neighborhood helped considerably to supplement the household
resources.

During my first visit to Nosizwe's home I was impressed by the neatness of the

house, in spite of the sandy environment and unfenced yard. These problems are faced by
many households in Harare and elsewhere in Khayelitsha, where many can not afford to
buy fencing material. The two room corrugated iron house had few furnishings, cement
floor, and cardboard insulated walls. Although she used paraffin stoves for cooking and
heating, the fumes did not blacken the ceiling and walls as I observed in many households
using similar heating resources.
My interviews with Nosizwe were conducted on Saturdays, when she is not at
work and a number of her women friends visited from their live-in employment in the
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. suburbs. Their input in the discussion clarified a number of esoteric practices that they
initially regarded as the privileged knowledge of Xhosa speaking women. These practices
were associated with intimate relationships with men and not considered easily
comprehensible to isilungu (European thought).

Often they would explain how Xhosa

people's traditions are differentiated from those of Europeans.

At first, my inquiry was

received with skepticism, since they assumed that I, as a Xhosa-speaking person, was
supposed to know the information requested. Furthermore, of what significance would the
information be to people who, regard this knowledge to be backward? Considering the
climate of mistrust that prevails between some western-trained health professionals and
Xhosa speaking mothers, who is meant to benefit from such information when it is
gathered? Is it meant to arm the health professionals so they can ridicule their practices?
Or are the interviews meant to facilitate the improvement of their quality of life in light of
the glaring poverty in which they live?
After I managed to gain their confidence, Nosizwe and her friends displayed
amusement that a person they referred to as "a township trickster" (utsotsi wase lokishini)
could have any interest in the way of life of people living in shanty areas
(ematyotyombeni).

Nonetheless, my naivete in traditional matters legitimized my quest for

such information in their eyes. They were excited to discover that their voice was
receiving wider recognition, even among the African intelligentsia, who they claim often
aligned themselves with Europeanish (nezamadlagusha) ideas and practices. Nosizwe's
responses to the following questions regarding the significance of stools among children is
presented against this background.

The responses are summarized in Table 8.6. Question:

What do you understand when people say "umntwana unomoya" (lit., a child suffering
from wind)?
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Nosizwe:
When a child has umoya it is being bitten by a snake associated with men, known
as umamlambo. We say the child is licked by the snake (uyahanjwa). The snake
licks the bottom of the child to such an extent that the anus gets enlarged, causing
the stomach to run. This retards the development of the child by disabling the child
from walking, even when the child is of walking age. This situation is manifested
particularly among young girls by inflamed genital organs. I have seen children
suffering from this kind of umoya up to the age of five years. Medical doctors
refer to this type as "gastro,,,16 and when you take the child to "Red Cross"
[hospital] they pour water into the body of the child. We are aware this
intervention does not help the illness; the body of the child becomes "pam pam"
(distended) with the water, instead. Yet we go there because we fear being
arrested. For should the child die in your hands, the police will ask why the mother
did not take the child to the hospital or clinic, and she will get in trouble without
the doctor's report confirming the visit.
Question: How does one help a child who is licked by the snake (ohanjwa yinyoka)?
The most important thing to do is to repel the snake familiar forces with
unpleasantly smelling and bitter tasting medicines. A person rubs the body of the
child with stinking medicines, and lets the child drink medicines that would
produce bitterness in the blood. Aloe is very effective in this regard. In addition to
its bitterness, it has a cleansing effect, which releases all the dirty substances from
the body. The Aloe is everything [it treats every kind of illness]. It also can be
utilized as an enema to relieve the child from constipation, and smearing it with
other medicines repels marnlambo. Mamlambo detests offensive smells and is
repelled by bitter-tasting blood.
Question: Is there perhaps another kind of umoya that you know?
Yes--another kind ofumoya I know of is associated with the mother. In other
words, the child is born with umoya received from the mother. A child who has
umoya at birth is identified by a wrinkled skin like an elderly person's (ixhego).
The body tends to be stiff, the fingers folded, and the baby cries a lot, even after it
has been fed, with constipation as a major sign. In extreme situations it is
identified by a depressed fontanel, and a dry nose. However, it is only when you
provide the child with colic remedy (imbiza yomoya), that one is assured of the
condition. One obtains the remedy from indigenous healers who specialize in
healing colic stomachs among children. Often the medicine is administered orally,
16Wilson and Mamphela (1989) observed that gastroenteritis is the most cause of
death in the "Coloured" community, and the second most commonest among Africans in
South Africa. See also Yach (1988) "Infant mortality rates in urban areas in South Africa,
1981-5."
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and as enema. When applied as an enema, green stools that resemble grass are
released and later change to the normal brown color. The green stools signify the
presence of umoya in the body of the child, and this causes stomach cramps and
body pains. A powerful healer will heal the condition with two bottles of colic
remedies. I am aware that other people recommend that you refer your child to
elawini'". My experience with elawini is their knowledge and skill in the use of
rubbing staff(umrabo). This relieves umoya only temporarily, since it does not
root it out from the inside, where mostly the child is troubled. The cramps will
cease with the massage, and yet the green feces remain unchanged. I know
Tatu'Mgcina (IHP name) a colic specialist (ugqira womoya) in Langa who once
helped my daughter with the remedy when she was a baby (elusana), she is now
five, and since then has never experienced umoya again.
Question:
Can you please explain how this kind of umoya is transmitted to the mother?
Nosizwe: (with a gleaming and faint smile, while her friends politely giggle with their
hands over their faces so as not to embarrass themselves in front of a stranger perhaps
thinking about how their own lives are implicated by the question)
Oh! you want me to inform you about how "dirty things" (izinto ezimdaka or
imimoya emdaka, malevolent forces) affect other people? If the child has umoya at
birth, it means the mother has "stepped over" the tracks of malevolent forces
(umkhondo). Included among the tracks are ablutionary medicines that have been
used against misfortune (isimnyama)18 often discarded across footpaths for
dispersion by passing people. If we were in the rural areas this would include
"stepping over" the tracks ofleguana (uxam) that we understand may cause the
pregnant mother to miscarry. Here in the urban area expectant mothers
unwittingly step over areas with discarded emetics, contaminating themselves with
harmful substances (imimoya or izinto eziyingozi). Sometimes the lactating mother
picks up umoya when she is among people with strong African medicines. This is
the reason for the advice not to breast-feed without first squeezing her milk into a
17Elawini refers to a person of mixed descent. It is a derogatory term historically
associated with the "Colored" people by Xhosa-speakers. People of mixed race are
understood to possess specialized knowledge in the application of "Dutch remedies". It is
believed that their association with the Dutch farmers in the Cape might have provided the
opportunity to inherit the knowledge of these remedies for the treatment of colic-related
illnesses. They are over the counter remedies.
18Depending on the context in which this term is applied, this term is synonymous
with the notion referred to as umgqwaliso, a state of "bad luck," and often symptomised by
a pimply face.
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separate container. This prevents the transmission of harmful substances to the
child. Another example of how the child gets affected, relates to "love charms"
mixed in the expectant mother's food. Our male companions become jealous
sometimes and fear that we will leave them for another person. They use every
means at their disposal to control you, even by dropping love charms into your
food (idliso ), hoping to be the only one to prevail in your life. We women are
carrying a burden=for such medicines are harmful to the unborn, and you have to
contend with a baby who suffers from umoya on your own.
From these responses it is clear that the interpretation of fecal symptoms as
explained by these women is much more complex than meets the eye. In some areas the
healer's and the grandmother's interpretation of causality and illness management may
converge; yet we discover some particular emphases in the above-material to which we
have been introduced. Not only are we told about the different typologies ofumoya that
embody pollution by malignant environmental forces, but also to the integration of gender
relations and life histories as significant elements in experiencing illness. While Nosizwe
and her friends are aware that "green and watery" feces among children are susceptible to
diverse interpretations, their own experience constitutes the major reservoir of practical
knowledge from which therapy options are verified.
This suggests that the mothers' reluctance to rely entirely on biomedical
interventions does not necessarily manifest antagonism to biomedicine, but rather it could
be seen as a particular response to the hegemonic claims of Western medicine, what Adam
Kuper aptly calls the "all-or-nothing creed" (1987:150) in the field of therapy. Because
nurses as health practitioners are associated with biomedicine, and they manage health care
services in the clinics, some mothers in Khayelitsha increasingly perceive them to embody
this all-or-nothing line of thought, along with medical practitioners.

Yet, as individuals, I

observed, nurses vary widely in executing the "creed." Authoritarian nurses, for example,
are likely to oppose parents who utilize what are said to be "traditional beliefs and
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practices" (inkolelo, that is, superstition); yet those who are considerate tend to be
sensitive to people's "beliefs and practices" (often referred to as African traditions izinto
zesintu), in spite of their professional training. I interviewed a senior professional nurse
administrator regarding patients' perceptions about nurses. She responded and explained
that:
Pressure of work does not allow nurses to socialize, which is part of the things that
are necessary, that people should come and talk to them without being ill. The
relationship is not good in the sense that, they are more disease oriented. Nurses
are not relaxed. They never have time to look at patients as people. They are
more concerned with injecting; they are dealing with cases not people".
Yet when speaking of the treatment of gastrointestinal problems among children Nosizwe
revealed her perceptions about the relationship between nurses and mothers. Her view
partly supports the mothers' assertions:
But, you never get the story from them and no one would like to actually probe.
But, ifnow, anybody would present us with a problem because of (pause) ... like in
the old dehydration (pause) ... people use to tell us 'besiye kuggira womoya,20 (we
visited the colic doctor) and the children were given a colic medicinal mixture
(imbiza yomoya). And then, children will start having diarrhea and the children will
end up at the Red Cross'" and the Red Cross would transfer these patients to us.
And when we ask them what had actually happened most of them would say 'hayi,
besiye kuggira womoya'. I knew for a fact that these people went there with a
problem. One time I sat with one or two ladies and suggested to them that it is
important that you show us this colic doctor (kuyafuneka nikhe nisibonise lo ggira
womoya). Now I could see that they would never tell us about 'uggira womoya'.
But I said to them 'no', you people went there because you had a problem. But we
would also like to refer other people who may also have children who suffer from
19CarlMay holds that "The esentially reductive power of medical knowledge has
the effect of constituting the patient as a set of more or less problematic pathological
categories, and is underwritten by an extensive and pervasive set of power relations. "
(1992:472-487).
2°Wind/colic doctor: healer who specializes in children related illnesses--its often an
elderly woman, or a male who specializes in healing with a combination of over-thecounter remedies and herbal medicines.
21Children's Military Hospital 20 miles away from Khayelitsha.
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umoya. But, I knew for a fact that I would like to see this wind/colic doctor. Get
hold ofuggira womoya, educate uggira womoya, that your [colic] medicine
. (ukuba eli yeza lakho) [is perhaps detrimental to the health of the childrenj.f
From this statement one can discern that the nurse administrator's interest was
more than to "win hearts and minds" of the mothers or to discover what kind of medicines
the colic doctor supplied for them, but rather was didactic and intended to "educate" the
doctor about the inappropriateness of the medicines for restoring health. Furthermore, the
mothers hesitate to reveal further information about the colic doctor, in spite of the
admistrator's willingness to visit and exchange ideas with the doctor. There is no doubt in
this statement that the mothers' response to the nurse administrator's request is received
with reservations, considering their historical encounter with the medical establishment, as
noted above. May's observation of this type of encounter in his study of nurses'
knowledge and the subjectification of the patient makes it plausible that "in the absence of
reciprocal disclosure ... [mothers hide] what comes to be "known about them" and their
helpers" (1992:485)

Although nurses are said to embody Western medicine, one would

suspect that the mothers do not regard their own resistance as contradictory, but only as
an exercise of their freedom to try different healing methods until something works. Yet
professional nurses have a fear that they may apply it ignorantly as detrimental treatment
that could harm the health of the child; thus nurses consider the mothers' actions as
opposed to the authority and teachings of the hospital establishment (See also Hardon and
Van der Geest (1987) "Hazards ofselfmedication.").

However, nurses would present

their position as a hegemonic "truth" or self-righteously as professional knowledge rooted

22see also, Green, E. C. (1986) "Diarrhea and the social marketing of Oral
Rehydration Salts in Bangladesh." In this study it was found there were no significant
cultural barriers to ORS adoption.
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in the culture of biomedicine.
Nevertheless, I observed throughout the eighteen months of research in
Khayelitsha that, within the context of health promotion, the relationship between nurses,
health educators, community health workers and people attending the health services was
marked by both understanding and fiustration.

While recognising lay people's perceptions

about illness causality, comments such as "our people seem not to understand that ... "
(abantu bakuthi abaqondi ukuba ...), "these mothers do not understand that ... " (abamama
abaqondi ukuba ...) sometimes made by health promoters, increasingly revealed fiustrated
attempts at winning over the "hearts and minds" of the afflicted. Also signified in these
statements are different dimensions by which mothers and health professionals in these
settings perceived the significance of the health clinics. This comes about not only because
of the miscellaneous reasons why people would choose a particular healing method or
establishment in preference to another, but also from associating particular bodily
symptoms with specific forms of causality and illness management. Leaving the role of the
health clinics aside, let us compare how a mother and a professional nurse interpret the
manifestation of symptoms in the health clinic setting. In my observations at Nonkosinathi
Mobile Clinic in Harare, I found striking differences between professional nurses and
mothers in the interpretation of green feces and other related symptoms among children.
In spite of these differences, nurses' accounts reveal that they have come to appreciate the
social interpretation of the diseases brought to their attention. For example, the
observation that "green and watery stools", though life threatening, could be caused by
"infection from sexual intercourse. " Key elements of the nurse's interpretation are
presented in Table 8.5.
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Truth, Knowledge and Ambiguity among Professional Nurses
Nonkosinathi Mobile Clinic is organized by the Western Cape Regional Services
Council (WCRSC) in Khayelitsha, supervised and staffed by professional nurses, including
family planning advisors, and a community health worker. Sixty per cent of the nursing
staff at the clinic were trained in hospitals in the Eastern Cape, such as Livingstone in Port
Elizabeth, Mdantsane and Mount Coake in East London and King William's town,
respectively. A considerable number have worked among women with children in these
areas. Their individual stories about how they chose the nursing profession are
characteristic of many "enlightened" converts, who, when called to the diviners role,
fulfilled it by opting for the nursing profession. Many came "out of the closet," when they
discovered that I also, in addition to my academic interests, was trained in indigenous
healing. In several of the health promotion workshops I attended in Khayelitsha, many
nurses attended the programs wearing their diviner's regalia. Gleening from the staments
made, [refer to photograph with Dlamini Cross Roads] it would seem the white uniforms
(as some are in blue or brown) recall the white bead that is said to embody divination
powers by Nguni people; thus white-uniformed nurses can claim to be imbued with the
important qualities of "whiteness" (ubumhlophe or ukubamhlophe--divination

qualities)

which would legitimize their authority and show them to be products of both Western and
African traditions. At the same time, this situation imbues their professional position, if
not professional assumptions, with ambiguity. As professionals, nurses are required to
demonstrate the primacy of their Western training over indigenous forms of knowledge.

As individuals who experience the esoteric power of indigenous forms of understanding,
they have to contend with the challenge of ambiguity daily, despite the claim to the
universal "truth" espoused in their professional training.
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A similar situation prevailed between the nurses and mothers in Nonkosinathi "Well
Baby" Clinic when children were brought to their attention for a variety of health reasons.
The health clinic is intended to provide immunization and nutrition services for children up
to the age of 5, yet the mothers often bring children suffering from other ailments,
including diarrhea and skin sores, for curative attention.

The following story was told by a

mother who visited the clinic with a child suffering from what the nurses referred to as
diarrhea and malnutritionr'.

Explaining about the condition of her 3 month old baby the 18

year old mother described the history and symptoms of the illness in the following way:
My child has umoya. She started to lose appetite, and her stomach became loose,
with ithafa elihlaza (green feces), elinukayo (extremely bad smell),
elingathandekiyo (one that one would not like to look at). At first I thought I
might have breastfed the baby with amasi amdaka (dirty/contaminated breast
milk)." I stoped breastfeeding the child and provided her with Lactogen
(formula/powder milk). My child did not improve; instead, after 3 days I observed
that izandla uthanda ukuzivala (she often closed her hands, as if forming a clenched
fist). I often heard from elderly women that a child with umoya clenched the fists.
Throughout this period unencwina (she has a faint and agonized cry) as if there
were something ezimdlayo esuswini (eating her in the stomach), sometimes it
looked as ifuyahanjwa (something was creeping over her body). Since I did not
see any worms in her stools, I thought my child might be suffering from something
else; perhaps she had inhaled polluted air (umoya omdaka, referred to as "dirty
wind," harmful forces). My suspicions were confirmed when I approached an
elderly woman who is my neighbor for help. Before asking about the quality of
stools, she observed that the fontanel was depressed (ifokotho lakhe liwile ), and
advised that I take the child to the clinic to be injected. The "needle," she said,
would help stop the baby's "running stomach." She further advised that I take the
child to a colic doctor (uggira womoya). The doctor will strengthen the child's
fontanel against harmful forces, and she suggested one who lives in the Guguletu
residential area.

23see also, Escober, Salazar and Chuy (1983) "Beliefs regarding the etiology and
treatment of infantile Diarrhea in Lima, Peru." In this study it was observed that mothers
believed diarrhea to be caused by invasion of the body by foods designated as being cold.
24see

also, Hania Sholkami (1990) on the association of diarheal episodes with
poisoned breast milk as a result of the "mother's psyche:" Sociocultural Factors Influencing the
Prevalence of Diarrheal Disease in Rural Upper Egypt: An Ethnograpic Study in Two Villages
of Assuit .
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After the mother had left I asked the senior professional nurse who attended to the baby to
explain the condition of the child. This was, of course, after the nurse had explained to the
mother that the baby had diarrhea and was malnourished, emphasising to her the use of the
"water, salt and sugar" solution for home treatment. The nurse described the condition as
follows:
Loose green watery stools are often associated with "Gastro" and malnutrition. At
an advanced stage the child becomes anemic and acidotic because of the loss of
fluids and vital minerals in the body through diarrhea. The body of the infant is
dehydrated. She develops a dry mouth and skin, sunken eyes, and has a "tired cry"
(unencwina ediniweyo). A "floppy baby" can go into a coma, particularly when she
reaches the level of a sunken anterior fontanel. At this stage the best treatment is
an intravenous drip to restore the infant's body liquids and minerals. We usually
advise mothers that when they observe the child to have a "running stomach" with
green stools, to prepare and provide the child with the "sugar and salt" solution.
We are aware that mothers who come to the clinic explain this health condition as
umoya omdaka. And, this is often associated with malevolent spirits, witchcraft,
and other powerful forces. And one cannot convince the mother by offering a
different interpretation of the symptoms agreeing with these assumptions,
especially those regarding inflamed rectum. This is seen to be caused by snakes
who lick the children's bottoms. I have observed, and other nurses have too, that
some mothers would bring their infants for immunization once, and not return for
subsequent shots. When we made further inquiry about their noncompliance they
informed us that, they visited a healer to strengthen the children who were said to
be weak and overpowered by others ( bayasindwa ngabanye ) attending the clinic.
Moreover, the "needle" further, weakens these children after the shots have been
administered. Not until the child is protected against these forces by a healer will
they be able to resume the immunization program. One could, indeed, observe that
a number of babies brought to the clinic have protective girdles around the waist.
These are made with different colored beads, usually white, and sometimes red or
blue. Their bodies are often smeared with oily substances that have a strong smell
like sea water or fish. We have learned, for example, to distinguish babies with
parents belonging to the Zionist faith, from those who do not. In addition to their
mothers' white or green headdress, children are often wrapped around their waists
with green colored cotton or woolen strings. Sometimes one finds the same
wrappings around the wrist and ankles of the child. We have learned to cope with
this situation to the extent that we know almost all the healers resident in Harare,
and elsewhere in Khayelitsha. We work cooperatively with the healers.
I further asked what could be the cause of the illness, and she responded by stating that:
Since, Harare and other areas in Khayelitsha have a clean tap water supply, we
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CHAPTER IX

ELA WINI: THE EMBODIMENT OF INDIGENOUS HEALING AND
BIOMEDICAL KNOWLEDGE IN NGUNI THERAPEUTICS

As seen in the previous chapter, the diversity of the mothers' and health
professionals' causal explanations are products of complex forms of social relationships
that are embedded in Nguni everyday life experiences. Umoya management practices
embody cultural and societal values, while incorporating different processes of strategic
interventions.

In this chapter I describe the systematic way in which women from different

social backgrounds manage umoya episodes among children. I compare the systematic
utilization of intervention strategies of mothers and women healers of two kinds, for
example, women born in the Western Cape, and those who came from outside to join their
husbands in the area before and after the relaxation of influx control laws in 1984.
This comparison is not to discover a rural versus urban dichotomy among these
women's intervention practices, but to highlight how different strategic interventions in
multiple healing contexts could bring positive results. As Finkler has observed in her study
on biomedical practice and patient responses in Mexico "Too often individual diversity
[among therapists] is overlooked in favor of uniformity, when in actuality there are
individual distinctions within generalized shared understandings" (1991: 91). In the
Western Cape, too, I found among healers and mothers widespread individual variation in
their intervention strategies, a "specialist approach."

I observed the use by some mothers
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of multiple therapy services (cf Nichter, 1978),1 offers them a better chance of improving
their children's health condition than relying on a single medical system. The availability of
multiple healing resources in the urban setting offers mothers the opportunity to gain
experience about a variety of intervention possibilities. Healers, on the other hand, gain
experience, not only about diversity in treatments, but also additional knowledge about
certain types of illnesses and their management. Here too, healers' organizations,
competition with other healers, and the changing expectations of the increasingly informed
public encourage the development of skills, healing technologies, and understandings
about the advantages and limitations of the healers' capabilities. Observing contemporary
indigenous therapists in practice demystifies the idealization of African healing systems as
informed by "mysticism or superstition", but to understand these as detailed and dynamic
relations of therapeutic interventions.

(See also, Hammond-Tooke Rituals and Medicines:

Indigenous healing in South Africa, 1989).
For many mothers effective management is considered by demonstrable changes in
the health of the child, particularly in diarrheal related illnesses. Fearing they might lose a
child, in such situations mothers expect that the application of therapeutic strategies, of
whatever form, should bring immediate results. These expectations of "proof beyond
reasonable doubt" (Airhihenbuwa, 1995) influence many IHPs to incorporate in their
regimen healing techniques that are associated historically with Western or Asian healing
practices.

This reflects different hegemonic practices that have placed themselves in Nguni

INichter argues that in developing countries cosmopolitan medicine has
supplemented rather than replaced folk treatments (1978: 40).
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illness-management strategies. In the healer-mother consultations I observed, a wide
variety of diagnostic techniques and materia medica dispensed to patients reflected a
combination of indigenous African knowledge of herbal medicines, Western
pharmaceutical knowledge, and a complex understanding of modern nutrition. Ninety per
cent of the patent medicines that were mixed by nIPs and mothers in preparations for
umoya maladies among children contain high volumes of alcohol and opiates. Historically,
the use of alcohol or narcotics in medicines to be consumed by children was disapproved
by healers, particularly in contexts of stomach related illnesses. Herbal ablutions, or,
unctions made from animal or vegetable fat were perceived to be appropriate strategies in
inducing sleep among young children. Interesting, though, is the association of umoya
therapists with Coloredness (ubuLawu) among the Nguni of the Cape" Mclaren, one of
the early 19th Century missionaries of the Presbyterian Church in Lovedale, defines the
notion ofiLawu as "a Hottentot, "(A New Concise Xhosa":English Dictionary), a term that
misrepresents the identity of the indigenous African people who welcomed Dutch settlers
in the 1600s. A paradox to this relationship is embodied in the use of the term "Hottentot"
with which the settlers identified their hosts. As far as Nguni political discourse is
concerned, what is derogatory is that it projects a society that had relinquished its land
rights by exchanging land ownership for "ten hot tots of alcohol," the alcoholic beverages
presumably offered by the Dutch settlers. We should note that the dictionary, in its first
published version of 1915, was titled "A Concise Kaffir-English Dictionary." Although
the "Kaffir" word has been substituted for "Xhosa," in the Dictionary's ninth impression of

2
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1989, the "Lawu as Hottentot" definition remains. From this record it is clear the
invention of the identity of Hottentot was the European peoples' invention rather than that
of Africans. Liberal and conservative historical accounts of the 1930s and 1850s
perpetuated the ideology that the present people of mixed race in the Cape are descendants
of the "Hottentot."

The Apartheid system through its policies of racial separatism

legitimized this ideology and many Colored people have internalized this identity as
historical reality.
It would seem the Colored people's cultural relationship with the Dutch
descendants by language and other social practices coresponds with their knowledge of
"Dutch" patent medicines to the mind of the Nguni, even though a large number of the
Colored people are as ignorant as some Nguni people about the use of these medicines.
On the other hand, it would seem that the use by Colored therapists of massage in the
healing process, while it distinguishes their practice from indigenous African strategic
interventions and biomedicine, resonates with Nguni ideas of cleansing the body of
impurities. Besides the use of medicinal mixtures, for Nguni mothers this therapeutic
strategy, is the cutting edge in expelling umoya from the body of the child. Moreover,
these mothers perceive a relationship between the massage and the Nguni idiom of purging
the body of impurities. "The healer", mothers would say, "expells umoya from the body by
stretching the fragile ligaments, taking every bit of umoya from the blood stream." This
healing technique is done often by applying a combination of Dutch remedies and animal
or synthetic oils including petroleum jelly, particularly remedies with repulsive odor such
as Haarmensis (see Appendix) or Dewilsdrukdruppels.

For Nguni mothers, massaging
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and repulsive smells are significant components of the healing process; the discomforting
umoya is released from the fragile body while simultaneously preventing troublesome
familiar forces from harming the child. While this intervention technique is associated with
ubuLawu, it is quite likely that it was introduced to indigenous African societies of the
Cape by Malays who were brought by the Dutch to the area in the 17th Century (cf
Russland and Burghart, 1987).
The association of the notion eLawini with the ability to manage umoya related
illnesses among young children came to my attention in an interview with an elderly
mother in Khayelitsha. When I asked the mother whether she knew about umoya and how
it is treated among children, she responded by making a distinction between what she
understood as ipleyiti and umoya. Although she grew up in the rural areas, the mother
maintains that in her home area people understand the notion of ipleyiti as a prenatal
condition with which the baby is born. Women diagnose this illness from the condition of
the afterbirth and by the baby's skin color. According to the informant ipleyiti is treated
with African indigenous medicine. But, with regards to the management of umoya,
mothers in the area referred those suffering from the condition to Colored people working
in nearby commercial farms. On further investigation, other people from the Transkei
confirmed that umoya is an illness category associated with diarrheal illnesses among
children. In addition to the people of Zululand, it is known commonly among the Nguni of
the Western Cape. But in Harare there was no person identified as Lawu, despite the fact
that some of the people who live in the area migrated from neighboring wine producing
farms, and some from as far away as Somerset East, about 300 miles from Cape Town.
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These areas are dominated by Afrikaans speaking people. On one occassion, one of my
informants who had a sick child asked to be transported to eLawini in Guguletu.

This

gave me the opportunity to meet with the healer there. I will refer to the eLawini therapist
as "Mampinga. "
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Umoya therapist in practice
Observing Mampinga in practice, I found four components that constitute the
consultation and diagnostic process, they include: 1) listening, and providing advice, 2)
listening, counselling and referral, 3) listening and dispensing medicine; and, 4) listening,
observing, touching, and dispensing medicine. The area in which Mampinga consults with
patients is divided into two rooms, one for waiting and one for consultation room. It is
located behind the family house, and is separated by a brick wall from the rest of the
double story house. The healer's consultation area is accessible by the garage door. There
is no receptionist, and patients' visits are not recorded. Yet, the therapist notes and recalls.
every illness category that has been brought to her attention, including the advice she gave
to mothers concerning the health of their children. Except for Thursdays and Sundays,
consultation times are the same throughout the week. Beside her healing practice,
Mampinga is a leader in the Methodist Church Mothers Union. During the time of the
research she had been the chairperson of the organization for four years. This activity had
a tremendous influence on her role as healer. While seeing patients Monday through
Wednesday Friday, and Saturday from 8:30 in the morning to 7:00 in the evening to
accomodate her church responsibilities, consultation on Thursday ends at 2:00 in the
afternoon to attend the Mothers' Union, and Mampinga attends church services on Sunday
with her family. By the time Mampinga opens in the morning, ten to 15 mothers would be
in the waiting room with their children. Although attendance fluctuated throughout the
week and from one season to
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Table 9.1:

Dutch Remedies

used for uMoya Illnesses among Children

Internal
Name

Quantity

External
Contents

Name

Quantity

Contents

1) Behoedmiddel

5ml

. Calciwn Carbonate
A) Duiwelsdrekdruppels - 5ml - Asafoetida
Light Magnisiwn Carbo
Ethanol -62.50% v/v
Prepared Chalk
Athyl Alcohol - 6,48% v/v

2) Entressdruppels

5ml

Opium Tincture
Valerian Tincture
Compound Lav. Tine.
Asafoetida Tincture
Ethanol- 61,67%

B) Haarlemensis

Balsam Sulphuris
Base
Arachis Oil
Tar
Turpantine Oil

3) Krampdruppels

5ml

Valerian Tincture
Lavender CO
Solvent Ether
Ethanol - 55% v/v

C) Staaldruppels

20ml

4) Rooilaventer

5ml

5) Stuipdruppels

5ml

Nutmeg Oil
Rosemerry Oil
Cinnamon Oil
Athyl Alcohol
(unspecified)
Opium Tincture
Valerian Tincture
Asafoetida Tincture
Ether
Ethanol - 86,28% v/v

6) Wonderkroon

5ml

Aloes Tincture
Aloes
Potassiwn Carbonate
Gentian Powder
Camphor
Athyl Alcohol -18,9% v/v

7) Versterkdruppels

5ml

Cinchona Bark
Gentian Powder
Dried Bitter Orange Peel
Quassia
Ethanol - 45,00% v/v

Plus Externally

Plus Externally

These contents were adapted from Lannon and G.R Pharmaceuticals labels-Cape Town
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Figure 9.2: Idliso Pharmaceutical
Medicine.

Figure 9.3: Blood Mixture

This Graham Remedies pharmaceutical product is
targeted tor the African market. The brand name
is written in seSotho and in Zulu or Xhosa The
Nguni term for=poisoned stomach," that is, id/Lw,
is mispelt as "ithliso." Probably the manufacturers
did not find it necessary to check or inquire about
the correct translation from a Xhosa or Zulu
speaking person. The disected stomach picture on
the bottle plays right into Nguni notions of purging
the body of impurities, or perhaps their notions
about the centrality of the visceral region of the
body and its products in the interpretation of health
and illness.

This blood mixture is given a Xhosa brand name
umxube wegazi: an aphrodisiac. In addition to the
similarity in color between the mixture in Figure
9.3 and Figure 9.4, there are similarities in the
contents and amounts of the products. Both
consist of the following:
-Magnissium Sulphate
-Tincture of Capsici
-Potassium Iodine
-Saccharine
-Senna Fruct
-Spirit. Chloroform
-Aqua Additives
-Potassium Bicarbonate

20%w/v
.05%v/v
1.0%w/v
S.()% vlv
.05% w/v
2.0%vlv
100%
6.0% w.v.

The ignorant African would purchase• these
products for different discomforts, though a single
bottle could be used for all. Another marketing
strategy for G.R. Pharmaceuticals and others
targeting the African market?
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Figure 9.4:
Imbiza-herbal concoction for inyongo, stomach poisoning, pubic lice, backache, kidneys, burning urine, skin
blemishes, high blood, diabetes, sores, body pains, pulpitation, muscle pains, menstrual pains, and virility.
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another, Mampinga consulted an average of thirty-five people per day. Beside providing
services for children, Mampinga helped women with fertility problems. My discussion
focuses on Mampinga's management of children's illnesses.

Mampinga and understanding of Dutch medicines
Mampinga's life history, and how she became a specialist of umoya maladies,
reveals the idiosyncratic disposition among the Nguni people of the Cape toward people of
Color who are colic therapists, for positive or negative reasons. Mampinga relates that she
became a healer "as a gift from God". Although her mother in Pondoland in the Transkei,
where she came from in 1953, was a practicing healer and knowledgable in the use of
Dutch remedies and indigenous African herbal medicines, she was never impressed with
her mother's practice. Mampinga's parents migrated from Johannesburg to establish a
business enterprise in the Transkei during the Second World War. Mampinga came to
Cape Town in 1952 to join her husband. She was twenty-two years old that time. After
three years staying in the city center, they moved to the Kensington area. Although
Mampinga's family is of mixed -descent, she never regarded herself as Colored, and in
Kensington she lived in a neighborhood of Xhosa- speaking people. According to
Mampinga it was a Xhosa speaking parent who lived in the shantytown of'Mtsheko," in
Kensington who persuaded her to become a healer, by asking for help with a sick child.
Mampinga recalls that at that time her knowledge about the use of Dutch remedies was

30ral historical accounts suggest the name Mtsheko came about because of poor
sanitary services in this shanty area. As a result ofthis, human waste was scattered-around,
causing untold illness among children and adults. In 1959 African people from this community
were relocated to Nyanga West - the present Guguletu.
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rudimentary.

The parent approached Mampinga while visiting a friend in Mtsheko area

who was running a small business enterprise from her home. The Xhosa- speaking person
was a customer at the store. When the person saw Mampinga inside the store/house, he
urged her to come and help his child, who was suffering from fits and from diarrhea.
Taken aback by this, at first Mampinga hesitated and refused the request, maintaining she
knew nothing about healing people. The person insisted that her knowledge about Dutch
medicines might help the child, and he was prepared to purchase the required medicines
she might identify. Eventually Mampinga agreed to help, and she applied Dutch remedies
she recalled from her mother's experience. This was in 1955, and when other people
learned about her skills, they brought their children to her, too. Presently, she is known
widely by people in African townships. Mampinga claims that her practice is different
from her mother's strategic interventions. Unlike her mother, who used to combine Dutch
remedies with herbal medicines, she applies only Dutch remedies in her practice. Early in
the 1960s, Group Areas legislation relocated Mampinga's family to Guguletu where she
helps people now. When I met Mampinga she has been practicing for more than thirtytwo years. The following components are some of the myriad therapeutic services
Mampinga provides to women, mothers, and their children.

Listening and Providing Advice
Women and mothers come to Mampinga knowing what they are looking for.
Some of the women's expectations are met and others are not. Listening to the mothers'
conversation in the waiting room I gleaned that, before coming to Mampinga's house,
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some mothers had sought help elsewhere. While some mothers would comment that "I
had been to a number of private doctors, and my child is still sick," others would add in a
confirmatory tone that "I am sick and tired of going to Red Cross, because doctors either
refer you back to a clinic or they will give your child water-the child's body become "pam
pam" with the water and does not stop the running stomach." In this setting most
conversations relate to the failure of other strategic interventions and mothers'
expectations about the results they would receive from Mampinga's intervention.
Mampinga's experience (testified by her age, motherhood, wisdom) and success in
managing umoya among children gives these mothers confidence that she will be able to
address their immediate concerns, too. Depending on individual experiences about their
relations with the father of the child, conversation themes vary from pre-school day care
problems to difficulties in obtaining financial support from the fathers of their children, and
so on. These women's anxieties and stressful experiences were apparent on their faces.
Mampinga is expected to address not only the bodily discomforts of the children they bring
to her attention, but also meet the parents' expectations and social ills.
On this particular day the first consultation was with a mother who was holding a
four- month old baby. After briefly observing the child, held by her mother, Mampinga
advised the mother to take the child to the hospital, immediately. She observed that the
child was developing meningitis. After the mother left, Mampinga explained to me how
she had identified the illness. She cited "stiffness and pain" in the neck and listlessness, as if
the child was going to have fits or paralysis, as identifying symptoms. Because of her
experience with children's conditions, she is able to identify a very sick child without
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touching the body. Sending her to the hospital, and not to a private doctor, she reasoned,
would facilitate the child's recovery. Unlike in private practice, as found in the townships,
at the hospital diagnostic tests such as lumbar puncture will be applied, and this would
accelerate treatment.

"Definitely this child needs antibiotics," she continued, "some

mothers come here with the child's ear running, and maintain that the child has umoya.
There is no such thing as "wind" that would cause an ear infection." Mampinga further
stated her concern about the lack of understanding by some mothers about the various
signs associated with meningitis.

Listening, Counselling, and Referral
Some children who are brought to Mampinga's attention suffer from what she calls
"bad condition" of diarrhea. In such cases, Mampinga would put the child in her arms and
examine the child's temperature by placing her right hand on the forehead, touching the top
of the head, looking closely at the eyes, and feeling the child's legs, applying up-and-down
strokes. Mampinga then would interview the mother about the signs observed before the
child was brought to Marnpinga's attention.

"The child's body was hot, had a running

stomach with green stool, and vommits every time I breast feed." "My child is now losing
weight and the fontanel is falling." Most mothers would identify signs in this way. In such
illness episodes Mampinga would advise mothers to take the child to the Red Cross
Hospital for an intravenous drip. Some mothers would resist, maintaining that they have
been to the Red Cross many times without observable improvement in the health of the
child. Some would reason that the child has umoya and that the Red Cross cannot help an
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African illness. In these cases Mampinga would counsel the mothers, first, by making an
analogy drawing on their everyday life experience. Most of the people who visit Mampinga
come from homes without electricity and cook with kerosene. Beside recommending
glucose water, and a reduction in breast feeding, Mampinga would persuade the mothers
by saying "you can't light a stove without paraffin. You first put parrafin inside the stove
before you light with matches. You first put water in the child and the medicine will work.
Drip is like paraffin, medicine is like matches." As a result Mampinga discourages the use
of enemas without experience, particularly in cases of severe diarrhea. With such advice,
mothers leave Mampinga with a better understanding of why the child should receive a
drip therapy.

Listening and Dispensing Medicine
In Mampinga's consultation room there are 12 to 15 750 ml. bottles filled with
greyish concoctions of Dutch remedies. The medicinal mixtures are never filled to
capacity, but remain at about eighty per cent full. While some people would come in for a
refill at $2.50 (ZAR 10.00) a bottle, some bring their children for examination before they
receive the medicine. A mother would come in, greet Mampinga, sit down, and explain
the reason for the consultation.

In some consultations Mampinga would ask the name of

the child, in some others not. If she did not consider umoya severe, she would prescribe
the medicinal mixture, explaining to the mother how it is to be used. For Mampinga a mild
umoya would be when the child still has some fluids in the body. Mothers' discriptions
would include terms such as "just green stools," "the stools are not severely loose," "the
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child has appetite," and "I feed the child Lactogen."

These signs indicate to Mampinga the

severity of the illness, and what intervention strategy to follow.

Listening, Observing, Touching, and Dispensing Medicine
Beside providing the medicinal mixture, Mampinga would advise a person to
purchase additional remedies, such as, Haarmensis, Entressdruppels,
Duiwelsdrekdruppels

and

from the pharmacy to mix with petroleum jelly, and with which to

massage the child. This mostly is done when a child looks healthy, i.e., is not dehydrated
and has an appetite, belches after eating, is restless, and who makes an insistant faint cry,
as if experiencing sharp pains. In this type of consultation, Mampinga would hold the
child, put her on her lap or a table, and massage the child with an oily substance. It is
interesting to note that throughout my observations and interviews, Mampinga did not
inform me with the names and amounts of all the remedies she used in the medicinal
mixtures for umoya. Instead, I was provided with a list of all possible remedies that could
be used in such contexts (see Table 9.1 and Appendix B). This practice conforms with the
custom of other indigenous health practitioners I interviewed. IHPs maintain often that
"we healers gather herbal medicines from the same forest but how we mix them varies
from healer to healer." Similarly, the severity of the condition also points to the needed
amount of the mixture. In this illness episode Mampinga was positive the medicine would
relieve the child from suffering.

mp in Practice

-New Flats in Langa
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During my visits to the healers' organization gatherings in Langa, Qengeba
introduced me to Mamcira a diviner, who, besides training neophytes, is said to be
knowledgeable in child-related illnesses. Mamcira was in her 60s, a senior wife in a
polygamous marriage relationship, and she came to Cape Town to visit her husband who
lives in the New Flats with their home people. The New Flats is a migrant labor block of
residential flats. Mamcira's husband also is a well-known healer, popularly referred to as
Gononda.

Gononda was in his 70s when we met, and he has worked and lived in Cape

Town for more than forty years. For various reasons Gononda still regards himself as a
rural person (igoduka) from the district of Tsolo in the Transkei. Because of his allegiance
to his rural roots, in recent years he spends half of the year in Cape Town and the other
half at their home in the Transkei. Their nineteen year old daughter attends a local high
school and she cares for her father's belongings while he is away. I met Mamcira during
one of their visits to Cape Town. She agreed that I could visit and observe her practice on
weekends.
On one occassion, while interviewing Mamcira about her healing practice, a
woman came to seek help for her sick child. The child was eighteen months old, but could
not stand on his own. The mother explained that the child had a "running stomach" for
four days, that she had been to a private biomedical practitioner, and that he had not
improved, although she has been to the doctor twice after using the prescribed medicine.
Mamcira inquired where the woman was coming from and about her clan name. It
emerged that the woman was from one of the neighboring flats, and was visiting her
husband from the Ciskei. She further explained that the child had been well when they
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arrived in Cape Town three weeks earlier. Mamcira asked the mother to remove the
blanket covering the body of the child, touched his forehead with her right arm to check
the body temperature, felt the fontanell area with her fingers, touched the stomach area,
and observed the exhaust area - taking a closer look at the anus and at the stain on the
napkin (diaper) of the child. "I can feel the child's body is very weak from stomach
running," Mamcira commented after a while, "but the body is not very hot, though; I could
feel the fontanel is dropping and the stomach cavity empty. I perceive no signs that a
snake has licked the child. See also Green, Jurg, and Armando (1994). What I can see is
that the child is overpowered by malevolent forces in the place in which you live.
Nowadays people use bad medicines, and if your child is not fortified, he will be
victimized. In these residences we mothers suffer with our children because of deliberate
hardships."
stomach.

Mamcira reassured the woman that she would stop the child's running
She took a pulverised white medicine from an antelope skin bag that was

suspended by a string around her waist and blew it from her hand through the nostrils of
the child. After some few seconds the child sneezed three times and cried. After this
response I observed a broad smile appearing on Mamcira's face, further proof that her
medicine was more powerful than the medicine affecting the child.
In other indigenous healing contexts I had observed that the application of the
sneezing medicine, in addition to other prognostic techniques, is applied to measure
whether the materia medica available in the healer's pharmacopia will be match or
overcome the healer's adversary. A gifted and well-trained IHP is recognized by the use of
the sneezing medicine in diagnoses. Historically, should the sneezing powder fail to
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arouse a response, the practitioner is likely to refer the person to another practitioner that
the healer considers to possess more potent medicine than her. In Nguni healing
traditions, it would seem diagnostic interventions are perceived as contesting forces that
are mediated through and by the body of the sufferer and its fluids. Purging the body of its
impurities whether it be through the mouth, skin, genitals, nose, or anus embodies the
power of the healer as that of the medicine. And this notion of power and strength in
Nguni medicines has permeated the conceptualization and production of health products
prepared for the African market by pharmaceutical companies (see Appendix C). These
days one can purchase also sneezing medicine in liquid form from local trading stores to
pharmacies specialing in a variety of African products.

Sneezing in this context is

reassuring to the mother, considering her anxiety and depressive state over the perceived
failure of the biomedical intervention she had trusted. Inspired by the child's response,
Mamcira's face gleamed with encouragement and appeared ready to pursue the next
strategic intervention.
Mamcira' s main concern was to stop a running stomach and keep the child's
fledgling body alert by stimulating the nervous system through athimle (sneeze). This
process was followed by the preparation of a variety of astringent herbal medicines,
including tortoise shell. She mixed the decoction with a cup of boiled water and strained
the solution into a receiver using a fine threaded white cloth. Then she used half of the
contents as an enema. Considering the fluids the child might have lost, I was keen to see
what would be the outcome of this intervention. I had understood that enemas promoted,
rather than prevented, the loss of fluids. Unlike Mampinga who vehemently disapproved
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of the use of enemas in a child with a running stomach, Mamcira's reasoning was that the
use of enema was strategic. It was a convenient and efficient way of getting the medicine
where wanted. The medicine is meant to neutralize the strenght of the poison found in the
intestines, and also to harden the walls of the intestines, solidifying the foods that pass
through it. In proving her point, Mamcira handed me a piece of the bark she has used to
feel its qualities. The medicine left a dry sensation in my mouth. After applying the
medicine Mamcira held the child with the stomach facing down on her lap for about three
minutes, agitating the lower part of the body all the time. Here the enema was applied for
different reasons than to relieve constipation.

Mamcira advised the mother, afterward, to

feed the child with soft, com meal porridge with sugar and salt, and that she should avoid
milk or feeding from a bottle. She further recommended that the mother obtain "Bisto"
soup and mix it with brown bread. Finally, Mamcira took a charred and greased medicine
from a plastic container and rubbed all ligament joints from the fontanel area to the ankles
of the child. She explained to the mother that this was meant to fortify the child against
overpowering forces in their surroundings (uyasindwa).

Subsequent to this intervention I

followed and recorded the child's health condition for ten days. The day after the
intervention I visited the family and found the child playing on the mother's bed. On the
tenth day there was significant change in the health of the child. The mother commented
that her child's health was restored fully to his condition when they arrived in Cape Town.
Mamcira's clients included unmarried and married women and men who either
came for divination, or required medicines for a variety of social and bodily discomforts.
People consulted for loss of jobs, their children's peformance at school, roomate disputes
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on missing property, pending court allegations, marriage and family problems, for
livestock, "high blood," birthing problems, chest problems, and a variety of reproductive
health related problems. On one occassion an elderly man consulted Mamcira for help; he
had a problem with his eyes. We learned that before his visit to Mamcira he was refered
by a medical practioner to Groote Schuur Hospital. What was interesting is that the
person did not come to be provided with eye medicine, but to solicit advise and gain
assurance about his referral to the hospital. Following his conversation with Mamcira I
asked him why he was afraid to go to Groote Schuur. His response was that he feared
visiting the Hospital because he had gathered that black people's hearts are sought after in
heart transplant surgery and that he might be victimized. I could see Mamcira was amused
by this statement. Nevertheless, she advised the elder to heed the advice of the medical
practitioner, because hearts for transplant surgeries are removed from dead bodies and that
he may receive spectacles to improve his vision.
In my observations and interviews with Mamcira I was particularly interested in
finding out more about health conditions in which she applied enemas. From our
interviews she identified three broad areas in which this strategic intervention is applied.
Enemas are mainly used for constipation among adults and children; to improve appetite
and fortify "weak" blood; to dilute and expel poisons in the intestines, especially among
children. She, further, cautioned that use of enemas could be deadly, particularly when
applied without strict supervision from the healer. "As you have observed" she would say,
"many men who come here are concerned about their sexual performance and they learn
from other that the use of enemas could improve their virility. Some healers would
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provide strong medicines such as undonye [mineral product], while other people will
purchase these medicines from trading stores or from the herbal merchants founs in bus
terminals." For children one applies enemas when a child has been nursing for more than
six months. For Mamcira a nursing baby, because of weak abdominal muscles, does not
digest milk well and this curdles in the baby's stomach and small intestines and this affects
the growth of the baby. She continued and explained that enemas for amasi (that is
curdled or sour milk) could be purchased from local trade stores. In addition to over the
counter medicines, she often use aloes (or "blue soap") for children enemas." Following
this interview I visited the local trade stores and I found a number of different
pharmaceutical products that are sold as African medicines including minerals, waxes,
herbs and barks, liquid mixtures, and a wide variety of animal skins and fat products.
Although there was a mixed response among IHPs with regard to the question of
cooperation with other healing traditions that are found in the area, from the interviews I
discovered there was an undeclared "war of position " (Gramsci , 1971: 23 3) between IHPs
and biomedical practitioners that was fought on different healing fields. Claims to efficacy,
and legitimacy of one healing method over another were contested fiercely by the different
practitioners.

While IHPs contend that they are not credited by the State and the

biomedical fraternity for the services they provide to the public, some biomedical
practitioners claim IHPs' healing methods have no scientific basis. Conversely,
biomedicine draws its practice from a universal scientific knowledge.

The IHPs' position

in this regard was that no medical system in the country could claim that its methods are
always effective. The fact that people oscillate between the various healing systems
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indicates their complementarity, as experienced by people. IHPs lose-out in the long run,
because biomedical practitioners claim success for cases that initially were attended by
them, and vice versa. Moreover, biomedical practitioners influence the health policy of the
country, and their authority prevails to that ofIHPs.

As individual practitioners, IHPs are

perceived to be ignorant, illiterate, and opportunistic.

IHPs often respond by saying "our

knowledge of medicines contribute significantly in improving the health of people in our
communities.

,,4

These comments highlight the conceptualization of the significant role

played by the respective health services as perceived both by professional healers and some
members of the public. They also indicate the different and complementary ways by which
umoya could be managed among the Nguni people of the Western Cape. This brings us to
how some mothers themselves manage umoya without consulting professional healing
services

Makhumalo and Her Two year old
Here I revisitMakhumalo's

experience with her grand-child in Khayelitsha. When

Makhumalo went to live with her daughter in Khayelitsha, one of the reasons for this move
was prompted by her concern for her two year-old grandchild's health condition.

She

discovered on one of her visits to her daughter in Khayelitsha that the child was not

"Pollowing WHO recommendations on primary health and the political transformation
the South Africa African Medical Research Council was commissioned by the Medical
Association of South Africa to investigate the current role of "African Traditional Healers" in
health care delivery. Among its recommendations in "Bridging the Gap" Report (1992), a
national task force was to be created to work out logistics for a possible partnership between
Traditional Healers and biomedical personnel. See also, Melvyn Freeman and Mmatshilo
Motsei (1990). "I there a role for Traditional Healers in health care in South Africa? The
Centre for the Study of Health Policy. Johannesburg: University of the Witwatersrand. Paper
NO.20.
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looked- after well. Every now and then the mother would inform her that the child had
diarrhea. Since the mother was employed, the child was cared for in a day care center in
the neighborhood.

I interviewed Makhumalo on the second day of her arrival in

Khayelitsha. During my first visit to the home I observed that the child was malnourished,
and could not walk due to weak muscles. To replenish the child's mineral fluids,
Makhumalo fed the child with fresh vegetable liquids. She combined this with isomil (soya
milk powder). Intermittantly, she would feed the child cereals, oat meal, and com meal
porridge.

She fed the child this way for a period and by the end of four weeks the child

was able to stand on her own. Makhumalo was aware that the child was not suffering
from umoya but poor nutrition, a problem which young mothers of today, as she
maintained, fail to recognise to be related to diarrhea. Offering reasons fro the condition
Makhumalo mantioned the problem of poor care in neighborhood kindergarten centers,
where children could infect others because of poor sanitation. Hygenic conditions are also
influenced by the poor training child-minders receive on health. Makhumalo had observed
during her visits to these centers that soiled napkins are lumped together in a single pail
before they are cleaned. These conditions lead to infections and poor nutrition lowers the
resistance of a child against possible infection. Here, Makhumalo's intervention strategies
reveal a wider knowledge about other possibilities that could lead to a child's discomfort,
especially chilhood diarrhea.
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CONCLUSION
In this chapter we are presented with the multiple ways in which healers and
parents apply multiple ways in addressing a variety of illness conditions. It is evident that
healers and mothers draw their strategic interventions from various healing traditions
including their own social experience. Their knowledge derive from complementary
relationships that has held people from different social and cultural backgrounds together,
in spite of the official presentation that indigenous people in South Africa are historically
antagonistic to each other. We are informed also about the openmindedness that is
manifested in the healing practices, whereby healers and their patients demonstrate
remarkable willingness in trying alternative strategies in their quest for therapy. Although
these healers' approaches in practice are different, their vast knowledge can be used to
complement each other toward a desired outcome. Our attention is also drawn to the
complex way in which perceptions about Nguni healing systems are constructed as
discontinuous therapies. Nguni healing systems often incorporate other forms of healing
knowledge from near and far. This is particularly evident in Qengeba's travelling
expeditions to other parts of Africa. Historically there is a clear understanding that local
knowledge is complemented from outside, precisely for the reason that in Nguni
therapeutics theory is not separated from practice. The transformative qualities
embodying Nguni and other African people's therapeutic strategies have encouraged the
production and marketing of foreign cultural materials and ideas; these have been
incorporated in Nguni healing practices as their own. While this process is commendable
in situations of improving the quality of life among the people, it also raises questions
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about the problem of discovering hegemonic Truth in Nguni strategic interventions.
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CHAPTER X
CONCLUSION: ALTERNATIVE DIAGNOSTIC AND THERAPEUTIC
FRAMEWORKS-IMPLICATIONS
FOR PUBLIC HEALTH PRACTICE

It is evident from research that among the Xhosa speaking people of the Western Cape
the understanding and interpretation of childhood diarrheas is socially more complex than
meets the eye. My goal in this discussion was to elucidate this complexity by focusing on a
specific aspect of a remarkable social discomfort that affects children and their parents in
diverse ways. Furthermore, by analyzing systematically the various kinds of knowledge
people use as mechanisms for addressing and challenging the privileged status of Western
medical knowledge, I learned how these authorative Western biomedical ideas of interpreting
and managing illness can be contested.
discloses to us the complexity ofNguni

The specific manifestation of this contestation not only
healing processes, but also signifies the continuing

transformations of power relations in the medical field. I explored this relationship, first by
situating the debate within a process of childhood political socialization; secondly by analyzing
the relationship between theories of illness causation and the pragmatic ways in which
individuals and families resolve the discomforts.

It should be born in mind that, as many social

analysts have observed, childhood political socialization shapes and influences our actions and
our willingness to accept authority. Examples of this situation abound in many societies, of
which the Nguni people of the Western Cape are no exception. Children are neither born
racists, nor are they born anti-racists. It is society which molds them to one or another of
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these social domains. In other words, some kind of authority informs them how they should
perceive and negotiate their way in the social world, for good or for worse. And
anthropology informs us about the systematic and multiple ways in which different societies
reach the desired ends. For example, some societies would promote a militaristic type of
authority in which adherence to rules and regulations remain the core of socialization, others
would lay emphasis upon moral values in which loyalty to the laws of nature override
mundane interests, while others would encourage both or none of these. What emerges from
this study is knowledge that there are different kinds of authorities and different kinds of
"knowing practices" that inform the Nguni people's interpretation of reality. Moreover,
Xhosa speaking people's health seeking strategies reveal phenomenal examples of wisdom in
applying observable strategies to desired ends. But their validity from an epistemological
perspective "makes sense" by comparing the different kinds of authority I am analyzing in this
presentation.
From a socialization point of view it is known that in many societies "children are to
be seen and not to be heard." It is only adults who, in various ways, represent what is deemed
to be the interests of the child. In addition, it is still the adult world that sets specific rules and
processes by which the child should reach adulthood; these include life cycle processes. The
specific ways in which this learning process is conducted (authority is transmitted) largely
reflect the kind of society in which the child is brought up. These are characterized by various
socially defined stages, broadly=childhood,

adolescence, and adulthood.

It has also been

observed that in many societies each stage is accompanied by different manifestations of
orientation toward authority. It is clear in this study as exemplified by our socialization, that
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the childhood stage is accompanied by incorporation, subordination, obedience, participation;
while the adolescent period is characterized by beginning responsibility, accountability,
loyalty, and participation; and adulthood is associated with mature manifestation of
characteristics plus diligence, assertiveness, and participation.

Although girls in the urban

setting no longer go through puberty rights as a group, in Nguni societies they too, like boys,
used to pass through a similar orientation toward the assumption of authority. There is no
gainsaying that some of these learning processes have been substituted for other forms of
politicization such as belonging to a political or religious youth movement. Briefly, our
socialization in the urban setting, and I would assume in other African social settings, helps us
to participate in the affairs of the society from childhood to adulthood, in a variety of ways.
Ideally when one reaches the stage of adulthood one is expected "to know" what one is doing
and to be accountable for one's actions. Marriage or motherhood has been another dimension
in which adulthood is confirmed. Here, motherhood is accompanied by the sharing of
systematic knowledge about womanhood and the responsibilities it carries. European systems
of orientation toward authority truncated the participatory approach characteristic in
indigenous systems of decision making, by substituting for authoritarianism these processes.
For centuries, African voices were silenced and their social institutions for expressing their
concerns were eliminated or transformed to harmonize with the cultural values of European
authority.

The aftermath of this political influence was the suspension of African authority at

the childhood level. Paternalism has characterized almost every aspect of social relations
including the medical field. In the medical context childhood obedience is juxtaposed with
compliance with the authority of the biomedical practitioner.

Here, the African mother's
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acquiescence has been interpreted as ignorance and inertia; faithfulness was understood as
submission and controllability that had to be guided like a sheep without questioning.

And

when the mother inquires her concern is interpreted as a challenge to legitimate authority.
"Official" explanation disregards the maturity of the mother. In comparison to ugqira
womoya I found that professional nurses "will to control" and disregard cultural and societal
values in promoting the health interests of the child. It is at this level of compliance to
assumptions of Western biomedical authority and their opposition by indigenous forms of
authority that we witness how different systems of authority (technologies of power) have
their influence on the bodies of children and their bodily fluids.
From this observation I discovered that the prevailing disparity in the identification and
treatment of childhood diarrhea between mothers and professional nurses and between healers
and professional nurses stems from the different ways in which the illness episode is
conceptualized.

Whereas professional nurses as representative of the biomedical model tends

to view illness in terms of the body-mind dichotomy, mothers on the other hand understand
illness episodes in relation to a tripartite model ofumoya, inyongo and ithongo. While
professional nurses are concerned with the treatment of dehydration that would lead to a
(statistical) death, mothers' are more concerned with stopping a running stomach, a condition
traced to a variety of causal agents including umoya. Nurses are aware that oral rehydration
therapy does not treat or stop diarrhea; it replenishes body salts and fluids. For the mothers if
the biomedical intervention does not stop the condition, it perpetuates discomfort, as far as
the illness episode is concerned; thus it is not efficacious. So we end up with a Catch 22
situation whereby the type of authority nurses embody from their professional training would
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be challenged if they stoop down to the level of "mysticism and superstition" even if they do
understand the social background from which the mothers come. Instead, the mothers are
blamed for not having confidence in "scientific interventions."
Mothers, on the other hand, are aware that identification of the malady as "gastro" and
the issuing of a doctor's certificate, in the event of death, means protection from arrest even if
they do not have confidence in the intervention. This dissonance in the perception of identical
symptomatic expressions and their management resonates in other spheres of health related
interventions, from nutrition to public health evaluation programs.

It would seem it is not

necessarily the different kinds of knowledge that are at stake here, it is the historically
constituted hegemonic relationship that has its roots in the negation of indigenous forms of
social organization as legitimate systems of thought. What happens next is that the mothers .
are coerced to conform and their right to make informed decisions as responsible adults is
undermined.

Thus the suffering of the bodies of children become vested with meanings of

authority and subordination, power and fear of domination, justice and injustice, poverty and
deprivation, participation and exclusion.
Like a weapon and a tool, umoya management and the inscription of various
authorities on the bodies of children seem inseparable (Scarry 1985:73). Different forms of
healing traditions with similar or directly opposite strategies for intervention have increasingly
exercised their authority through intravenous therapy, Dutch medicines, patent medicines, and
a variety of indigenous herbal medicines. The biological neutrality of the child is transformed
remarkably into a political anatomy upon which different and complementary systems of
knowledge campaign for recognition. The law of the jungle or what evolutionists call "the
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survival of the fittest", the political "will to rule", guides contending hegemonic ideologies and
in the process significant knowledge with benefits to the people is eliminated. The different
strategies of inclusion and exclusion by which children's bodies are purged of impurities is a
prime example of this' contestation.

As we have seen in Chapter VIII, the different meanings

that are ascribed to the interpretation of different symptomatic manifestations among children
tend to be seen as also embodying adult life histories and gender differences. The contestation
to define and redefine symptomatic manifestations current among mothers, professional
nurses, and indigenous health practitioners, (albeit for therapeutic reasons) tends to perpetuate
the practitioners' (of all kinds) idiosyncrasies about efficacy and the legitimation of one healing
method over another. I found these to be some of the reasons that influence the recognition
and possible relationship between culturally based intervention strategies and longstanding
State authorized health practices for immunization, prevention, and health promotion in
African communities of the Western Cape. There is no doubt that differences between
mothers and State health professionals in the identification of popular disease etiologies and
biomedical classification of enteric and other diseases related to children results in mistrust
and confusion among State health providers; this brings untold suffering to children, their
parents, and families.
Pharmaceutical manufacturers compound this situation by purposely producing
chemical products with African brand names such as Isicimo Sabantwana (that is enema for
children-a powerful medicine for umoya) which appropriates African illness categories for
profit-making reasons. The use of these brand names perpetuate in the eyes of the African
mothers the idea that umoya can be relieved by the application of enemas among their
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children. This misinforms and misrepresents the healing context in which indigenous health
practitioners apply the method. It would seem pharmaceuticals that are targeted for the
African market are not subjected to the same control measures as those produced for the
broader South African public. For example, some mineral products such as potassium
permanganate, it would seem because of its color, have a special appeal to indigenous African
people, especially among Nguni. As discussed in Chapter III it conforms to the Nguni notions
ofubuhlaza (that is greenness/blueness) as a "life giving substance" in their world view. As a
result it has been incorporated among indigenous materia medica and is called uzifo zonke ,
that is, a medicine for healing general discomforts. Nguni people use uzifo zonke for a variety
of conditions from healing bodily discomforts to the protection of households against
malevolent forces. This mineral product falls under the category of patent medicine and is
distributed as an over-the-counter

remedy. Like many other minerals that conform to

indigenous African ideas of color symbolism, it is widely used. Unlike other products, these
are marketed without labels informing the public about its medicinal use or warning against its
harmful effects. What compounds the situation further, is the systematic way in which these
are marketed as indigenous medicines even if none of these are labeled in an African language.
Many people who have used some of these mineral products learn painfully about their
harmful effects. I found the commercialization of these minerals and pharmaceutical products
targeting the African market to be directly related to relationships between patterns of illness
and disease among children and the wider economic and political changes in South Africa.
Farquhar (1994:222-3) notes in her study of Chinese medicine that "the most general
condition of medical strategy is uncertainty of outcome, making medical intervention in the
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world always a form of gambling." In the Western Cape context this statement is verified by
my observations as explained in Chapters VII And VII. The multiplicity of healing systems
and the variety in intervention strategies, as I have observed, is directly related to the
accumulation of healing knowledge by indigenous healing practitioners of all kinds including
mothers. In addition to the uncertainty manifested by parents about the outcome of a
childhood illness episode, many methods were applied by professional healers of different
kinds. This suggests that there is no significant difference between indigenous health
practitioners' intentions and those of biomedical practitioners in applying methods which they
consider appropriate at the time. It is also clear in this study that intervention strategies
pursued by parents and health professionals included improvement in nutrition. The multiple
methods used by indigenous health practitioners contradict the historical association of
indigenous therapeutics with mysticism and superstition that was promoted by a Western
ideological interpretation that African gobemouches had internalized as African social reality.
As this study shows, there are different kinds of healers with different methods of healing, but
this does not negate the fact that, for all, the primary concern is to improve the condition of
the child by whatever means available. My findings with regards to the practice of indigenous
healers suggest a transformation in the perception and conceptualization of health care
services by health authorities in the Western Cape, and elsewhere in South Africa. African
indigenous healers participation in promoting the well-being of African societies, from public
health participation to struggles for liberation against European colonialism and Western
hegemony is documented by the graves of Makanda}, Nehanda, and our mothers and fathers

lXhosa diviner who led a war against British settlers during the 1800s: he was the first
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who, in spite of their persecution, withstood the atrocities inflicted on them and their kinsman
in all the comers of the African continent. Until we honor their contribution and learn from
their wisdom which has enriched humanity across continents we shall not be able to free
ourselves, as lilliputians and gobemouches, from Western hegemonic intellectualism in the
healing field. This means we must approach health interventions on all fronts by engaging in
the participatory decision-making approach which is a hallmark of indigenous learning
methods. Health professionals of all kinds need to be honest and explain what they are doing
and the reasons why they are doing it. Also they need to put what they do in a language that
is understandable and is put in the context of African people's thinking.

Xhosa leader to be incarcerated in Robben Island. About the same period Nehanda, a woman
spirit-medium, and Kaguyi were hanged for leading an uprising against British settlers in Rhodesia
(present Zimbabwe).
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APPENDIX A

QUESTIONNAIRE ON THERAPY CHOICES AND ILLNESS MANAGEMENT
Section A:

Household Characteristics
- Household head
- Number of people living in the house
- Household members' age
- Relationship to household head
- Gender
- Religion
- Education
- Employment - Type
- Comment about Quality of household.

Residence History.
Recreation - membership in community organization/so
Section B:

Type, Size and Ownership of Dwelling Unit

Section C:

Occupation, Income and Expenditures
- What did you do most of the time during the past three months?
- Are you self-employed or employee?
- How much income does each of the following household members earn?
- How weU do you think you are doing financially compared to other people your
age?
- Does the amount of money (and your family) you have take care of your needs
poorly, fairly weU, or very well?

Section D:

Migration History
- We would like to know about some of the places that you have lived, we do not
mean places that you want to visit, but rather places that you yourself lived?
- What is the total number of places outside Khayelitsha that you have lived in?
- How long have you been living in Harare - Khayelitsha?
- What type of community were you living in before you came to Khayelitsha?
- Why did you decide to come to KhayelitshalHarare?
- Who moved with you to the present community?
- Do you have plans to move away and live in some other place outside
Khayelitsha?
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APPENDIX B

CAPE DUTCH AND OTHER REMEDIES

Over- The-Counter

Remedies

Utilized

By Parents For umoya & Other Children'

For Children
Behoedmiddel
Bitterolie
Borsdruppels
Doepa
Duiwelsdrekdruppels
Entressdruppels
Haarlemensis
Hoffmansdruppels
Groenamara
Ipekakuanha Tinktuur
Kraamdruppels
Babies Stomach Mixture
Castor Oil
Cod Liver Oil
Duiwelsdrek
Gripe Cure
Pepermentdruppels
Rooilaventer
Staaldruppels
Stuipdruppels
Soetolie
Turlington
Voortrekker Inflamation Oil
Versterk Druppels
Wild Garlic
Witdulcis
Wonderkroon Essens

Illnesses

- 0-5 years
- Gripewater;
- Saccheroi Syrup;
- Teething Necklace;
- Baby Teething Powder;
- Infants Chest and Lung Tonics;
- Children Cough Syrups;
- Children Peppermint Cures;
- Cod Liver Oil or Derivative Mixtures;
- Menthol Based Liniments;
- Scabies
- Appetite Stimulants:
- Children's Blood Tonics
- uMuti Wabantwana;
- Vemox
- Worm Syrups
- Jones Wormkiller
- Paracitamol Tablets
- Prunella Children's Laxative
- lJrnthi Weoyooi (Anti-Familiar Mixture)
- Muti Uwabantwana(sic);
- Mthuthuzelj Wabantwana;
- Isicimo Sabantwaba (Anema)
- Irnbiza Yabantwana (Children's Tonic)
- Compound Milk of Magnesia;
- Anti- Diarrhea Mixtures
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- Why do you want to move and live else where?

Section E:

Personal/Household Health History
- Have any members of the household been sick during the past 3 months?
- In the past month have you been sick?
- Which of the following could be identified with the illness episode
- What are the signs (symptoms) of the illness?
- What do you think was the cause of the illness episode?
- How was the illness treated?
- What are the useful sources to treat the illness episode?
- What do you do to prevent the reoccurrence of the illness episode?
- What do you think are the best sources to treat illnesses related to ...?

Section F:

Stomach Related DInesses Knowledge
- Some people think stomach illnesses like umoya and "Gastro" are a serious
problem in Khayelitsha. Others are not so sure about this. What would you say
it is and why?
- How worried are you about "Gastro" as a problem for you/your child?
- What do you think causes "Gastro" among children?
- How do you treat "gastro" in your home?
- What do you think are the best sources to treat "Gastro"?

This interview questionnaire schedule is adaptedfrom Linda Lacey's "Household Questionnaire
Inventory" and Sue Estroff's "Psychiatric Dease Questionnaire Inventory. "
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APPENDIX

PHARMACEUTICALS

Aloes
Asmano (For Asthma)
Blue Stone
Blue Butter
Bronkazma (For Bronchitis)
Calamine Lotion
Caster Oil
Che-Cha Ointment (Skin Problems)
Feluna Mixture/Pills (Menstruation
Problems)
Iris Eye Cure
lpenpenti (For Fever)
lpentyila (For General Pains)
Jones K&B Pills (Kidney Problems)
Jones Tapeworm Mixture
Jones Toothache Drops
Jones Wormkiller
Lobo Influenza Mixture
Laxa Tablets (Purgative)
Indian Tablets (Purgative)
Peelaa Pills (Fertility)
Polly's Lightening Liniment
Potassium Permanganate
Rajah Stomach Mixture

C

FOR AFRICAN

PEOPLE

MARKET

- Olino Chest and Lung Tonic
- Brooklax Chocolate (Laxative)
- Puritone Tablets (Purgative)
- Puri-Kleen Sejeso (For Poisoned Stomach)
- Amafutha ka Tikoloshe (Familiar Fat)
- Amafutha eMpundulu (Familiar Fat)
- Amafutha eNtlwathi (Python Fat)
- Imbiza Yegazi (Blood Mixture)
- Imbiza Yobangalali (Potency Mixture)
- Isihlambezo (For Expectant Mothers)
- Mahlabe Kufeni (For STDs)
- Imbiza Yezintso nesinqe (Kidney and
Backache Mixture)
- Urnxube Wegazi (Blood Tonic)
- Urnxube Wenkatazo (Mixture for General
Discomforts)
- Intlaablaa-No.l (For Complexion)
- Seal Oil
- Shark Oil
- Senna Leaves
- Zambuk Ointment (Skin Problems)
- Tsa Sesali (For Women)
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APPENDIX

D

KHA YELITSHA CLINIC COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES

Clinic
Services

Khayelitsha

Town 2

Greenside
Mobile

Nolungile

Cite

B

REG-

TOTAL

TEAM

T.B

17869

16940

8

125262

13532

-

295311

CHll..D
HEALTH

12479

14038

122

55281

48221

-

130141

FAMILY

5165

6512

-

19085

24875

-

55637

259

-

-

2306

2842

-

5407

-

-

-

155

10

330

495

-

-

-

40

-

-

40

OTHER

192

103

-

794

3368

-

4457

HOME
VISITS

521

370

-

445

919

283

2538

TBHOME
VISITS

392

6755

-

917

558

-

8622

204285

216025

PLANNING

STD
GERIA-

TRICS
CURATIVE

TOTAL

36877

44718

130

613

502648

Adapted from Western Cape Regional Services Council Annual Report of the Department
of Health Services For the Year 1990.
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APPENDIXE

BLACK INFANTS PRINCIPAL CAUSES OF DEATH - WESTERN
(Formal Sector)

Rank

Causes

No. of Deaths

CAPE

% Total

1

Symptoms, Signs and Ill-defined conditions

146

43.5

2

Gastro-Enteritis

39

1l.6

3

Pneumonia

33

9.9

4

Sudden Death (Cause unknown)

31

9.2

5

Prematurity

17

5.1

6

Other G.I. T.

14

4.2

7

Congenital Anomalies

12

3.6

8

Cardio- Vascular System

9

2.7

9

Accidents

8

2.4

10

Homicide

6

l.8

11

Septicaemia

5

l.5

12

Other Infections

5

l.5

13

Other Respiratory Conditions

5

l.5

14

Tuberculosis

4

1.2

15

Other

1

0.3

335

100

Total

Adapted from Western Cape Regional Services Council Annual Report of the Department of
Health Services, 1990. pp 29.
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APPENDIX F

HOUSEHOLD SIZE HARARE

No. of Household
Members

No. of Households

%No.

1

12

H

2

.8.

2

1

12

lQ_

1

Q

~

s

.ill

li

Q

to

li

1

1

s,

.8.

Q

L

2

2

2.Q

10

---

--

I2tal= 90

%=100

li
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APPENDIX

AGE DISTRIBUTION

G

OF HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS

Age

Male

Female

Total

%

0-4
4-9
10-14
15-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64
65-69
70-74
75+

23
27
21
21
12
15
19

20
28
29
18
17
15
20

10.4
13.4
12.2
9.5
7.1
7.3
9.5
5.2
7.0
5.8
3.2
3.0
2.7
2.4
0.7
0.7

Total=

100

10

Il

9
8
3
5
6
7
1
2

19
16
10
7
5
3
2
1

43
55
50
39
29
30
39
21
28
24
13
12
11
10
3
3

189

221

410
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APPENDIXH

WORLD AIDS DAY PROGRAM HELD AT SITE C-KHA YELITSHA
1 DECEMBER 1992

Master of Ceremonies:

I1HOO
IlH05
I1HOO
I1H15
I1H45
12HOO
12H 15
12H45
13H45
13H55
14HOO
14H20

Mrs L. Magwaca
(Senior Nurse Professional Nolungile Clinic)

Opening Prayer
Opening Remarks
Praise Poet
I1H45
Choir
Speech
Drama/Gumboot Dance
REFRESHMENTS
Choir
Speech
Personal Hygiene
Presentation

14H35 Questions
14H55 Vote of Thanks
15HOO Closing Prayer

Rev. NtshanyanalBashman
Mrs. L. Magwaca
Child Welfare
Fun Run/Cooking Demonstration
SACLA Community Health Workers
Traditional Healer

Mxolisi Petani
Mr. B. Nduna: AIDS Community Worker
Tricor
Ms. V. Masernbate and Sr. Shweni
(Trophies and Certificates)
Tricor
Member from the Community and
Mrs. N. Wotini: SACLA Co-ordinator
Rev. NtshanyanalBashman

Youth participation in this occassion was over 60 %. Parents, mostly women and children also
attended.
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APPENDIX

AGENDA-REGIONAN

I

SERVICES COUNCIL
MEETING

CROSSROADS

11 CLINIC

Time:9:00 a.m.
Date:8:5:93.

Meeting - Traditional Practitioners
M.C.

- Mr. Mtila (Clerk in the Clinic)

AGENDA:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Registration
Devotions
- Rev. Xapile
Music
- Traditional Practitioners
Introduction and Ice Breaker - Sister Vilakazi (Nurse Professional)
Purpose of Meeting
- Mr. Gcwabe
Importance of Working Relationship Between the Clinic and Traditional Practitioners
Mr. Guma
Input by Traditional Practitioner - Mr. Jevu (Senior Healer)
BREAK

8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

Needs Assessment
Report Back
Way Forward
Summary
Vote of Thanks

- Group Discussion

- Mr. Mtila
- Mr. Mbiko (Nurse Professional)

Three Hundred people attended this meeting - IHPs, professional and non-professional health
clinic staff, community leaders, and their followers. While diviner/Nurse professionals
appeared in their indigenous healing paraphernalia, some senior healers were in white clinical
coats with Mercedes Benz company emblems, others hanging sashes written "Herb Police"
(see also Figure: #).
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APPENDIX J

CONSTITUTION OF ONE OF THE IHPs ORGANIZA TIONS-KHA YELITSHA

VUSISIZWE INDIGENOUS HEALERS ASSOCIATION-WESTERN CAPE
(VUSISIZWE UMBUTHO WENY ANGI ZOMTHONY AMA ENTSHONA KOLONI)

CONSTITUTION

1.

NAME
The name of the association shall be Vusisizwe Indigenous
hereinafter referred as "Vusisizwe".

2.

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(t)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
(k)

3.

Healers Association,

To unite all indigenous healers into one body.
To promote indigenous medicine and practice.
To promote research into indigenous medicines and methods of healing.
To promote training in the art of herbal medicine.
To supervise the practice of indigenous medicine and prevent abuse and
misconduct.
To co-operate with the Ministry of Health and other Ministries and
organizations that are involved in the field of Public Health.
To preserve and promote beneficial aspects of African culture.
To co-operate with Indigenous Medical Practitioners in South Africa and in
other African countries.
To promote mutual patient referral with other health care organizations.
To promote the establishment offarms for the cultivation of indigenous
medicinal herbs.
To actively promote the establishment ofIndigenous Healers Burial Society, in
the Western Cape.

MEMBERSHIP
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(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)
(e)

(f)

4.

Membership of the Association shall be open to all indigenous healers.
On enrolment each member shall pay a joining fee determined from time to
time by the National Executive Committee in consultation with the
regional/local executive members.
Annual subscription fees shall be determined by the National Executive
Committee from time to time.
Each member shall be supplied with a certificate of registration and a
membership card.
Membership of the Association may be lost through»
(i) Resignation
(ii) Expulsion
On resignation or expulsion no refund will be made of:(i) Joining fee.
(ii) Subscription fee.

THE NATIONAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
(a) The National Executive Committee shall consist of:(i) President
(ii) Vice President
(iii) Secretary for Administration
(iv) Secretary for Finance
(v) Secretary for Research and Education
(vi) Secretary for Law and Order
(vii) Deputy Secretary for Administration
(viii) Deputy Secretary for Finance
(ix) Deputy Secretary for Research and Education
(x) Deputy Secretary for Law and Order
(xi) Six Committee members.
(b)
(c)
(d)

(e)
(f)

The above office bearers shall be elected every five years.
The President shall be elected by all registered members of the Association
through their representatives.
Three members of the National Executive Committee shall be elected by all
registered members through their representatives in each of the following
provinces.
Meetings of the National Executive Committee shall be held not less than two
times each year.
At any meeting of the National Executive Committee eight members shall form
a quorum.
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(g)
(h)

5.

Disciplinary power of the Association shall be exercised by the National
Executive Committee.
The National Executive Committee may appoint as many employees as it
considers necessary or desirable.

DUTIES OF THE NATIONAL OFFICE
(i)

President

He shall be head of the Association.
He shall ensure discipline and order in the Association.
He shall be the chief spokesman for the Association.
He shall ensure adherence to the Association's policies by all officials and members
and is empowered hereby to discipline and suspend from office any person who acts or
speaks contrary to the policy of the association.
(ii)

Vice President

He shall assist the President in his duties and assume the responsibilities of the
President in the latter's absence.
(iii)

Secretary

for Administration

He shall be responsible for organizing and running the Association under the direction
of the President.
(iv)

Deputy Secretary for Administration

He shall assist the Secretary for Administration in his duties and assume the
responsibilities of the Secretary for Administration in the latter's absence.
(v)

Secretary for Finance

He shall be in charge of the Association's financial affairs under the direction of the
President.
He shall prepare and submit to the National Executive Committee, financial statement
from time to time.
He shall present the statement of Accounts, duly audited, to the delegates at the
National Congress of the Association.
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(vi)

Deputy Secretary for Finance

He shall assist the Secretary for Finance in his duties and assume the responsibilities of
the Secretary for Finance in the latter's absence.
(vii)

Secretary

for Research and Education

He shall be in charge of the Association's training and research programs including
clinics and hospitals.

(viii)

Deputy secretary for Research and Education

He shall assist the Secretary for Research and Education in his duties and assume the
responsibilities of the Secretary for Research and Education in the latter's absence.
(ix)

Secretary for Law and Order

He shall be in charge of the Association's affairs and discipline.
He shall be the chairman off the National Disciplinary Committee.
(x)

Deputy Secretary for Law and Order

He shall assist the Secretary for Law and Order in his duties and assume the
responsibilities of the Secretary for Law and Order in the latter's absence.
6.CONGRESS
(a)

Congress shall be composed of the delegates as follows:
(i) All members of the National Executive Committee.
(ii) All District officials.
(iii) Three members from each Branch.

(b)

The congress shall be held every five years at a place and date decided by the
National Executive Committee.

7. FINANCE
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(a)

(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

The funds of the Association shall consist of all fees paid in terms of
regulations referred to in Section 3, donations and other moneys and assets as
may vest in or accrue to the Association.
All moneys shall be paid through the Secretary for Finance.
All moneys shall be deposited in a bank approved by the National Executive
Committee.
The accounts of the Association shall be examined and audited annually.
A member of the association shall be paid from the funds of the Associations,
such allowances as the National Executive Committee may fix to meet any
reasonable expenses incurred in connection with the business of the
Association.

8. DISTRICTS AND BRANCHES

(a)

The Association shall establish District and Branch organs with Executive
Committees consisting of :(i) Chairman
(ii) Vice chairman
(iii) Secretary
(iv) Vice secretary
(v) Treasurer
(vi) Deputy Treasurer
(vii) Organizing secretary
(viii) Deputy Organizing Secretary
(ix) Four Committee members.

(b)

District and Branch officials shall be elected every two years at a general
meeting arranged for that purpose.
At any meeting of the District or Branch Executive Committee six members
shall form a quorum.
Each Branch shall consist of at least thirty members.

(c)
(d)

9. AMENDMENTS

TO THE CONSTITUTION

Amendments to this constitution shall be by two-thirds majority of those members
present at the Congress.

10. DISSOLUTION
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The Association may, by a resolution passed by two-thirds majority of the members at a
special conference called expressly for that purpose, resolve that the Association be dissolved.
All properties and funds of the Association after meeting all liabilities shall be distributed in
such a manner as shall be determined by that conference.
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